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Introduction

 It is the character of the Irish that 
interests me. To begin to understand the col-
lective identity of the nation I wish to first 
study the individuals who inhabit it. A country 
geographically and historically brushed aside 
by her larger, more powerful neighbours, like 
many small countries, her people reflect a huge 
sense of the landscape from which they hail.

 A defining and recurring feature 
of the Irish mentality throughout history has 
been a tendency to live aggressively in the pre-
sent.1 It is easy why this may be so; living for 
centuries off the scraps from the tables of the 
large empires, Ireland developed a ‘small dog 
syndrome’ whereby she courageously snatched 
at any opportunity that may have brought her 
good fortune that floated by.

 This gallant image that we remember 
of our past forms the foundation of the identity 

that we broadcast both to ourselves and to 
the world. More importantly, this is the im-
age that both we and the world embraces.

 Many of the complexities of the 
Irish character can be read from the painting 
‘Men of the South’ by Limerick-born painter 
Seán Keating. Six men, members of the 2nd 
Cork Brigade of the Flying Columns, poised, 
waiting to ambush the British. Camouflaged 
by the unmistakable Irish landscape, their 
faces appear calm, composed and fearless. A 
viewer feels strangely at ease with this scene. 
One knows not when the English military 
will arrive, nor what will be the outcome of 
the ambush, yet these men reassure us that 
they are ready; each man supported by his 
partner, each pair supported by the other 
four, and all six under the cover of the land-
scape that they know so well.

 The image is yet another portrayal 
of a Romantic Ireland. It captivates a viewer 

‘Men of the South’ - Sean Keating 1922. Image Courtesy of Crawford Gallery of Art, Cork
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and forces them to empathise with the rebels’ 
cause. For these men are fighting for their land, 
for their people.

 These ‘Men of the South’ are most 
certainly living in the present. Yet for all the 
control that they express over their present sit-
uation, there is no indication as to the security 
of their future. The ad hoc nature of their uni-
forms hint at such vulnerability, reinforced by 
the ominous fact that all of the men are focused 
entirely in only one direction.

 For me, this is an extremely strong 
impression of the Irish people, a comforting 
collective that most will warm to. Strong, in-
telligent and brave, exhibiting a huge sense 
of kinship and camaraderie. Yet the lack of a 
well established bureaucratic methodology, in 
our hasty way of going about things, can often 
end in tragic circumstances. Is this due to an 
ignorance and keenness to escape events of a 
turbulent past? Or a naïvety in failing to pro-
vide for the future? The ‘luck’ of the Irish that 
R.F. Foster alluded to as being much of the 
cause of Ireland’s astonishing transformation 
from the 1970s onwards, was much less to do 
with Ireland being in the right place at the right 
time, more a case of Ireland seeing a break, and 
reaching out eagerly to grab it.2

 Throughout her history, Ireland has 
experienced extreme misery and oppression. 
The paradox of the happy-go-lucky approach 
at times being to our extreme detriment, has 
(or perhaps rather, had) gained us worldwide 
sympathy. With each of these ‘folds’3 of misery 
in our history, it is as though there comes a re-
curring energy or pressure, built up for years 
and years throughout the nation, before finally 
being released at an uncontrollable speed. The 
country flourishes in an ideal, dreamlike fash-

ion and until the energy runs out, the food 
runs out, the money runs out etc. Is any good 
fortune we enjoy to just a precursor to some 
‘great and traumatic upheaval?4

 This juxtaposition of the beauti-
ful people, the beautiful landscape, with that 
sense of impending tragedy is part of what 
makes Ireland such a haven for poets and 
musicians. At the top of the world in terms of 
these art forms, why is it that the Irish have 
historically not gained such a control over 
their own architecture, at least apparently? 
McCullough and Mulvin put it down to a 
failure to establish a continuous or coher-
ent order from age to age. All architectural 
progress was liable to ‘sudden and complete 
reversal’5, which seems to tie in with what 
I have written above. The previously men-
tioned bureaucracy that we never established 
and was never successfully forced upon us, 
seems to have been a necessity as a founda-
tion for building well.

 Our attitude to the architecture 
that we do possess, seems to echo our atti-
tude to our history. We are very selective in 
what we wish to restore and name our her-
itage. The rest is ignored and left as ruins, 
whether castle, mill or housing estate, stub-
born reminders of a decidedly Irish past. 
Since modernism, we have developed some 
tradition, producing competent irish archi-
tects capable of operating at an internation-
ally recognised standard. I wish to explore 
whether or not their architecture can be 
classed as Irish ahead of cosmopolitan. For 
successful architecture will always relate, in 
some form or other, with its context, and 
contemporary architecture has become a 
largely (and successfully) cosmopolitan af-
fair. Therefore who’s to say an Irish architect 
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is better suited to an Irish project than a Ger-
man architect? Or visa versa? 

 ‘To destroy war, destroy patriotism’6. 
It seems that in the modern age having adopt-
ed a neutral stance in World War II, and since 
secured peace in the North, that the patriot-
ism shown in ‘Men of the South’ may be dead 
and gone. Yet, to challenge Yeats, a Romantic 
Ireland does not simply die. Perhaps it never 
existed? Or perhaps it comes in waves, and 
leaves us with the same nostalgia that Yeats ex-
perienced when he wrote the poem ‘September 
1913’. Irish patriotism has been lost, and for the 
better. Yet Irish identity remains, and has man-
ifested itself globally. We have seen a boom in 
this country, and its dramatic self destruction, 
which has left us with more architectural ruins. 
So now what? Time to forget the past and start 
living in the present, perhaps?

Irish identity is created by the Irish. The 
IDA yes, but before the IDA comes The Irish 
individual. An individual with such strong 
character should have a cultural identity that 
is reflective of all its complexity. We must em-
brace all aspects of the past (as distinct from 
‘living in the past’), the ruins (ancient and con-
temporary), and with that embrace the future, 
potentially, and favourably, cosmopolitanism. 
With an apt balance of the above, only then can 
we begin to live, successfully and stably, in the 
present.
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Their Architecture; the Architecture of the 
Irish Individual

 In a 1915 tour of the British and 
Irish isles, photographer Clifton Adams doc-
umented his experiences of summertime in 
Britain and Ireland for National Geographic 
Magazine. Not much is known of the visit, yet 
a series of photographs remain in the National 
Geographic archives. Of the photographs, a 
handful taken in Ireland depicting the people 
and the landscape. Portraits showing differ-
ent generations of Irish men and women, boys 
and girls, more or less all with the same format 
of composition. In seven of the eight photo-
graphs, the background features part, if not all, 
of the front of the subjects’ homes. In all cases, 
the home is the white painted stone cottage 
with a thatched roof.

 A search for the origins of this cot-
tage will lead one to seventeenth century Ire-
land. Domestically, there remains little or 
nothing of what existed before this date. Vari-
ous factors contribute to this concerning war, 
famine, the low population density (roughly 
about twenty inhabitants per square mile circa 
1600) and the nature of livelihood. The dwell-
ings of Irish houses tended to be more transient 
in their materials; wattle and daub etc. While 
the lifestyle itself was based largely around cat-
tle and the need for transhumance or ‘booley-
ing’ from season to season to more suitable 
pastures7.

 ‘From 1600, there is a discernibly 
Irish style of house, though far less elegant and 
coherent than it would become. The English or 
Scotch ‘imported’ styles to be found in planta-
tion areas are less interesting and lasted less 
well.8’

 Following the population increase 
of late eighteenth century pre-famine Ireland, 
the stone cottage represented the formula for 
a comforting and coherent landscape where 
tradition dictated that any stranger was wel-
come.

 This white cottage, usually of rec-
tangular plan with two or even one room, 
in all its simplicity and humbleness, existed 
with little variation as the primary dwelling 
throughout the country. The simple materi-
als, the simple structure, became the vernac-
ular. Throughout the country, the thick walls 
and the small windows, all remain constant. 
The heavy roof of sod or thatch, its simplic-
ity continued to be, as referred to in A Lost 
Tradition, ‘born of regard for the necessary 
order of agricultural work and the economic 
use of scarce resources’9. This formality en-
sues a sense of continuity from the smallest 

Three Generations of Women, Clifton Adams, 1915
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cottage to the largest country house, reflective 
of a desire for humility within Irish community 
life.

 This architecture, the cottage that 
translated into the parish school building, the 
community hall, the country house; this is their 
architecture. One feels that this is where the 
strongest sense of an Irish architectural identity 
has its origins.

 This sets up an argument that an 
Irish architectural identity can only exist in, 
or have come from, a rural Irish context. This 
obviously is not the case. There is a tendency 
to equate urbanisation with the advance of 
Anglicisation and ‘civility’. And while the Eng-
lish were responsible for the creation of, most 
notably, Georgian quarters in Irish cities such 
as Dublin and Limerick, materials available to 

builders (in this case, red brick), or the lack 
thereof, produced an architecture that now 
surely ought to be considered to bear a great 
deal of Irish identity.

 Following on, how should we de-
rive identity in our architecture? As I have al-
ready pointed out, identity can be dictated by 
the attitude of the people, it can be shaped, 
moulded etc. In this case, the architect must 
work with the people in order to give the ar-
gument any importance in the first place.

 The formations of our identity in 
the past, as mentioned, have become of a 
functional relationship to the land. This is of 
paramount importance to Irish architecture. 
Practices such as O’Donnell + Tuomey and 
McCullough Mulvin have looked extensively 
into our architectural past, and continue to 
lead the field in the country, granting site as 

 A Family Stands outside their cottage, Clifton Adams, 1915, National Geographic archive
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an element as important as the building itself; 
‘a kind of archaeological landscape which re-
quires time before you can sense the traces of 
other orders, earlier layers upon it.’10

 Simplicity is another element con-
sistent in Irish architecture. Born of a lack of 
wealth and resources, the plain and humble 
nature of Irish building equally plays a role in 
broadcasting an identity. Georgian buildings in 
Ireland for example, display the same luxurious 
spatial qualities as their European contempo-
raries, but with little extraneous decoration or 
adornment.

 Yet more recently, the identity has 
become tainted, with two sides; one of beauty, 
one of a stubborn, ugly nature that has trans-
formed the country, based on widespread ac-
cumulation of immature wealth, with Ireland’s 
youthful economy overly vulnerable to globali-
sation. This is somewhat revealing about other 
factors that affect our Identity. Shih-Fu Peng 
of heneghan.peng.architects believes that the 
building identity of a place can come from the 
scale, politics and the speed of the work11. Cer-
tainly, architects in Ireland most recently have 
had to work at such a speed that the integrity of 
their work has, at times, been questionable.

 Practices such as henegan.peng show 
Ireland’s desire to embrace other cultures and 
the phenomenon of cosmopolitanism. This, to 
paraphrase Appiah, is preferable to globalisa-
tion or multiculturalism as its connotations 
deal with interaction, and respect towards 
difference.12 Yet Ireland, famously situated be-
tween Berlin and Boston, has at times fallen 
between two stools and become greatly influ-
enced by global marketisation. Appiah doesn’t 
not suggest that identity will be lost with cos-
mopolitanism, rather that it will be embel-
lished. The country today however, faces a 

challenge to embrace this modern culture, 
whilst retaining or perhaps reshaping its own 
identity on its own terms.
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The Present Condition

 ‘There is not past, no future; every-
thing flows in an eternal present.’ James Joyce’s 
intention for his book Ulysses was to ‘give a 
picture of Dublin so complete that if the city 
suddenly disappeared from the earth it could 
be reconstructed out of my book’13. The enig-
mas created in Joyce’s acclaimed ‘stream of 
consciousness’ style, reflect the ideas that have 
been previously referred to. The notion of liv-
ing for the present, to escape the past, often dis-
regarding the future,.

 At present, our architectural identity 
is as complex and as fascinating as our cultural 
identity. I wish to demonstrate this with regard 
to our entire built environment. 

 The reality is that Irish architecture 
can not be represented fully or fairly by, say, 
the annual winners of medals and mentions 
from the Architectural Association of Ireland. 

I believe that a discussion of Irish architec-
ture should encompass all aspects of the built 
environment in our country.

  In 2006, at the height 
of Ireland’s economic prowess, there were 
93,419 houses and apartments built in the 
country14. That same year, only 71 valid en-
tries were made to the AAI Annual Awards 
for Excellence in Architectural Design. One 
of the stated intentions of these awards is ‘to 
recognise projects which make a contribu-
tion to Irish architecture’15. Does this mean 
that what is built that remains irrelevant to 
architectural praise is not architecture? Sure-
ly nobody would argue in favour of this mo-
tion. As represented above, in contemporary 
Ireland, we have an intriguing case where the 
vast majority of what is built does not bear, 
by our own established standards, much ar-
chitectural integrity.

 For the sake of clarity, however, I 
intend to begin this chapter focussing on as-

Unfinshed House, Co. Leitrim, Kim Haughton
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pects of domestic Irish architecture. It is here, 
I feel, that the most revealing characteristics 
of our personality ought to be found that can 
relate to the individual. As Aldo van Eyck pro-
claimed:

‘Architecture need do no more, nor should 
it ever do less, than assist man’s homecoming.’

 
Thus viewing the home as the beacon for 

architecture, and everything else being sub-
servient. This particular view sparks questions 
about our homes themselves, about how our 
houses relate to each other, and how our public 
space serves a journey home.

 Boyd Cody architects were ac-
claimed in 2009 by the AAI for their house in 
Graiguenamanagh, co. Kilkenny, designed and 
built from 2005 to 2008. With building figures 
at this time being the highest on record in Ire-

land, contrasting different projects of this era 
shows some extreme difference in attitude, 
and in result. Boyd Cody’s house is set in a 
rural setting on a south facing hill overlook-
ing the nearby town. A sensitive composition 
of single storey volumes and courtyards re-
sults in an interplay of internal and external 
space. The architect seems to have a desire 
for an expressive flow of movement, compos-
ing the plan so that doors are rarely needed 
as a means for threshold. The house scarcely 
interferes with the landscape. The retaining 
boundary wall is invisible upon approach, 
as the subtle flow of the land allows for suf-
ficient privacy for the site.

 Similarly, Dominic Stevens’ Mi-
metric house in Dromaheir, co. Leitrim, 
experiments with the reflection of the sur-
rounding terrain through glass cladding. 
A most unconventional approach by Irish 

House at Graiguenamanagh, Boyd Cody Architects, 2009
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standards, it speaks of Stevens’ progressive at-
titude toward Irish architecture. Again, using 
the lay of the land to provide sheltered, warm 
space, the seemingly bold, glazed upper floor 
creates a charming living area, that remains 
humble in its interaction with the site.

 This particular attitude to boundary 
and privacy comes across as a direct response 
to the overwhelming hunger nationwide for 
ownership to be demonstrated by large, con-
crete block walls. What brought about this 
obsession? It is yet another example of Irish 
willingness to escape the past, embracing a 
new wealth and power that was represented in 
building.

 The situation now, is a landscape 
of concrete block walls. Like the subdivision 
of land in the great famine, those dry stone 
walls that would divide the land into smaller 
and smaller plots to deal with the upsurge in 

population. Only for the blight to strike, and 
for the land to be left with picturesque infra-
structure of stones as a monument to the dis-
aster. Building technology has advanced in a 
way that the scars of our most recent disaster 
aren’t quite so forgiving.

 Within many of these walls are 
what we have come to call ‘ghost estates’. 
Dwelling schemes of extremely low density, 
promoting oil and car dependancy, with little 
or no strategy for semi-public space. NIRSI 
have defined the term as a collection of ten 
or more houses where 50% of the properties 
are either vacant or under construction.With 
reference to this definition, the amount of 
ghost estates recorded in Co. Leitrim in 2010 
was 21. For a county with a population of just 
28,95016, this staggering figure describes the 
situation of the county that suffered worst 
from the construction boom, yet it is part of 
a country where such development was, and 
hence such scars are, widespread.

 I find that culturally, the present 
condition in ireland should be the cause of 
great interest and participation of the Irish 
architect. The country is in a state of flux. 
Not the rapid, unstoppable transformation 
that the Celtic Tiger brought about. In fact, 
the exact antithesis. We now find ourselves 
in a time of less capital, but with more time 
on our hands. The issues facing the society 
are huge; the transformation of local politics, 
the disappearance of the Catholic Church as 
a political entity, mass emigration of youths; 
the country as a whole is in a state of limbo. It 
would be difficult to point to any obvious di-
rection as a solution to everyone’s problems, 
yet for Ireland, the next chapter attempts to 
uncover a potential direction, by considering 
Ireland at one scale, as one landscape.

Mimetric House, Dominic Stevens
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between the people and the land. The geog-
raphy of the country is such that one is never 
more than perhaps twenty minutes away 
from a wholly rural setting, a stones throw 
away from the coast, where small villages 
and cities alike cement a strong relationship 
to the country’s periphery. We are incredibly 
fortunate to inherit this dynamic landscape, 
small in scale yet as varying as our weather 
itself
 

 I do not believe that we, in Ireland, 
have successfully redefined the word land-
scape itself, as J.B. Jackson hoped we would19. 
Evidence of this is omnipresent; dictionary 
definitions referring to scenery, divisions 
in practice of architecture. Globally, the 
landscape is now viewed as something that 
is awaiting ‘recovery’, as James Corner puts 
it, ‘after years of neglect and indifference’20; 
years of failing to understand what landscape 
ought to mean. 

 What remains apparent, however, 
is that of the architecture created in Ireland 
in the last twenty years, projects that have 
been successful in manifesting themselves 
as ‘Irish’, strongly display an awareness of a 
wider landscape.

Landscape

 A certain image is conjured upon 
mentioning the Irish landscape; sheep, fields 
with dry stone walls, woodlands, the coast. 
Centuries of poets, musicians and artists 
have described it with more elegance than 
I care to attempt. Yet the mention of a built 
Irish landscape might point to something 
less romantic, images of less coherence, less 
picturesque.

 The question of identity in Ire-
land is closely linked to our own view of the 
country as a landscape. For instance, are we 
an emerald isle to the West of Europe? A se-
ries of interconnected towns and cities? An 
inhabited landscape of rolling hills and rivers 
or a network of roads and block walls that 
spill out haphazardly from the capital? A 
problem thus presents itself. Even within the 
sphere of Irish Architecture, there can be no 
one, lucid opinion because the matter is too 
rarely dealt with.

 What we should at least agree on, 
is that our entire landscape, however we view 
it, is indeed our nation’s most valuable asset, 
as Stevens points out17. Whether it be in light 
of the tourism industry in the form of scen-
ery, in terms of potential infrastructure, or 
in terms of sources of renewable energy, it is 
undoubtedly a commodity that deserves our 
respect.

 Once again we must pay tribute to 
our past. As recently as 500 years ago, set-
tlers, ‘undertakers’, and European travellers 
were awestruck by the nation and ‘the mild-
ness of the climate, the fish-filled rivers, the 
rich pastureland’,18 reasons that still attract 
masses of tourists. 

 The visibility of the Irish landscape 
plays a key role in securing this relationship 
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 Any particular landscape should be 
viewed as something that undergoes a dynamic 
interplay with its inhabitants, both changing to 
facilitate the needs of the other. O’Donnell + 
Tuomey’s Furniture Building College in Letter-
frack is one of the strongest examples of Irish 
building that references this fact. Successfully 
integrating an industrial building in as sensi-
tive a West of Ireland landscape as Letterfrack 
is no easy task. The building manages to pay 
homage to the existing industrial school, acti-
vating the micro community of the surround-
ing buildings, giving the campus a ‘forward 
looking identity’21.
 

 ‘Following the failures of universal 
and utopian trends in late modernist archi-
tectural and urban planning and design, the 
attention paid to landscape and site is gaining 
increased currency today.’22

 In Ireland, the government have pro-
jected a desire for 40% of Ireland’s energy to 
come from renewable sources by the year 2020. 

Ireland, as an island nation, has access to 
wind, wave, tidal, biomass, hydropower, geo-
thermal, and solar energy resources. Wind 
energy remains the most suitable choice for 
sustainable energy, with Ireland having a 
wind energy resource suitability four times 
the European average.23 Given the large scale 
of wind farms, one senses that a great change 
in our landscape is imminent.
 

 Is this relatively new world of sus-
tainable energy going to take the place of the 
long lost property and real estate market? 
Will it explode exponentially, creating un-
precedented short term wealth and employ-
ment, once again taking hold of, and shaping 
our landscape?

 I point out once again the need for 
Irish architects to assert control. The field of 
sustainability and green energy may remain 
somewhat of a grey area. Where does the re-
sponsibility lie? Whether it’s the concern of 
the environmentalist, the politician, the trig-
ger happy entrepreneur, the architect or the 

Furiniture Building College, Letterfrack, O’Donnell + Tuomey
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landscape architect. Could it be that this is a 
matter of great concern for the general pub-
lic? The social fabric of the general public, 
the laissez-faire attitude of the governing and 
regulating authorities, it can be argued, are 
conducive to another state of anarchy as soon 
as the energy ball gains some momentum.

 Alternatively, if architects could 
collaborate to become a regulating entity 
themselves on the matter, the entire situation 
would be open to new suggestions, new op-
portunities. ‘We do not leave pyramids’, per-
haps these are the developed world’s response 
to Rem Koolhaas’ remark in ‘Junkspace’. It is 
highly likely that large scale environmental 
and sustainability schemes could become the 
pyramids of modern civilisation.

Wind Farm, Kenmare, Co. Kerry

 ‘By conquering nature, man can 
become nature’s rival without being the slave 
of time... Science and industry proclaim that 
man can achieve things better and faster than 
nature if he, by means of his intelligence, suc-
ceeds in penetrating to her secrets’24

 For Jackson’s sake, I offer a new 
definition for the Irish landscape. A system 
of interdependent communities sharing the 
resources of the island.
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 Ireland of the Future

 The immediate future of Ireland 
can be seen as a period of maturing for the 
little country. I propose a time of reflection 
for architects and the public. 

 Prior to their success as part of 
Group 91, in what was seen as one of the 
key moments in the generation of successful 
Irish contemporary architecture, Niall Mc-
Cullough and Valerie Mulvin spent a rather 
barren period of Irish economic history 
looking inward at their country’s identity. 
Between them, they produced three books. 
Most famously, A Lost Tradition, Palimpsest: 
Change in the Irish Building Tradition and 
Dublin: An Urban History. 

 This quiet period is providing for 
similar sorts of exploration, which hopefully 
will result in a positive reshaping or alter-
cation of Irish architecture. There has been 
a tradition for Irish architects to travel, this 
too can be revealing and conducive to our 
identity, as in the past these architects have 
returned to add another dynamic to the Irish 
scene. However, the Irish built environment 
at present faces its own problems; in many 
cases this does involve a recovery of the land-
scape, and the more input we have on these 
matters, the better. The profession may be 
facing a state of flux throughout western so-
ciety, I believe that a change in an architects’ 
attitude to the boundaries of their work is 
crucial. 

 Can there be such thing as an ar-
chitecture where there is no capital? I believe 
that there should be, at least. Not necessar-
ily a flat-pack, quick solution architecture, 
more an empowerment of architects nation-
wide as educators. In a recent talk about the 
problems of ghost estates, Dominic Stevens 

mentioned that ‘architects are facilitators, 
not experts’. 

 It is important that the architect 
can facilitate the needs of a society to inter-
act, to learn, to evolve. Is this not the true job 
of any architect? They must be at one with 
the society which they provide for. 

 The reaction that Stevens receives 
on his website documenting the construc-
tion of his house is phenomenal.25 He is not 
making the architect redundant, he is break-
ing down all barriers between the architect 
and the people he serves. By broadcasting 
the possibilities of architecture that is both 
modest and inexpensive, Stevens is return-
ing directly to a core element of Irish archi-
tecture mentioned in the second chapter. By 
building the house himself, with materials, 
carpenters, even students that are at hand, he 
integrates what ought to become a core ele-
ment of Irish architecture of the future; the 
idea of craft.

 At a large scale, the notion of craft, 
or bricolage, could be applied in the sense of 
using what is at hand. Be it housing estates, 
wind energy, a georgian core of a city etc., 
or even larger, creating systems between our 
cities and towns. The future will not allow for 
a blank canvas for architects to build on. It’s 
more about making the most of what is al-
ready there, salvaging what is useful to make 
something beautiful. At a smaller scale, if 
architects can buy into a ‘craft movement’, I 
feel that this at once implies that more people 
outside the profession can become involved. 
Whether these people decide to become their 
own carpenters or builders, or whether they 
have someone employed to do it for them, 
I feel that so long as the attention to detail 
is present, perhaps elements of craft can be-
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gin to replace the soulless, mass produced, 
branded products that everybody became 
accustomed to during the years of the boom.

 Our identity is something that we 
possess, we control. I believe that an archi-
tect’s work is never done, and if the message 
of our identity were to be granted impor-
tance, through architects staying in the coun-
try, facilitating their society, educating their 
society, a positive, sustainable reinvention 
of their architecture is more than plausible. 
The challenge is to create an entire landscape, 
respectful of the past, that facilitates the pre-
sent, that can progressively anticipate the fu-
ture.

‘All changed, changed utterly. A terrible 
beauty is born.’26

Woman, Ardara, Co. Donegal, Clifton Adams, 1915
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The landscape, the natural environment has no inher-
ent identity of its own. The landscape is simply an orga-
nized manifestation of people working and living. Some-
times coming together or staying apart but each activity 
LEW�MXW�[IPP�HI½RIH�WTEGI��JB Jackson 1.

Introduction

4ISTPI�½nd their own unique way of sustaining a way of 

life on a landscape to survive. When the identity of a way of 

life is no longer sustainable how do people change to survive. 

I will search through the activities and customs in the rural 

landscape to identify the current position and the difference 

between the vernacular and the political. What processes of 

production is in the landscape and how it has lost its position 

on the land is something I will gather an understanding 

of. Finding the circumstances at develop from a change of 

conditions in a way of life on the landscape. A search to 

YRHIVWXERH�LS[�[I�½RH�E�RI[�TSPMXMGEP�PERHWGETI�ERH�[LEX�

information we need to know to build for change. I will 

recognize the position people held on the land in the past, 

looking into the present position on the landscape and the 

changes that are happening now and where we are turning 

towards.
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Image1; The scales in 
time in the landscape. 
The past, the present 
and the future. 

The Vernacular 
landscape.

The Political landscape.

The Renewable 
landscape.
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Vernacular in Change

Image 1; seen together express the paths I will be looking 

into. The different scales of the natural landscape; the past, 

the present and the future. Binding all three in position is 

the culture, tradition and character. Each generation leaving 

FILMRH�E�QEVO�SJ�GYWXSQW�XLEX�[MPP�GLERKI��HMI�SV�¾SYVMWL��FYX�

always leaving a trace on the landscape. However much more 

happens with the landscape than just the visual, it’s not just 

about the scenery or being an aesthetic place but about the 

cultural landscape that can be unseen as well as see 14. A sense 

of this culture runs deep within each of us and will remain to 

be our identify and our home.

A poem bears no clear image but an idea from a particular 

view. “Country Life” by local Moyvane poet Gabriel Fitzmau-

rice 2.
It’s not so much that I’m out of fashion-
It’s more that what I do was never ‘in’;

Oh sure, they paid lip-service, doled out rations
In some pie-eyed back-to-basics Gaelic dream.

And yes, we’r still surviving, dancing, singing
At the crossroads where our betters turned away.
We choose to make a life here while their clinging

To a past that we who live here know is fey.
And yes! They come on visits to the country
To see a past they say we should ‘preserve’,
As if we country folk were merely sentries:

When they come back, they get what they deserve-
A place that they no longer recognize,

A progress that they, tourists, must despise.

Fitzmaurice tells the idea of a perception of others 

perception on Rural. The unwillingness to allow change from 

ER�MRLIVMXIH�MHIRXMX]��]IX�MR�WIEVGL�XS�½RH�TVSKVIWW��0ERHWGETI�
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is the production of the interaction of humans and their 

environment but the sense of place can hardly be perceived 

by the outsider of a landscape. The outsider is related to 

seeing at a glance. The outsider’s interest is on facts and 

understands the manufactured landscape from a distance but 

he can also give an open-minded range of possibilities “to 

be invoked beyond those of the known and the everyday”, a 

“new and broader range of ideas to bear upon the site”. James 

Corner 7. The landscape has been shaped by a past history 

of progress, of people working and laboring the agricultural 

qualities from the land. It has become a proud traditional 

identity and a known tradition sold to tourists all over the 

world. Working communities developed and grew locally. The 

culture grew by working together for the land, holding a deep 

care and love for it. “The Field” a famous play by Listowel 

playwright John B Keane 6 is a story of pure traditional 

PSZI�XS�LSPH�SRXS�IEGL�TMIGI�SJ�PERH�ERH�½KLX�XLI�EPMIREXIH�

production ideas of its time. To this day the game of labour 

and care for the land has not changed, a game that must be 

appreciated and can be seen as a part of us. A prime example 

of the love for the land that each of us can appreciate 

was in an advertisement during the 2013 Superbowl. The 

advertisement is called “So God made a farmer” tells a story 

of how man has cared for the land through endurance and 

hard work. Image 2.
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A Political Landscape?

Today in the rural society there has seen a constant 

decrease in population bringing with it a decline to the value 

of community. All stemming from a fall in the production 

progress within the rural society. This accounts of the 

predominate agriculture sector as well as the industrial sector 

in recent times. The political world has changed and the 

landscape and a way of life in the rural vernacular is being left 

behind.

The political world and production of power has educated 

us, developed us to become competitive in a national scale 

and brought a better way of life. Bringing an understanding 

that we can work together with the power to thrive in this 

world but in a rural scale our communities have not. All 

the while losing tradition, turing away from customs and 

no longer connected to the land. Brendan Kennelly a poet 

from my local village of Ballylongford once referred to this 

landscape as “The home of the strangers”. People once 

beginning life here but quickly turning away. Are they still a 

part of Country Life? A country like that of the advertisement 

Image 2; The advertise-
ment from the 2013 
Superbowl portraying 
the work and dedica-
tion a farmer give to 
the land and his stock. 
The advertisement 
shows how the col-
lective of farmers pull 
together a community 
to work together.
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and the play by JB Keane. In today’s political society we miss 

the human connections that came from doing physical work 

together and from feeling exhausted and productive. Forging 

a system that nurtures our communities, creates opportunity 

and pride of ownership for our communities, and returns 

integrity, identity and honor for all contributors to the system 

that could lead us back to local and rural prosperity, better 

health and closer human bonds 5.

Linkages have been broken. As this culture of mass 

production has and will become more expensive, more parts 

of our landscape with poorer agricultural qualities will no 

longer be economically worth battling against nature for and 

become neglected - only increasing the cycle of pity, loss and 

distrust in the landscape.

In my generation very few if any, have opted to battle this 

agricultural life from the land. Even across Europe only 6% of 

farmer are less than 35 years old and 30% are over 65 year 

old. No longer having any connection with this landscape or 

the culture that has manifested its shape 3. The youth from 

these rural areas see a dim light in the life as a “farmer” and 

go to a place of light and live off the political global culture of 

power, energy and success.

When a generation turns away from the life as a farmer 

they turn away from the life of the landscape. Neglecting the 

land will affect the landscape but it will not scare it but merely 

create a platform for new change. A change in how we look 

at the landscape with more of a focus on the political than 

holding onto traditional costumes of the vernacular 1. Change 

towards progress is a change for the better but holding onto 

the vernacular system is important to progress from the 

present landscape. Looking at Vernacular from a political view 
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can be seen as old and backwards but many lessons can be 

learned from our past. Vernacular can be seen as a process of 

PIEVRMRK�JVSQ�QMWXEOIW�ERH�½RHMRK�WYWXEMREFPI�W]WXIQ�XLEX�[MPP�

work on the given landscape and in its present economy.

A political landscape searches to impose or preserve an 

order on the land or keep a large scale plan. To imply a change 

of unity for production 1. However it is not an easy task of 

just imposing a system of order. An outsider, a tourist, might 

LEZI�RS�HMJ½GYPX]�GSQTEVMRK�E�TSPMXMGEP�TVSHYGXMZI�W]WXIQ�

on the landscape to a productive system of industry such as 

the Fordism production movement. Henry Ford not alone 

invented the fundamental constraint of the car to satisfy 

all citizens but he reincorporated the whole manufacturing 

process of the assembly line. Taking the slaughter line as an 

example of continuous motion in assembling and removing 

thinking knowledge from the worker into the hands of the 

employer. Production was brought to a new scale and having 

ER�IJJIGX�SR�GSWX�IJ½GMIRG]�ERH�WTIIH��7TEVOMRK�E�RI[�MHIE�

of getting the greater gain from smaller input to a hungry 

market. Comparing it to the agricultural landscape or the 

process of farming is much difference. Farming productive 

output depends on the qualities of each individual landscape. 

It cannot change to an ideal land quality where any ideal 

productive system can be placed to bring automatic success. 

8LI�REXYVEP�PERHWGETI�MW�RSX�E�±PIZIP�TPE]MRK�½IPH²��-QEKI����%W�

in all ways of nature the landscape holds different values in 

different parts of the land. Some parts will have a poor quality 

of land therefore resulting in a poorer output gain.

Yes, structural investments can make a short term change 

XS�XLI�UYEPMX]��XS�½KLX�FEGO�REXYVI�ERH�XS�VIGPEMQ�E�HMJJIVIRX�

SYXGSQI��FYX�IZIRXYEPP]�REXYVI Ẃ�½KLX�[MPP�EP[E]W�FI�WYTIVMSV�
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and reclaim its natural state. These areas, regular in too 

many parts of the Irish landscape, are at a disadvantage to 

the higher valued areas. However as production demand 

for food grows stronger these margins of ideal landscape 

grow slimmer. As the economic process of production 

becomes expensive, more parts of our landscape with poorer 

agricultural qualities will no longer be economically worth 

battling against nature for and become abandoned. The quality 

of the land is studied deeper. The focuses into better quality 

land becomes more detailed, cutting out the small pockets of 

poor quality land. Image 6.

The view on farming has changed, the view on the 

landscape has changed. Viewed to create a sustainable and 

successful condition that works for this sector. This involves 

targeting a market in the political sector. The new view on 

the political landscape by implying a large scale system and 

using power, energy and technology to open the doors for 

production. Image 4. Across the rural agricultural landscape 

Image 6; The conditions 
in the rural landscape 
where poor quality land 
is been abandoned and 
returning back to is 
natural state when not 
maintained.
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one farmer has replaced many farmers with an army of 

machinery to meet the growing demands. Bigger lands, bigger 

productions, one farmer. The big farms that have thrived now 

only survive. Small farms died. The sheer size has changed the 

meaning of farming from a careful harnessing from the land 

into a factory system by draining every resource from the 

land, not feeling nature or working with it. The fringes of large 

one man farms and many vast parts of the landscape with low 

productive qualities become the brunt of abandonment.

Image 3; The soil quali-
ties of the landscape of 
Ireland; how diverse and 
different the sub matter 
of soil can change.
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A Dyeing Rural Life

The conditions of abandonment and collapse of rural 

communities is a problem. A condition of misery that is 

TSVXVE]IH�XLI�VIGIRX�½PQ��±4MPKVMQ�,MPP²�F]�+IVEVH�&EVVIXX��-X�

is not only a problem in the dark wet corners of Ireland but it 

is a virus that has spread across large parts of the Europe and 

of the World. As landscape searches for a balance between 

the vernacular and political landscape. There is a search to 

½RH�E�TVSHYGXMZI�SYXTYX�JVSQ�IZIV]�MRTYX��GVIEXMRK�E�ORI[�

Image 5; An elderly 
woman having to do 
the heavy jobs in the 
village because the 
young have left for the 
city. Morocco. Finding it 
hard to survive.
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understanding for nature and greater study into biodiversity. 

These problems are affecting the landscape and its social 

structure.

During a study trip to Morocco we met another example 

of collapse to a rural way of life. Tafza, a village 36 kms. 

outside the city of Marrakech is on a valley at the foot 

of the Atlas Mountains. Many of the young people in that 

GSQQYRMX]�GSYPH�RSX�½RH�ER]�VIEP�JYXYVI�ERH�LEH�XS�WIEVGL�

for work in the city. Leaving led to a fundamental break down 

in the linkages in a collective society. The lack of primary 

infrastructure made the community neglected. It creates a 

G]GPI�MRXS�XLI�JYXYVI�SJ�PMXXPI�LSTI�JSV�XLI�ZMPPEKI�XS�½RH�E�

new light. The young men of this village and many others 

saw the vernacular tradition unsustainable and had to opt 

XS�MQQMKVEXI�XS�XLI�GMX]�MR�SVHIV�XS�½RH�E�FIXXIV�PMJI�ERH�XS�

WYVZMZI��8LI�[SVO�XLI]�½RH�MR�XLI�GMX]�LEW�XS�EPWS�WYTTSVX�XLI�

aging population left behind in the village, too old to be self-

WYJ½GMIRX��-QEKI����8LMW�GSRHMXMSR�WLS[W�XLI�HMVIGX�IJJIGX�XLI�

loss of youth, the loss of a sustainable line of production can 

have to society.

We from a developed part of Europe can sympathies 

with this sociality. The little difference a rural developed 

areas have on the less fortunate is our ability to be able to 

commute, to escape from these unproductive ties with rural 

life yet still be a part of a rural community. However I feel it 

would be unfair to compare it to the Irish bleak past of mass 

immigration globally. In the Irish condition all sectors within 

the nation of Ireland were in a depression, such as the famine 

but in countries like Morocco the exports of production are 

successful where a mechanical productive landscape systems 

control the market. Large infrastructure product systems 
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leave the native tradition people unable to compete, unable to 

survive, losing a vernacular way of life.

The break down in the rural social structure and a mass 

migration to cities,“The Rural Exodus”, has led to outstanding 

facts that can be constrained in the world population density 

map. Image 9. Todays 50% of the world’s population live on 

2% of the surface of the world and by 2030 more the 60% 

of the worlds population will be living in urban areas. UN 

Report, 2005��8LI�JEGXW�ERH�½KYVIW�WYQ�YT�XS�WLS[�YW�LS[�

rural is in a position of radical change, not alone to the visual 

landscape put to the functional structure of society. This 

situation that has been left for the loyal people in the rural 

areas to deal with after billions left for the city. Image 7. In 

comparison to shrinking cities rural areas suffer twice as 

QYGL�[LIR�RIKPIGXIH�ERH�I\GPYHIH��&EWIH�SR�½KYVIW�XLEX�

can be seen throughout Europe, in the past 20 years the 

percentage of farmers have dropped form 20% to 2%. In the 

Spain, one of the poorest economies of the EU at present, 

almost 3,000 villages (12.5% of the overall 24,000 villages) are 

Image 9; A graphical 
diagram related to 
humans position on the 
world. In the red are 
the cities, towns of the 
world where 50% of 
the worlds population 
live, 2% of the worlds 
surface. Consume 80% 
of the worlds products 
and produce 75% of 
the world waste.
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being abandoned. Image 8. An abandonment of the agricultural 

activities has manifested an objective of this generation only 

XS�±WYVZMZI²�ERH�½RH�E�RI[�[E]�SJ�PMJI�

There is a present position where this generation is not 

willing to face this front-line of transformation, unable to 

invest in the a productive scale to survive, not knowing how 

to transform a vernacular landscape into political theory.

In North Italy, which is much more of a political landscape 

of industry and manufacturing, there is a similar position 

with a different outcome where the dairy sector is been 

neglected. The young are not considering to work on a farm 

FYX�TVIJIVVMRK�XS�[SVO�SR�XLI�JEGXSV]�¾SSVW�ERH�TVSKVIWWMRK�

[MXL�MRHYWXV]��-R�VIGIRX�]IEVW�XLIVI�LEW�FIIR�ER�MR¾Y\�SJ�

Indian Farmers into the North Italy to take over these 

essential, vacant job opportunities in the sector 9. Image 10. 

In the province of Cremona, in Lombardy, where agriculture 

is the main economic source, the Mayor had this to say about 

these Indian workers, “I tell you they are indispensable for 

farming - they saved an economy that would have gone to 

the dogs because young people didn’t want to work with 

cows.” As like in Switzerland where the maintenance of the 

meadows is being done by labour from the far east. It is a 

growing condition portrayed across the landscape, where a 

once economical sustainable system worked. This shows how 

the next generation view farming and the present economic 

position of the production of food. It is a fundamental 

ingredient in society that could have knock-on problems 

towards the supply of food and meeting a growing demand 

for a growing population.

There has been a change in how we treat the necessity of 

farming as a role in the greater society and as a key link in the 
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chain of the bonds of rural communities, and how we have 

viewed the process of agriculture. We are now looking deeper 

into horticulture and the biodiversity of a plant. To investigate 

this through science into the structure system of a plant and 

its limits on production 10.

Image10; An article in 
the International Her-
ald Tribune on Indian 
diary farmer keeping 
a dying agriculture 
sector in Italy alive.
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Image 7; A Prime exam-
ple of the rural Exodus, 
as the millions leave the 
countryside with only 
the good on there back 
they enter a new world. 
The comparison of the 
holes in the door show 
how the city welcome 
and prepare for eider 
class of people.

Image 8; Condition 
developed from the 
abandonment of rural 
villages and country-
sides. Triggering an 
emotional disgust on a 
loss of the Rural ways 
of life.

The abandoned land-
scape of Spain.
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The Value of Nature and the Natural

The political infrastructure of cities cause us to search 

for the natural within the landscape, we begin to look for 

an understanding of the value of nature in a plant and in 

the ecological position between people, place and nature. 

People have different perceptions of nature and its beauty. 

The architecture of a political landscape can be based on 

the ideas from the Renaissance Landscape, where there is a 

belief the land has a single function, has a sanity of place and 

it means property, permanence and power 1. However in a 

political world of power and production , where there is a 

WIEVGL�JSV�ER�SYXTYX�JVSQ�IZIV]�MRTYX��MX�QEOIW�MX�HMJ½GYPX�XS�

YRHIVWXERH�XLI�IJJIGX�SJ�XLI�TMGXYVIWUYI�¾S[IVIH�KEVHIRW�

In Beijing for the Olympics many of these landscapes were 

constructed. “Garden of beauty” was a place of sanity, order 

and permanence. However these large investments are now 

useless, they are a wasteful development with no output. 

Flowers don’t give any productive qualities, only constant 

investment toward maintaining such a “prefect” place. There 

MW�E�XYVR�XS[EVH�XLI�ZIVREGYPEV�XS�½RH�XLI�FEPERGI�[MXL�XLI�

beauty of open green space and with a productive entity in 

nature. A natural garden that has an end product.

We now look at things is a new light, with a new eye 

searching for the economical values of what is produced. 

There is a new light been cast on all corners of the landscape. 

A view into detail on the input, on the process and on the 

ZEPYI�SJ�XLI�TVSHYGXMSR�XS�½RH�ER�IJ½GMIRX�ERH�QE\MQYQ�

output. Leading this view is a drive towards biodiversity 

as a natural amenity and toward integrating technology to 

harness and retain knowledge in same way development of 
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the mechanical power has brought change. There is now a 

±GLEPPIRKI�XS�EKVMGYPXYVI�XS�HI½RI�EPP�ZEVMIXMIW�SJ�PERH�ERH�TYX�

them to appropriate use” 1.

In Beijing, and other major cities in China, there is an 

TVSFPIQEXMG�WMXYEXMSR�[MXL�WXSVQ�HVEMREKI�¾SSHMRK�ERH�JSYP�

water. This is due to cities developing beyond the capacity 

of their primary infrastructure. To solve this situation a 

productive design called “Big Foot” by Kongjian Yu became a 

natural solution 8. The idea to construct a condition where 

nature can solve the situation. Constructing a natural beauty. 

The name of one of these projects is called Turenscape, 

“nature, man and spirt as one”. Image 11. It is a strategy to 

transform the dying wetland into an urban storm water park, 

which provides multiple ecosystems and services for the 

GSQQYRMX]��3TIR�TEHH]�½IPHW�[IVI�GSRWXVYGXIH�EPSRK�XLI�

PS[IV�¾SSH�EFPI�EVIEW�XS�GVIEXI�SVKERMG�JEVQ�LEFMXEXW�EW�XLI�

images show. Image 12. It allows people to reclaim a linkage 

with the land, creating a collective workable environment 

in the heart of a city. While during time of heavy rain it is 

EPPS[IH�XS�¾SSH�ERH�EGX�EW�E�WSEOEKI�XS�TVIZIRX�¾SSHMRK�

from the greater city surrounding . This environmental design 

creates a new nature, not just protecting nature as it is, it 

creates a new beauty. Translating a “garden of beauty” into a 

political landscape.
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Image12; A joy of have a 
link with the land  while 
½RHMRK�E�TVSHYGXMZI�ZEP-
YI�MR�XLI�4EHH]�½IPHW�SJ�
the Turenscape project.

Image11; The Turenscape 
project by Kongjian Yu 
in China. An natural 
environment with a high 
productive output to 
accommodate problems 
[MXL�¾SSHMRK�
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How Power Brought Change to the Landscape

The introduction of the mechanical power such as the 

tractor, guided a transformation from a vernacular agriculture 

into a political landscape over time. It brought big fears to 

farming, believing it would bring a time of doom to the “small” 

farmer. The fear that large scale machinery would only be 

able to be invested by the big farmer who could afford to 

run it and have enough labour to work it. The fear of making 

too much of a separation in competition between the size of 

farmers, however it didn’t, it only brought change. It allowed 

the farmer to see scale in a new way, removing the restraints 

of labour. In the Great American plains the landscape 

was designed to facilitate a mass follow of mechanical 

development of agriculture 7. Mechanical developments open 

HSSVW�XS�RI[�IRKMRIIVMRK�XIGLRSPSK]�WYGL�EW�½RHMRK�RI[�

underground water supplies in Texas, creating new agricultural 

PERHW�ERH�E�RI[�ZMWMSR�SJ�½IPHW��-QEKI�����=IX�XLI�½RERGMEP�

investment in the operations of this kind of mechanical 

technology of irrigation was far beyond any average farm 

landowner. “American agriculture” Walter Ebeling 5.

The Soviet Union of Russia in the 1920‘s was the central 

driving force of the great transformation led by the tractor. 

8LI�6YWWMER�IGSRSQ]�IQFVEGIH�MX�IJ½GMIRXP]�ERH�MXW�EFMPMX]�

to produce. Like the car, the tractor developed quickly 

to different sizes and scales and became inexpensive and 

versatile for all. A tractor is now a tool used as a given to all 

farmers. It opened doors for agriculture to move forward 

into new light. This change might not have directly changed 

the process of farming the land on the landscape but it gave 

farming the ability to change in terms of its scale on the 
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landscape.

In recent years in America there is a new rethinking of 

trying to re-attract the farmer. Not to revive the farmer 

of the vernacular but now as the business man operating a 

larger scale co-operation to produce a political landscape 

from neglected areas. To manufacture a production system 

JSV�XLI�PERH�PMOI�XLI�*SVHMWQ�W]WXIQ�SJ�GEVW��½RH�QMRMQM^I�

input and gain maximum output. The hard edged political 

development brings us back to the problem with the 

vernacular idea,  where input > output 4.

Image 15; A political 
landscape where the 
input of mechanically 
pumped irrigation 
systems make the land-
scape more productive 
and less wasteful.
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Today the market for any type of goods can be chosen 

anywhere around the globe. Due to advancements in 

appropriate technology material goods can be tracked to 

source to ensure they comply with the high quality standards. 

This creates a wider, cheaper and more competitive market 

for high quality products. Putting a greater demand on 

political landscape and killing off an unproductive vernacular 

landscape. The EU (European Union) in the last month has 

introduced levies to tackle this problem of the suffering 

small farmer. Even though they are pushing the quantity 

of production they also realize structural collapse in rural 

society. The EU are removing support from production capital 

and converting it to the land areas capital. It takes anyway 

for the quality value of the landscape but invests it into the 

quantity amount of the landscape, allowing the smaller farmer 

in handicapped areas to gain some ground on the large scale 

productive systems.

The Power of me-
chanically pumping has 
found new lands mak-
ing barren areas now 
productive. Is this a sus-
tainable system?
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Reading the Landscape in a New Way

The methods of farming the land can be seen with a fresh 

mind, a new light. Image 13. The original introduction of the 

tractor brought change to the labour intensity of farming. A 

change from nurturing the land by hand to farming it with the 

power of mechanics, reducing the brawn.

Image 13; Seeing the 
landscape in a new 
light. Reading it for is 
individual qualities with 
a difference from one 
½IPH�XS�ERSXLIV�ERH�RS�
longer only seeing it as 
an organized pattern 
of a vernacular or me-
chanical system on the 
landscape.
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As like today the introduction of technology has brought 

new change. It  allows us to see the political landscape in 

new ways. Bringing more brain into farming. The GPS (global 

positioning system) and GIS (geographical information 

system) are only two of a few geospatial technologic systems 

modern farmers use to read the landscape. Image 14. These 

TMIGIW�SJ�XIGLRSPSK]�GVIEXI�VIEHMRKW�XS�MXW�I\EGX�HI½RIH�

values, reading each square meter like a pixel on a screen. It’s 

called precision farming.

8LI�+IVQER�XVEGXSV��*IRHX��LEW�FIIR�SRI�SJ�XLI�½VWX�

tractors to be operated solely from graphical information 13. 

Image 14; is one such example where we gather an insight 

MRXS�XLI�LS[�XLI�PERHWGETI�MW�HI½RIH�XS�WYGL�E�HIXEMPIH�

IRXMX]��(EXE�MW�TSVXVE]IH�SR�WGVIIRW�XS�WLS[�HI¾IGXIH�EVIEW�

MR�XLI�½IPH�ERH�REZMKEXI�XLI�STIVEXSV�EVSYRH�XLI�½IPH�XS�

QEOI�IJ½GMIRX�YWIW�JVSQ�XLI�JIVXMPM^IV�FIMRK�YWIH��1MRMQM^MRK�

input to prevent as little waste as possible where less is more.

A new landscape seen, understood and worked in a new 

way. The political landscape is no longer independently viewed 

as an area that must be malleable and be able to foster 

larger scale productive systems. Technology has allowed the 

agriculture landscape to be read for its natural value with 

defects and defaults and imperfections.
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Image 14; With the use 
of GPS and GIS farms 
now view their produc-
tion on the landscape in 
XLMW�[E]��8LI]�½RH�IZIV]�
detailed defect and fault. 
Using computerized 
resource a solution is 
made to make the land-
scape more productive.

How different produc-
tive systems in different 
parts of the world have 
been changed into 
different patterns.

Seen today.  B
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Finding a New Light

If we were to bring technological instruments back to 

“handicapped” lands of rural Ireland you would not be faced 

with outstanding results, the landscape qualities are what 

they are. The agricultural qualities can no longer support this 

generation. On the other hand, using the  principle looking at 

the landscape from all corners in new light can cast promising 

results from the shadows. The Irish landscape holds other 

qualities, other qualities at a greater scale than agriculture 

or the rich culture derived from it. The island of Ireland juts 

out into the great Atlantic Ocean making it one of the best 

natural resources of energy in the world. Our technology has 

evolved to be able to take advantage of these resources and 

harness it freely. Resources such as wind and wave would be 

the prime qualities available to us. The mouth of the Shannon 

is one of only seven  grade-A onshore sites in the world, 

waves off the Clare and Mayo coast are again regarded as 

the strongest offshore sites in the world 12. Image 16. There 

is now a need for new infrastructure to harness the energy 

and facilitate a change to renewable energy. Now we can look 

upon the neglected landscape of the west of Ireland in a new 

way. In a way of supporting this political world and reinstating 

its position in value. With the certain knowledge that our 

The power held inside 
each wave that crashes 
off the Irish coast.
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current way of producing the energy to drive this political 

world is unsustainable there is an immediate turn towards 

½RHMRK�E�KVIIR�WSYVGI�SJ�TS[IV��8LI�WIEVGL�JSV�LS[�ERH�

where these green energy qualities can be harnessed has 

become key in the developments of our future.

Image 16; The rich and 
abundant amount of 
energy with in the Irish 
landscape only waiting 
to been exploited 
and harnessed for the 
greater good of its 
economy. The power 
that is stored on the 
west coast of Ireland 
and mapped indicating 
the strengths of wind 
upon the Landscape.
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Viewing the landscape in this new light creates new 

production, creates new employment and develops social 

communities. And yes, we have begun to bring these 

possibilities into reality. As renewable energy is non 

controllable there must be standby infrastructure in place 

to support demand when there is no wind or waves. Gas 

is a most effective fuel as a standby supply. It is the cleanest 

fossil fuel, it is not in critical supply and it can generate 

IJ½GMIRX�LIEX�JSV�E�TS[IV�TPERX�XS�TVSHYGI�TS[IV�MR���LSYVW�

in comparison to oil which would take up to 48hours. On 

the banks of the Shannon, within 2 miles of my local village, 

there is one of the deepest coastal waters in Europe that 

has attached investment to the landscape. As a part of the 

renewable energy infrastructure a 1.5 billion LNG (Liquid 

Nitrogen Gas) terminal project has revived planning to invest 

in this location 11. Image 17. It has begun a domino effect by 

attaching other opportunities, other factories to spark a hub 

for industry and innovation to the landscape and its people.

Image 17; An opening 
page to one of many 
planning information 
documents available 
from the Shannon 
LNG Terminal. Showing 
the land along the 
shore of the Shannon 
and structures to be 
put on the the site. Ex-
tending up the estuary 
along the coast it the 
route of the proposed 
pipe line to meet the 
national grid at Foynes, 
Co. Limerick.
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Conclusion

Harnessing these values from the landscape will support 

generations in a sustainable manner. With a productive entity, 

society will continue to develop as a community, maybe not 

depending on farming agricultural qualities from the land 

but now looking to change to farming the energy from the 

landscape at a larger national scale. When there is a time of 

change, we cannot stop change but guide it. As architects, 

we must recognize the cultural landscape and work with the 

TISTPI�MR�XLI�PERHWGETI�XS�MR¾YIRGI�XLIQ��8S�FVIEO�GLEVEGXIV�

into these areas and retain the connection of the character of 

vernacular while removing the risk of moving backward 1. We 

QYWX�[SVO�[MXL�XLI�HVMZIVW�SJ�XLI�PERHWGETI�XS�½RH�E�RI[�

faith in connection to this character. Paul Selman 10. 

It poses questions for the landscape. How will people 

QERMJIWX�XLIMV�TSWMXMSR�SR�XLI�PERHWGETI#�,S[�HS�[I�HI½RI�

�VIHI½RI�XLI�GSRGITX�SJ�PERHWGETI#�%�WIEVGL�XS�½RH�ER�MHIEP�

landscape where a vernacular and a political landscape meet 

hand in hand. The landscape will have to take into account 

the creaseless interaction between the ephemeral, the mobile 

and the vernacular on the one hand, from the authority 

of legally established permanence on the other hand. The 

MHIEP�PERHWGETI�MW�HI½RIH�RSX�EW�E�WXEXMG�YXSTME�HIHMGEXIH�

to the ecological, social or religious principles, but as an 

environment where permanence and change have struck 

a balance 1. How can we treat and preserve an agriculture 

quality while turning our concerns to the natural sustainable 

quality? Can the farming infrastructure left be adapted to 

½RH�E�PIEWI�SJ�PMJI#�'ER�XLIWI�ZEPYIW�JVSQ�LIVI�ERH�SXLIV�

neglected corners, spark a new rural life and bring change 
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to the greater landscape? Are our communities going to 

continue on growing in a traditional sprawl in the country 

side while yet having no immediate linkages with the land. 

Or will the landscape manifest a village life that can prosper 

in gathering the community and give it the seed to develop? 

We hold knowledge of the land and its use and value. We are 

aware of how the political, economical and cultural forces 

affect its distribution. We learn something about the people 

of a landscape by investigating the typographical, technological 

and social factors which determine their economy and their 

way of life 7. No landscape, vernacular or otherwise, can be 

comprehended unless we perceive it as an organization of 

space, unless we ask ourselves who owns or uses the space, 

how they have created it and how they change it to become 

their own place. JB Jackson 1. We derive our identity from our 

relationship with other people, with a necessity of belonging 

to place. In a contemporary world place means the people in 

it, not simply the natural environment - a Country Life 2.

“We choose to make a life here,
and when the tourists come back to the county life again let it 

be 
a place they no longer recognize,

a progress that they, tourists, must despise.”
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Patterns  of  Sol idar i ty
in Ire land

by Aislinn Cunningham



Solidarity: 
the ties in 
society that 
bind people 

together.
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“There can be no adventure without a home-base to return to: everyone needs 

some kind of nest to fall back on.” 
- Herman Hertzberger

All humans want to have a place of their own, a “safe nest”. A place 
to retreat to at the end of a long day, this is the place that people 
call home. Here one is familiar with their surroundings and their 

personal belongings knowing that they will remain untouched by outsid-
ers. Here one can concentrate or relax without being disturbed. This is 
something that every human being needs. On the contrary every human 
wants to be accepted and belong to a group. All humans search for a group 
of solidarity in which they feel they belong, without this one may feel a 
sense of isolation and loneliness. How can an architect design housing to 
create a happy medium between the public and private areas of a housing 
scheme without the inhabitants feeling too introverted or extroverted? Has 
solidarity become part of the past in the new suburbia estates of 21st cen-
tury Ireland? Do our housing designs nowadays discourage solidarity or are 
there other underlying reasons which are to blame? And where have these 
housing designs stemmed from? In this essay I’m going to discuss how the 
types of housing developments we have lived in and social circumstances 
through the ages have an influence on solidarity.

Suburbia

Suburbia in 21st century Ireland is having a negative impact on soli-
darity in our neighbourhoods. With the rapid expansion of Irish cities 
during the so called Celtic Tiger period little thought and planning 

was put into the housing estates that rapidly appeared across the Irish land-
scape surrounding large towns and cities. The landscape is scattered with 
groupings of houses that become ‘dormitories’ during the day, waiting to be 
occupied by their inhabitants at night. These ‘commuter houses’ are solely 
used as a place to retreat to at the end of the day when work and school 
are over. The streets are almost empty with only the odd passer-by and few 
children out playing on the greens. The Irish are well known worldwide to 
be a friendly and welcoming nation. A Texan architect recounts his experi-
ence of the Irish: 

“The people in Ireland have to be one of the friendliest groups walking the plan-
et. Easy going, quick with a smile and a helping hand, the Irish have rightfully 

earned the reputation for being spirited and lively.” 2
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 However our housing estates in the new suburbs stand in stark 
contrast to this Texan’s opinion. They lack the life and community spirit 
that one would expect to find in an Irish neighbourhood. The design and 
layout of our housing is partly at fault as it has in fact discouraged solidarity 
in new suburbs. Most housing estates consist of a three, four or five bed 
house situated centrally on a small plot of land allowing it to have a front 
and back garden. This design is then multiplied as many times as possible 
in order to fit the maximum number of houses onto the one site ensuring 
that the developer makes the highest financial gain possible. Little thought 
is put into what the neighbourhood will be like for the future inhabitants to 
live in. As a result lifeless estates are appearing all across the Irish landscape. 
With these front/back garden houses the inhabitants have all that they need 
on their own private plot of land. There is no need for them to venture out 
onto the street when they have a space to park their car, a place to enjoy the 
sunshine away from the eyes of the public, a place for the children to play 
safely outdoors, a place for the pet dog to run around and a place to enjoy 
barbecues. The local shops, school and church are a drive away. 

“The Affinity between the inhabitants seems to diminish as the 
independence that comes with greater prosperity increases.” 

 Has affluence brought with it a loss of solidarity in our neigh-
bourhoods? With many more people now able to afford housing with pri-
vate gardens there is no need for them to share common land with the 
other inhabitants of the street, therefore minimising the opportunity for 
a common interest to arise between them. The inhabitants all have their 
own separate lives, they commute to and from work and school leaving the 
houses and therefore the estates almost empty from morning till evening. If 
the inhabitants paths do not cross during the few seconds when they leave 
their house and get into their car in the morning or when they return in the 
evening, there is very little chance that they will see each other. It is easy to 
understand how the inhabitants of a new housing estate may barely know 
each other. 

 It is evident that our busy lives in 21st century Ireland are having 
a great impact on solidarity in our neighbourhoods. With people rushing 
to and from work, classes and school they barely have a moment to stop 
and get to know the people they share a joining wall with or the neighbours 
houses they drive past daily. I think that many inhabitants of new suburbs 
will admit that they do not know many of their neighbours very well. How-
ever I think that this is something that the inhabitants themselves enforce, 
by surrounding their garden with walls, fences or hedges they are creating a



clear boundary between themselves, their neighbour and the street. In 
many cases gates are even used to create a locked boundary. With these bar-
riers it is almost like the inhabitant is shouting out not to be disturbed and 
implying that the utmost privacy is wanted. Locked gates and high walls are 
uninviting and discourage solidarity in neighbourhoods. 

 For solidarity to become more prevalent in our neighbourhoods 
we need to rethink how we see housing. Developers have had too much 
of a play in the design of housing, they have dictated what a ‘house’ is by 
advertising and gaining monopoly in the housing market with over 90% of 
houses in Ireland being designed by developers not architects. The Celtic 
Tiger brought with it a change in attitude towards property. It transformed 
housing from being a means of a home, a place of shelter, a place of security 
and part of a community to an empty shell seen as an investment, capital 
gain and a commodity. People with money to spare were buying houses to 
‘invest’ with the hope of making  a profit at the end.

Figure 1: A housing estate in Waterford, typical of the housing schemes one finds 
right across the country.

 Very little thought and planning was put into how these suburbs 
and housing estates would turn out. One result is that many are missing 
the basic infrastructures and local amenities necessary for the success of 
a suburb such as a playing field, a shop, a community hall, a school etc. 
Without these the inhabitants are continuously commuting to and from 
the city for extra circular activities in search of solidarity. Consequently 
they do not spend a lot of time around their own neighbourhood mixing 
an socialising with their neighbours. The accessibility of the city by car has 
made it possible for the inhabitants of these new suburbs to commute to 
the city for night classes such as yoga, art, writing etc or for sports training. 
The inhabitants are easily able to leave the quiet and lonely life of their 
dormitory estate. The car has greatly influenced the building of these sub-
urbs as without it these inhabitants would have no means of transport to 
commute the long distance to work or schools.

“Cultural and technological developments alter the relationship between hu-
mans and their environments.” 4



Figure 2: A housing estate in County Cork which is a clear example of  how 
developers are designing housing in 21st century Ireland

 In recent years we have also seen a great increase in the number 
of people using the internet and social media sites as an outlet to meet new 
people and make new friends. This is a dramatic change from the typical 
idea of a neighbourhood where one would find friends amongst those that 
they live near but now we have access to make friends in countries thou-
sands of miles away. In the past one was limited to how they could meet 
new people, it was usually by paths physically crossing or being introduced 
by a friend. On the contrary in present day Ireland one has the opportunity 
to meet people who they may be more compatible with and have more in 
common with in cyberspace. Distance between friends no longer matters. 
Many people in neighbourhoods would rather stay indoors on their laptop 
chatting to friends who live in other neighbourhoods or perhaps in another 
country instead of socialising with their immediate neighbours. 

 Has transport, technology and money allowed us to be more se-
lective about the groups of solidarity we create? They allow us more access 
to find people who we think we are perhaps more compatible with and 
have more interests in common with than solely depending on the inhabit-
ants next-door to be our friends. 

 In the past many more women stayed at home to mind the house 
and take care of the children. This meant that housing schemes during the 
daytime were still occupied bringing a sense of life and community from 
day to night. However since most modern women have entered full-time 
employment in the working world, the streets of the suburbs have become 
lifeless with the women at work and the children at childcare centres. This 
is another factor which has contributed to the change in patterns of



Figure 3: This housing estate in Galway is overflowing with cars. These inhab-
itants are clearly very dependent on the car as a means of transport due to the 
lack of public transport in the area and the distance from the city.

solidarity. The houses in commuting suburbs are unoccupied from morn-
ing till evening when the parents return home from work collecting the 
children on their way. At the end of a long and busy day at the office they 
seem to want to close their doors to the outside world and retreat to the 
calming peace that they believe only their house in the quiet suburbs can 
offer. Our busy lives in 21st century Ireland are having a major impact on 
how we relate to our neighbourhoods. But has solidarity become part of the 
past in new housing estates? Is it something that young children growing 
up in new suburbs will not be familiar with? 

Rural  Towns and Vi l lages

Small towns and villages have and remain a central part of the history 
of the island of Ireland whose fabric and make-up contain significant 
traces of the past. Irish towns have strongest influences from the Early 

Christian period, the Normans, the early seventeenth century of the plan-
tation era and the eighteenth century when the land was under control of 
the landlord. 

 Irish towns and villages have always been an important part of 
irish settlement patterns as they function as service centres for the rural 
surroundings. One of the most important features of the towns and villages 
was that they acted as a market place for their hinterlands, acting as an 
economic hub where farmers could trade. They acted as a node for the rural 
community, a place where people would come together to attend mass or 
trade on market day. They were and still remain a focal point for both the



inhabitants of the village and the hinterlands therefore creating a strong
sense of community and solidarity for these people who live so dispersed 
across the land. Small towns and villages have always relied heavily on the 
success and support of their hinterlands, without this many have fallen to 
decay over the centuries.

Figure 4: Abbeylaix in County Laois is an example of how Irish towns frequent-
ly melted into their surrounding landscape.

 We can trace the origin of Irish towns and villages to the 1100’s 
with the Early Christian monasteries acting successfully as the cultural and 
economic hubs, with educational, market and political functions. The Vi-
kings raided and permanently orientated these hubs from the midlands 
towards the more exposed coastal areas. The Normans, who were more so-
phisticated, brought with them in the twelfth century the knowledge of the 
town charter which emphasised urban rule with regards to the market and 
the laws within walls of the town. The introduction of the town charter led 
to a burst of urban development with 270 chartered sites appearing across 
the Irish landscape with 56 of these developing into functionally important 
towns. Outside of the town walls small agricultural villages began to appear 
based around the small parish church with “strong village solidarity and 
identity”. 

“The villages are distant from each other about 2 miles. In every village is a cas-
tle and a church, but bothe in ruyne. The baser cottages are built of underwood, 
called wattle, and covered some with thatch and some with green sedge, of a 
round form and without chimneys, and to my imagination resemble so many 

hives of bee about a country farm.”

6

7



 This town and village system was then shattered in the seventeenth 
century with the impact of the Reformation and landownership changes. 
New sites for towns were occupied by the Protestant landlords with the 
hope of promoting the Anglican church. Infrastructural development such 
as roads, mills and bridges were integrated into the new design of these 
towns. Simultaneously the agricultural industry was dramatically changing 
with the introduction of new crops, vegetables, deciduous trees, breeds and 
rotations and most importantly landlordism. There was also an emphasis 
put on technological improvement on farming practices such as draining, 
enclosure and outhouses. Roads and canals led to easier access to markets 
in towns and villages leading to greater prosperity. This then had a knock 
on effect on rent which dramatically rose between 1660 and 1800.

 The landed estate greatly contributed to the growth of the Irish 
economy in the eighteenth century with surplus income allowing an archi-
tectural revolution in Ireland. This period saw the beginning of Georgian 
and Palladian architecture. The appetite for these large lavish houses was 
seen as “utilitarian and symbolic” generating a landscape which expressed 
a stable anglicised, Protestant society. Cork between the 1600’s and 1740’s 
saw a dramatic increase in the number of big houses from 25 to 200.   These 
grand houses with their large gardens set the trend for housing for almost 
a century. This building also brought about a new wave of planned set-
tlements - estate towns and villages which were usually designed around 
a wide main street or market square. Houses either lined the street or the 
square and opened directly onto them at the street level. This housing had 
a direct relationship with the street on which it sat as there were no bound-
aries between all the dwellings and the street. 

Figure 5: A drawing of  a West Waterford estate in 1754, showing good-quality 
two-storey housing fronting the main street.

 The agricultural industry in the eighteenth century typically con-
sisted landlord who gave the labourers a small cabin and small plot of land 
called a ‘potato ground’ in return for free labour. Landlords had many la-
bourers working for them. Their houses/small cabins were found in strag-
gles along roadsides, in dishevelled groupings at crossroads, in shanties at 
the edges of a town or crowded onto commonages.   The labourers settled 
wherever they could find work in return for shelter and ‘potato land’. They 
lived in very close contact with the other labourers even sharing ‘potato 

8
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Figure 6: Doonagh Village, Achill is one of the finest records of an intact clachan.

ground’ and working on the landlords farm together. Similar to the tene-
ments these dishevelled cabins consisted of only one room. Therefore the 
common land on which their cabins were sitting on became an extension 
of their house, a place to enjoy nice weather, a place for the children to 
play and a place to grow their food. These groups of houses were known as 
‘clachans’. There was a strong sense of community and solidarity amongst 
these neighbours who lived and worked together daily. An old Irish proverb 
expressed the simplicity and solidarity of life in Ireland at this time:

“Dá mbéadh prátaí is mòin againn, bhéadh an saol ar a thòin againn.”
(If we had turf and potatoes we could take life easy.)

 The potato and turf allowed easy access to cheap food and fuel. 
Houses and out buildings in the clachans were also cheap as they were 
made from local materials. Clay was used for floors, reed or grass for the 
thatched roof, local stone for the walls and timber for the rafters. With 
the potato growing in abundance, “the ubiquitous presence of turf, a mild 
climate, and the cheap cost of housing, the west of Ireland at this time 
must have appeared a poor man’s paradise”.   The poor flocked to areas of 
bad soil, therefore areas where the soil was poor the population was dense. 
Cheap food, fuel and housing led to a population growth between 1760 
and 1815 seeing an expansion of these clachans at the edges of villages. 

 1845 brought with it the potato blight causing starvation amongst 
the poor and clearing the shanty towns across the country by either death 

11



or emigration. Many fled to the capital in hope of finding work and resided 
at one of the many tenements that appearing in the city during this period. 
In the years after the famine there were very few potato labourers and run-
dale farmers were only allowed along the edge of a bog or on the mountain 
fringes. However the end of landlordism in 1869 was the beginning of the 
social revolution.  By 1914 the first public housing initiative built 50,000 
cottages for the labourers who originally resided in the dishevelled clachans. 
These houses were built on half acre sites dispersed in small roadside group-
ings. This project was inspired by ‘constructive unionism’ and aimed to 
improve the living conditions of the labourers.  

 As the Anglican based towns fell into gloom Catholic chapel vil-
lages began to appear around the country. These villages which were com-
monly built on crossroads became the cores of the Catholic parishes. They 
most typically consisted of a chapel, a public house, a school, a post office, 
barracks, shops and a playing pitch. These became the new hubs economi-
cally and socially of nationalist Ireland. These new Catholic villages played 
a very important role during the urban gloom ensuring that solidarity was 
prevalent in rural communities.   Without towns and villages rural dwellers 
would have no place of common interest.

 The European community had a significant impact on farming in 
Ireland in the twentieth century. Grants favoured big farms resulting in the 
collapse of small farms. Big farmers saw a great increase in productivity due 
to machinery, electricity and better roads making trading easier and more 
accessible.   The spread of the car allowed commuter belts around cities 
and larges towns to develop. The function of villages began to change to 
suit the new needs of the inhabitants with the introduction of petrol and 
service stations. The car freed the ties which originally existed between the 
workplace and home. 

Figure 7 and 8: These are examples of single-storey houses of modest sizes, usu-
ally containing one room. The plan was rectangular with walls made from local 
stone with thatched roofs. These dwellings blended blended easily into the Irish 
landscape due to the use of local materials.
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 The increase in the number of commuters brought with it the 
omnipresent bungalow which lines the rural roadside with an incongru-
ously suburban look. These bungalows are usually designed from manuals 
and built by the occupants with materials and techniques which show little 
regard for the local practice or surrounding landscape. Typically they highly 
visible, lining and facing out onto a main road. These bungalows stand in 
stark contrast to the old cottages and Irish houses which used local building 
materials and blended easily into the landscape.

The City

The mid nineteenth century to the early twentieth century saw a 
huge increase in the number of residents of the towns surround-
ing the larger cities in Ireland. The population of these towns of 

Dublin for example surged form 59,486 inhabitants in 1851 to 132,283 
in 1911.    Meanwhile Dublin city’s population over the same period rose 
from 258,369 to just 265,952 inhabitants. The demographic stagnation 
clearly reflects the weak economic performance of the city. These wealthy 
towns surrounding Dublin were economically stable and therefore attract-
ed those who were affluent to reside there. The rich were escaping life in 
the city centre by retreating to the surrounding towns which have today 
become suburbs of the city itself, Rathmines, Rathgar and Blackrock being 
a few examples. However the end of the famine brought with it an advance 
of the poor to the city in search of work resulting in a clear segregation of 
classes into the residential towns and city slums.

 The housing landscape in late nineteenth century Dublin City 
most commonly consisted of red brick terraced Georgian houses, with ei-
ther two, three or four storeys over a basement. The Georgian houses orig-
inally designed to house a family with a few children, including sleeping 
quarters for the servants, rooms to entertain and sleep guests, soon became 
central parts of the city’s slums. As the rich migrated to the surrounding 
towns they left many of these large houses vacant as the poor were arriving 
to the city. This housing which was originally designed for first class living 
fell into the hands of those in desperate need of a roof over their head with 
little money for rent. However the conditions in which the labourers were 
living was the extreme opposite to the wealthy lifestyle led by the previous 
occupants. Michael Mc Carthy commenting on the decline of the streets in 
Dublin:
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“Fifty years ago this street was inhabited by professional people and other rich 
residents and every house had its carriage, its coachman and its butler. Today 
with few exceptions this imposing stretch of street consists of tenement houses, 
inhabited not alone by the lowest class of society, but by the tramp and the va-

grant and mendicant class.”

Figure 9 and 10: Drawings of Georgian buildings which housed the poor.

 From the mid 1800’s significantly larger working class families 
were crammed into one room of these houses in unsanitary living con-
ditions. These buildings when designed and built were never expected to 
house up to ten families per dwelling.  

 Life in the tenements was a world of disease, starvation, high mor-
tality and unemployment rates, alcoholism, prostitution and gang warfare. 
These serious social problems must have had a great effect on the inhabit-
ants both mentally and physically. A bad diet, poor sanitation and terrible 
housing conditions gave rise to serious health problems in the tenement 
areas. Killer diseases, such as tuberculosis, were widespread throughout the 
city. One third of the deaths registered in Dublin between 1902 and 1911 
were a result of the tenements and their poor living conditions.   But de-
spite their difficult lives, the poverty stricken tenants found security and  
happiness in a close-knit community life. As a result of overcrowding, 
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unlike housing today, one would not have been able to avoid their neigh-
bours as they lived in such a close and confined environment. The book 
‘Dublin Tenement Life’ encapsulates the amazing sense of community sol-
idarity which was prevalent in the tenements. As one policeman recalls his 
childhood and their constant struggle for survival, he remembers they were 

“extraordinarily happy for people who were so savagely poor”. 

 As a result of the overcrowded living spaces the children of the 
tenements flooded onto the streets in order to find a space where they could 
play. This changed the streets dramatically from when the inhabitants of 
these Georgian dwellings were wealthy and had indoor rooms for the chil-
dren to play in. The children of the poor saw the street not as a road for 
automobiles and passer-bys but as an extension of their living space, an 
outdoor playing space. A place where they had enough room to run and 
play with the other children of the tenements. Sean O’Casey, a playwright 
and socialist, remembers 

“Cars threaded their ways through the tenement hedged streets where swarms of 
boys and girls played and fought in front of the gloomy houses”. 

 Although the inhabitants of the tenements were poverty stricken 
and had next to nothing, they still had a sense of community and solidarity 
in their neighbourhood. The tenements were still widespread in Dublin in 
the 1940‘s, Bill Cullen a resident during this period recalls,

“The people I knew in Dublin’s inner city in the forties and fifties were good 
Christian neighbours, rich in humour and compassion. They supported and 

helped one another and shared a world of few expectations.”

 Life in the residential towns surrounding Dublin stood in stark 
contrast to city living during this period. The inhabitants of the towns were 
dependent on either a carriage or in the twentieth century the motorcar as 
a means of getting to and from the city or workplace. This meant that only 
those who had   access to transport could inhabit the towns surrounding 
the city. Housing designs further reflected the economic wealth and status 
of its inhabitants, houses with front gardens belonged to the wealthiest of 
citizens.

“The presence or absence of a front garden  was a mark of the standard of the 
house. While the gardens were small and usually fenced in by wrought iron 

railings, those houses which possessed them were of superior quality.” 
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 Almost all the houses had a large back garden. Both front and 
back gardens are still common features in Irish suburbs in the 21st century 
and it seems that this tradition stems from the late nineteenth century sub-
urbs.

 Has affluence brought with it a loss of solidarity in our neigh-
bourhoods? With people now able to commute significant distances daily 
to socialise they have no need to get to know their immediate neighbours. 
After a hectic day in the city office, of constant noise, people and traffic, 
one returns home in the evening mentally and physically exhausted craving 
the silence and peace that only their quiet house with closed doors in the 
suburbs can bring to them. 

Success fu l  Housing Schemes

I n 21st century Ireland many Irish architects have been designing and 
developing ideas and designs to try and tackle the problems with hous-
ing that I have mentioned above. A particular group of Irish architects, 

Group 91, came together to work with the common interest of ‘making a 
modern street’, they hoped to improve the cultural aspect of life in Dublin 
City and introduce residential buildings that would act as showpieces to 
city living. 

 The revitalisation of Temple Bar in Dublin has ensured regener-
ation and development of cultural facilities in the heart of Dublin City. 
Taking Paris as a role model to city living where street after street the floors 
above most Parisian shop buildings are occupied by a mix of offices and 
apartments. As a result of people living in the city centre the street never 
dies. There’s constantly people on the streets ensuring the sustainability of 
the corner grocery or the boulangerie. In Ireland we are faced with streets 
with banks, large supermarkets and fast food joints, this is something that 
Group 91 recognised and wanted to tackle. The regeneration of Dublin’s 
Temple Bar was inspired by the Parisians way of life. The Living Over The 
Shop (LOTS) campaign was introduced in 1989 which encouraged city liv-
ing. It was very successful in Temple Bar but failed to work on Capel Street 
in Dublin due to lack of funds and grants. Temple Bar saw a great increase 
in the number inhabitants living in the area either in the upper floor of old-
er buildings or in the new multi-purpose buildings in the area. The Granary 
by Peter Twamley is a great example of a successful refurbishment in this 
area, which created five spacious loft-style apartments with a communal 
roof terrace. At street level there are 3 shop units. Frank McDonald



who lives in one of these apartments says:

“It is the epitome of city-centre living, the realisation of a dream. The real lux-
ury of living in Temple Bar means a four-minute walk to work or being able 
to nip out at any time of the day or night to get a pint of milk or anything else 

that we might require.”

Figure 11: ‘Living Over The Shop’

 The communal roof terrace in this project has ensured that the 
inhabitants have an outdoor living space which can only be accessed by 
the inhabitants themselves allowing them to enjoy  the nice weather, the 
atmosphere of the city four storeys up, while escaping the busy streets. 
Another residential project by Group 91 which has been very successful 
in Temple Bar is ‘The Printworks’. This mixed-use development consists 
of ten apartments and four retail/studio units. It’s main aim was to make 
use of gap sites in the area to increase the residential population. A raised 
courtyard  on the first floor which provides access to all ten apartments was 
integrated into the design to reinhabit the upper floors of the city fabric. 
The raised courtyard allows the ground floor levels and street frontage to be 
exploited by the retail units. It also provides a semi-public space between 
the apartments, a place where one would bump into their neighbours on 
the way to work or when popping out to the shop in the hope of creating 
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a sense of community and solidarity between the inhabitants. As Raymund 
Ryan describes it:

“From the completely public world, they ascend to their communal court and 
from that almost collegiate realm, in sporadic visual connection, to their private 

zones for living and sleeping.”

Figure 12: The Printworks is a mixed-use development in Temple Bar, Dublin. 
This image shows the semi-public and private courtyards for the dwellings.

 This development consists of an assemblage of cubic forms each 
with a specific programme and all apartments are designed to integrate a 
roof garden or private terrace to ensure that one can completely retreat 
from the busy life at street level. These apartments with their west-facing 
walls of glazing, their double-height volumes and mezzanines are reminders 
of artists studios in Paris in the 1920’s especially the design by Le Corbusier 
for Amédée Ozenfant which consisted of a house and a studio situated on 
an urban street corner  in Paris. The Printworks suggests a workable model 
for integrated urban living in Ireland. 

 A great example of an older housing project which incorporated 
the idea of a neighbourhood in suburban living is Marino housing in Dub-
lin. Marino Housing was Ireland’s first public housing estate which was 
funded by the government. It was built in the 1940‘s as a solution to over-
crowding in the inner city tenements. It’s  aim was to provide affordable 
housing for the working class in the Dublin suburbs in order to prevent 
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the spread of diseases which were rife in the overcrowded tenements. Re-
search showed that over 60,000 people living in Dublin City were in need 
of re-housing. A 50 acre site was made available to the corporation which 
triggered the idea of designing a garden suburb.

 Horace O’Rourke, one of the many architects who worked on this 
project, developed a plan with different style and sized housing in order to 
prevent the monotony of cloned houses in a row. He designed a scheme 
where each block contained six to eight houses and each house had two or 
three bedrooms. Every block had a different design and was laid out in a 
radial pattern around a central green area allowing each house a view of the 
green. 

 The central green space acted as the core of the estate which con-
tained 1,500 houses. It was to be the heart of the community, where chil-
dren could play and adults could walk. It was a shared area for recreation 
for the inhabitants. Each house also had it’s own front and back garden to 
allow the residents to retreat away from the public eye when they wished 
to. This is a very important aspect of designing housing, creating a space 
which the inhabitants can share while at the same time ensuring that the 
inhabitants have a private outdoor retreat space. The front garden acts as 
a transition between the public space of the green and private space of the 
house. Another reason why Marino was a success was due to the cheap 
transport system that was put in place for the labourers to commute daily 
to and from the city daily. Basic infrastructure such as schools, shops and 
churches were also built to provide for the new inhabitants of the Marino 
suburb. A Dubliner gives his opinion on life in Marino,

“I lived there for a while in the late 70’s. I’ve also lived on the fringes of both 
Crumlin and Cabra. No doubt that Marino was the nicest of the three to live 
in. Proper planning really does seem to have made a difference to the quality of 

life in the area.”

 An example of a public housing scheme of the 21st century is 
Sean Treacy House in Dublin dsigned by Paul Keogh Architects. It was 
completed in June 2011. This mixed housing development scheme, which 
replaces a 1960’s flat block, consists of 53 units comprising of own door 
houses, apartments and duplexes.   The layout is designed and organised 
around a central courtyard onto which all the dwellings face, maximising 
passive surveillance and generating an environment of communal engage-
ment among residents. 
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Figure 13: Sean Treacy Housing Scheme - Central courtyard space.

 Each dwelling also has its own private outdoor space. On entering 
one of these dwellings one must pass through a small courtyard or ascend 
a stairs, these act as the space in-between the public and private. The tran-
sition from “collectivism to individualism”. To ensure the success of this 
housing and to help create a sense of solidarity amongst the inhabitants a 
community building was also constructed on the site as part of the project 
which provides after school care for children and a meeting place for the 
inhabitants. Schools, shops and other amenities are in abundance in the 
local area helping to ensure that this housing scheme continue to promote 
solidarity.

 It is the balance between public and private which has made these 
housing schemes a success. The inhabitants have there own private internal 
and external spaces to retreat to while still having a large external semi-pub-
lic space to share with the other inhabitants and furthermore the public 
street to share with the outside world. The housing developments ensure 
safety and privacy for their residents with spaces designed for collectivism 
and individualism. However the connection and transition between the 
public and private is very important. In housing one needs, at the thresh-
old, to have a space for welcoming and farewells. Herman Hertzberger,  a 
Dutch architect, talks about the public, private and ‘in-between’ spaces. 

“Conditions for privacy and conditions for maintaining social contacts with 
others are equally necessary. Entrance, porches and many other forms of in-be-
tween spaces provide an opportunity for accommodation between adjoining 

worlds.” 27



 The threshold and boundary line are therefore very important in 
housing designs. In the Printworks housing scheme, one enters onto the 
first floor level semi-public courtyard from street level by stairs and then as-
cends one’s own private stairs to enter into one’s private house. Stairs act as 
a transition between the spaces creating a clear differentiation between the 
public, semi-public and private spaces in this project. The design is similar 
in both the Sean Treacy House and Marino Dublin where small courtyards 
or front gardens act as the ‘in-between’ space between the public and pri-
vate. More housing schemes in Ireland need to begin to take these aspects 
into consideration instead of the main focus of housing being financial gain 
for the developer, by packing as many units into a development site  as is 
possible with no regard for fostering and enhancing community spirit.

“Solidarity no longer exists in Ireland or indeed elsewhere, it was almost de-
stroyed by the myth and legend, the so-called Celtic Tiger.” 

Ido not agree with this statement by Peter McVerry as the Irish are still 
renowned worldwide to be a friendly and welcoming nation. I am a 
great believer that solidarity is still a prevalent part of the Irish society. 

However I do think that the patterns of solidarity in Ireland have changed 
over the centuries. There is less solidarity in our housing schemes but it is 
still evident in sports clubs, drama and music societies etc. New groups and 
patterns of solidarity have formed as older ones have begun to disappear. 
The world, therefore Ireland too, is constantly changing and adapting to 
the new world of technology and machinery which are having a great im-
pact on how we go about our daily lives. With all these new additions and 
alterations to our lives how can we expect patterns of solidarity in Ireland 
to remain the same? 
 
 There are many contributing factors to the loss of solidarity in our 
neighbourhoods - affluence, the car, women at work, our busy lives, lack of 
local amenities and the design of our housing. People are going to continue 
to have busy daily lives, working and commuting, consequently the only 
aspect that is left with the possibility of changing to enhance solidarity in 
our neighbourhoods is the design of housing and infrastructure. However 
this can only be done and implemented with the support of the govern-
ment and county councils to ensure that architects have an influence on 
the design and layout of housing estates. This is what an architect is trained 
to do, not a developer. Housing schemes need to be designed to encour-
age solidarity amongst the inhabitants otherwise they will fail to create a 
community. I finish with a quote that I feel sums up my research on this 
subject.

“We shape our buildings; therefore they shape us.” 
- Winston Churchill
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“God id dead, the author is dead, history is 
dead, only the architect is left standing…”i 

Albert Speer stood trial at Nuremberg 
in September 1945. He was indicted 
for crimes against peace, war crimes, 
waging wars of aggression and crimes 
against humanity. In 1947 he began a 
twenty-year long sentence in Spandau 
Prison. My interest, however, does not 
lie in such proceedings. I will make no 
attempt to absolve this man from the 
crimes for which he was convicted. My 
focus, as it were, may best be described 
by Koolhaas’ haunting statement. 
What happens now, seventy years later, 
when all has passed to mere memory? 
The Third Reich has been abolished, 
Speer has passed, and all that remains 
is a handful of models and an array 
of sketchy plans. What I wish to con-
sider throughout my dissertation is a 
series of possibilities as to how the ar-
chitect could have emerged virtually 
unwounded, particularly when the ar-
chitecture itself suffered a demise from 
which it is yet to recover.

Primarily, it is essential to understand 
the relationship from which Speer 
could never fully isolate himself. In do-
ing this one can begin to piece together 
the fragile mental state of not only one 
man, but an entire population hypno-
tized by such extensive propaganda. A 
Kind of Love strives to provide some 
insight into the degradation of Speer’s 
character, a process I found to be in-
tertwined with his growing fascination 
with Hitler. This was to provide the ba-
sis not only for his architectural deci-
sions but also his decision to ignore the 
horrors that surrounded him.

In order to compose such theories it be-
came necessary to analyse Speer from 
various perspectives. The moral choices 
made by Speer throughout his archi-
tectural career were deeply affected by 
his social and psychological condition. 
Thus, I believe it necessary to dissect 
not only his architecture but his role 
as an architect, this leading to the role 
morality plays in architecture, and the 
effects of war on such moral decisions.
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In Mass Manipulation and Architec-
tural Design, an attempt is made to 
salvage the architectural merit from 
the terror of the regime it served. Mo-
rality in relation to the architecture 
itself is developed as a theme. Destruc-
tive architecture; that is to imply an 
architecture fuelled by a corrupt cause 
and created solely for a detromental 
purpose, provides a counter argument 
against the ideas previously proposed.
Subsequently, Speer’s moral choices 
are evaluated on a grander scale in an 
attempt to judge the place of morality 
in architecture. Moral Vacuity is essen-
tially an evaluation of  such musings in 
order to establish a resolution. An ini-
tial fascination with the life of Albert 
Speer culminated in an investigation 
into the broader subject of the relation-
ship between morality and architec-
ture, thus in the interweaving of both 
I beleive I have stumbled upon some-
thing of merit.  

This is not in the least an attempt to 
exonerate Speer from his actions. His 
situation, however, presents an un-
paralleled opportunity to investigate 
the possible implications of destructive 
architecture; and the condition of the 
mind that inspired them. 

"What would have happened if Hitler had 
asked me to make decisions that required 
the utmost hardness? ... How far would I 
have gone? ... If I had occupied a different 
position, to what extent would I have or-
dered atrocities if Hitler had told me to do 
so?" ii
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         “A Kind of Love”

 The Complex Relationship between 
         Hitler and Speer.

   “After years of frustrated efforts, I was 
wild to accomplish things – and twenty-eight 
years old. For the commission to do a great 
building, I would have sold my soul like Faust. 
Now I had found my Mephistopheles. He seemed no 
less engaging than Goethe’s.”iii 

     Although at first this could be eas-
ily overlooked as an over-zealous at-
tempt to further prove his innocence 
by insinuating that it was his love for 
architecture that governed his rela-
tionship with Hitler, it unravels to 
become far more incriminating. Had 
Speer simply addressed Hitler as the 
devil, this quote could have suggested 
that Speer harboured a negative feel-
ing towards Hitler from the beginning, 
however deeply he may have buried it. 
What is startling is that, in stark con-
trast to the devil, Mephistopheles does 
not merely search for souls to corrupt 
at random. It is, in fact, well known in 
German literature that Mephistopheles 
worked to collect the souls of those al-
ready damned. Were this not troubling 
enough, Mephistopheles is described 
in folklore as being trapped in his own 
hell by serving the devil. Here we see 
Speer offering sympathy, suggesting 
that Hitler was trapped in his position.

Furthermore he refers to himself as one 
of the damned, as if his path had been 
decided, his soul destined for offering. 
The mention of the word “engaging” 
hints at the more complex connection 
between these two men. 

Sparked by a deep admiration on 
Speer’s part, 
“I think now that although my reaction to Hitler 
was indeed more to him – his magnetism, if you 

like – than to his speech,”iv

  it was this unique relationship, rather 
than his role as “the devil’s architect”, 
that haunted Speer long after his years 
in Spandau. It was not his architectural 
decisions, (though these must be inves-
tigated in their own right), that gov-
erned his descent into immorality. To 
an extent one can argue that it was his 
desire to succeed, to, at such a young 
age, be noticed. 
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“I never analysed any of this then, but at the 
time I never analysed anything; I just ac-
cepted - gratefully, I think, rather than as 
my due - that I was going to have a won-
derful life, wonderful beyond any dreams.”v

Although this need would fill a void 
that extended beyond his architectural 
career to the far corners of his child-
hood, it would corrupt Speer and deep-
ly affect his moral standing. Indeed, 
though one can concede that architec-
ture was primarily the trigger that be-
gan this relationship; Speer himself has 
acknowledged that no one would have 
taken an architect to court. His person-
al connection to Hitler, which at first 
appeared as a blessing, would prove 
to be the curse Speer would ultimately 
spend his life attempting to rectify.

 “Because of Hitler's passion for building, I was in 
[constant] close personal contact with him. . . If 
he had been capable of [friendship], I would in-
dubitably have been one of his closest friends. . .” vi
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   It appears that, although Speer speaks 
much of Hitler, the majority of his fo-
cus remains on the man he used to 
know, the “unrequited love”  that left 
him scorned.

    This analysis appears quite blunt as 
Speer shows great remorse, whether 
real or forced, for his involvement and 
having analysed much of his writings 
I can safely confirm that he does not 
glorify Hitler’s actions. Speer asserts 
that he always maintained an apoliti-
cal stance, (although this itself can be 
questioned as his role as armament’s 
minister means he could not have re-
mained apolitical), insisting that he 
was “above all an architect”.

"No, of course not," [he said.] 
"That’s the whole point - I un-
reservedly admired him, could 
see no fault in him and honestly 
could hardly believe my luck."vii 

      Hitler’s intense and immediate 
liking for Speer would have undoubt-
edly stemmed from an attempt to ex-
perience vicariously through Speer the 
architectural career he once craved. 
Though this shared love created a per-
sonal connection and it is indeed true 
that much of their early discussions 
surrounded the topic, there are undeni-
able instances that infer that their rela-
tionship was somewhat more intricate 
than this would suggest. Perhaps the 
most disturbing example of this would 
be Speer’s attempt to hide his marriage 
from Hitler. At this early stage Speer 
was engrossed in his work and certain-
ly sought approval for his accomplish-
ments rather than his character, how-
ever he speaks freely of his joy of having 
Hitler’s personal attention. 
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He relishes in the fact that Hitler 
showed great interest in him and his 
personal life. Having spent nine months 
in close company with Hitler after their 
first lunch, it seems that one could 
hardly forget to mention their wife. 
What could be understood as a fear of 
how Hitler would receive Margret also 
hints at something darker – that Speer 
had developed a relationship that was, 
if not romantic in the traditional sense, 
capable of filling Speer with such emo-
tion as to force him to feel he could not 
interrupt it with  mention of his wife, 
his “other” love.

. “It was not long before I was head over heels in 
love with Hitler…” viii

 I do not mean to suggest by this any-
thing homoerotic, as this has been 
previously suggested by many and dis-
missed on a psychological basis. Speer 
himself admits that although this was 
not the case, there was certainly a re-
lationship in existence. Though seem-
ingly akin to a father-son connection, 
a position that could be argued on 
the pretence that Speer’s architectural 
triumphs instilled a sense of pride in 
Hitler, the bond appeared to be rooted 
deeper still. 

“One of my associates summed up the 
character of this remarkable re-
lationship: "Do you know what you 
are? You are Hitler’s unrequited 

love!"ix 
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    While there is much to remark about 
this “love”, I believe that which is most 
relevant occurs much after the afore-
mentioned incidents. My reasoning for 
finding the most significance in Speer’s 
feelings towards Hitler at the time of his 
death and in the years following stems 
from my attempt to comprehend his 
moral standing. While it is well-known 
that Speer turned against Hitler in the 
last few months of the war, remnants of 
a deep emotional attachment lingered 
and influenced Speer’s judgement. 
“Above all else, - and it was obviously the greatest 
mistake of my life – I felt he was a human being; 
I mean by that, I felt he cared: not only about 
Germany, which in his own terrible way of 
course he did, but that he cared about people. . . 
that he cared about me.” x

What is perhaps more intriguing is that 
this connection also had a profound ef-
fect on Hitler’s behaviour. By the early 
months of 1945 Speer had done things 
against Hitler for which any other 
would have been executed. At this time 
Speer had been aware of Hitler’s true 
evil for many months, yet the shadow 
of something still remained. Having be-
trayed him and all but turned against 
him, refusing to carry out orders and 
lying about his devotion, Speer found 
he could not conjure these feelings 
when forced to meet with Hitler.

 “But now I found I couldn’t lie 
to him. I suppose it was again 
that curious something, that 
feeling between me and him, or 

him and me.” xi
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     It is possible that this lies outside the 
question of morality, that this relation-
ship governed Speer’s actions on a far 
more personal level, one not punish-
able under the heading of a war crime. 
Nevertheless it was the cause for all of 
his wrongdoings. That which Speer re-
grets can all be seen as reverting back 
to this relationship, yet this is precisely 
what he could never distance himself 
from. 

“And when Speer saw Hitler for” – she paused 
briefly – “what he really was…” Again she 
paused. “…when he understood that, and yet 
so obviously still couldn’t abandon him…” She 
paused once more, “They just couldn’t give each 
other up, could they?”xii 

 If we consider morality to be the differ-
entiation in intentions, decisions and 
actions between those which are right 
and those which are wrong, one can 
put forward that it was this peculiar 
relationship that so greatly impacted 
Speer’s moral approach. Speer insisted 
his involvement in the Nazi regime was 
solely based on the architectural oppor-
tunities offered, yet he betrays himself 
through his actions towards the man 
who confided such immense commis-
sions to him. Though architecture may 
have indeed been the trigger, it was 
and forever would remain intertwined 
with the patron. When all hopes for 
architectural development diminished, 
when Speer had truly accepted that 
the war (and consequently his career) 
was lost, that “curious something” still 
remained.  In fact, for Speer, the tragic 
ending would not refer to the war lost, 
but rather to the severing of a connec-
tion between himself and the man who 
began it all. 

“And the truth is that nothing he said provoked 
any feelings in me, positive or negative…It was 
nothing. And that was the tragic end of it all…” xiii
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In the years after being released from 
Spandau, Speer reflects on his architec-
tural failings, remarking that they were 
completely lacking any sense of propor-
tion. This, however, is but a fleeting ob-
servation on his part. That which truly 
haunted him years afterwards carried 
no relation to his work as an architect. 
Speer, in his failed attempts at feigning 
innocence, could never truly shake the 
feeling that his flaws lied not only in his 
architectural choices but in his attempt 
at moral ones. His betrayal of Hitler in 
his final months left a far more lasting 
impression. Speer’s apparent for archi-
tecture could never overcome his admi-
ration for his Mephistopheles.

“That’s when the dreams began,” he said, “dreams 
of his knowing what I did, dreams of his say-
ing that I wanted to kill him. They went on for 
years, and even now they sometimes come back. 
Sometimes he isn’t even in the room in these 
dreams, but he is in the dreams, or he is the 
dream.”xiv  
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Mass Manipulation 
and Architectural Design

“What worse than Nero, what better than Nero’s 
baths?”xv 

The condemnation of Speer’s architec-
ture reflects a fear deeply rooted in our 
moral judgement. It appears that, in 
our fear to be appreciative of any such 
terrible beauty, we have waged a war 
not only on the artist but the art itself, 
refusing to acknowledge that beauty is 
something that may live independent 
of the abuser. 

Hitler’s Armaments Minister may have 
left Spandau, but the architect never 
truly escaped from the shackles. What 
remains to be uncovered is whether 
such architecture can stand unadul-
terated; perhaps the cracks in Speer’s 
morality were all too visible along the 
great stone monuments he inspired.
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So often is this term associated with 
Speer’s architecture that one takes it al-
most as fact, however I believe it near 
impossible to comprehend how one can 
create an architecture of fear and pow-
er without suffering the symptoms of 
megalomania himself. There is actually 
very little to indicate anything of signif-
icance in his approach to architecture, 
thus suggesting that the root of such de-
lusions lies not in the architecture itself 
but rather the sadistic purpose it was 
called to serve. Furthermore the gran-
deur of scale, particularly in relation to 
the Berlin Dome, represented a some-
what totalitarian approach, whether 
or not this was Speer’s intent. The im-
mense scale succeeded in transcending 
Hitler, allowing him to appear as more 
than a figure in front of the building.

He had become the building, the per-
sonal becoming insignificant and the 
immaterial notion of the Third Reich 
becoming omnipotent. It was the com-
prehension of the structure rather than 
the structure itself that enhanced the 
power of the Reich. Speer failed to com-
prehend this effect, believing that the 
sheer scale of the Dome would render 
Hitler’s slight frame obsolete. There is 
no architectural way to combat such an 
absence of scale, thus Speer’s attempts 
to create spaces as powerful as the di-
mensions that confined them were in 
vain. In such stances, the architecture 
could never surpass the political intent.

“The megalomaniac differs from the narcissist by the 
fact that he wishes to be powerful rather than charm-
ing, and seeks to be feared rather than loved. To this 
type belong many lunatics and most of the great men of 

history.”xvi 
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Should one isolate the qualities of the 
proposed Great Hall, it is evident that 
this desire to appear colossal is con-
demned solely for the purpose the Hall 
would serve. In isolation, colossal is 
not a negative term. The Great Hall, 
in fact, was designed to relate to its ur-
ban context and imitate the intimate 
scale of a valley along the North-South 
axis, expressing a desire to capture the 
beauty of a natural form. Desire alone 
does not suffice, however, nor do ide-
alistic notions of grandeur. Beauty of 
any kind is annihilated by an inherent 
need to dictate, superiority was not 
achieved through monumentality but 
rather quelled by banality. Neverthe-
less, the design prospers in that it serves 
its purpose. “The dream of a world em-
pire is literally comprehensible in my 
designs.”  Paradoxically, this purpose is 
inhumane thus the design is corrupted. 
In this instance, the purpose and de-
sign appear irreversibly intertwined; a 
strange occurrence when one considers 
that few remember Oppenheimer but 
none forget the atomic bomb.

Speer had a predominant obsession 
with the appearance of his architec-
ture, acknowledging that it is instinc-
tive to admire grandeur, and associate 
it with a sense of strength or power. 
His belief in the “ruin value” of archi-
tecture stemmed from an admiration 
of Ancient Greek structures, which he 
believed capable of asserting a certain 
dominance even as they lay in ruins. 
The architecture of the Reich was heav-
ily burdened by its overbearing desire 
to appear monumental; if the Reich 
was to be everlasting, so to speak, it 
needed a physical attribute to express 
its lasting power.

 “Beauty arose regardless of its utility and of the 
damage which it could cause.”xvii
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"Why always the biggest? 
I do this to restore to 
each individual German 
his self-respect. In a 
hundred areas I want to 
say to this individual: 
We are not inferior; on 
the contrary, we are the 
complete equals of every 

other nation."xviii

If all proposed structures are removed 
the plan for Berlin a relatively inoffen-
sive redesign of transportation remains. 
Similarly, if one was to disregard all 
plans and examine those structures 
which were physically built, there is a 
distinct repetitive classical style; almost 
the antithesis of the monuments pro-
posed for the new axes in Berlin. What 
is striking about Hitler’s attempts to 
justify these monuments as being for 
the people is the complete lack of public 
or recreational space in his plans; the 
true purpose of the German people was 
to serve as pawns. What is certain is 
that Hitler possessed a far greater un-
derstanding of the relationship between 
crowds and power than his marionette.

This is indicative of the inherent flaw in 
Speer’s work. One cannot merely sepa-
rate the architecture from the regime, 
as they were one in the same. While 
he may have admired the work of the 
Baroque era or sought to reproduce a 
neo-classical style, Speer’s architecture 
could never truly imitate such marvels 
for he suffered a great naivety in believ-
ing his work was his own. If one exam-
ines this in the context of the plans for 
the rebuilding of Berlin, it is relatively 
simple to decipher where Speer’s mea-
sured designs are overcome by monu-
ments which Speer must have compre-
hended as being unbuildable.
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 “Of course, [Goebbels and] Hitler knew how to pen-
etrate through to the instincts of their audiences; 
but in the deeper sense they derived their whole 

existence from these audiences.”xix 

The term “audience” suggests something 
of a far more theatrical nature than ar-
chitecture, providing us with an under-
standing as to why Speer’s “Cathedral of 
Light” found if not success than at least 
infamy among his work. The Luftwaffe’s 
entire accumulation of searchlights pro-
vided an endless skyline with a sense 
of bullying bigness that would be par-
alleled in Speer’s plans for Berlin. Here 
we see the establishment of an inherent 
desire to use sheer magnitude in his 
designs, an obscure trait for a student 
of Tessenow, who was notably unim-
pressed with such projects. The columns 
of light teamed with the large flagpoles 
supporting the lengthy Nazi emblem 
gave the effect of an immense set, with 
Hitler taking centre stage. Here Speer 
had created a realm where the audi-
ence became insignificant, shrouded in 
darkness and belittled by the towering 
searchlights. The impression of infinite 
space suddenly morphing into the sen-
sation of containment, the columns of 
light now bars of steel. Nevertheless, the 
effect was undeniably remarkable.
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“Speer is more of an artist by nature. Admittedly he 
has great organizational talent but politically he 
is too inexperienced to be totally reliable in this 

critical time.”xx 

Although Goebbels intended this as a 
critique of Speer’s position in the Nazi 
party, it is equally fitting as an evalua-
tion of his architecture. While his work 
may have indeed served as propaganda 
for the Nazi-Socialist Party, it was not 
dissimilar to the government build-
ings constructed throughout Western 
Europe at this time. What Hitler en-
visaged as an attempt to assert the 
dominance of the Reich was merely a 
response to the underlying social and 
political needs of a country crippled 
by depression. Krier, in fact, goes as 
far as to suggest that Speer’s work was 
produced in spite of any Nazi ideology 
rather than inspired by it. Though this 
speculation can be condemned on the 
grounds that Hitler himself produced 
many of the initial sketches of Speer’s 
work, it is certainly worth consider-
ation. 

If one was to examine the political 
programme behind Zeppelinfeld or the 
Great Hall it is noteworthy that such 
programmes commanded the magni-
tude of the structures, conceived to fa-
cilitate up to a million people. In purely 
architectural terms, however, these 
massive stone structures were much in 
keeping with the Modern Movement. 
Though the repetition of vertical ele-
ments appear to speak more of Classi-
cal Architecture the lack of ornamen-
tation and accessible nature of these 
buildings are indicative of the progres-
sions in architecture at that time. 
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"At bottom, I think that his [Hitler's] sense of the 
political and his passion for architecture were insep-

arable."xxi  

If we consider architecture as being the only art that moulds the world 
directly than one can comprehend the ease of corrupting said art for po-
litical gain; one can mould their surroundings to serve them. The term 
“Nazi Architecture” was coined to condemn that which we now fear to 
appreciate, but it convicts a mere memory. It is somewhat understandable 
that the buildings constructed during the Reich were destroyed, they spoke 
of a regime too horrifying to live on, set in stone as it was. The buildings 
themselves, however, were not capable of shouldering such guilt. Thus de-
veloped the necessity to condemn a movement, to criticise not only the 
structures but that which inspired them. The blame needed to be focused 
on something less tangible than stone and mortar, something that a Ger-
man, no matter how corrupt, could not be held responsible for. Classical 
Architecture became liable for not only the buildings of the Reich but all 
that it represented, the difference between architectural style and politi-
cal motive was lost in Speer’s plans. Is it possible to separate design from 
function or should one accept that, in certain cases, they are one in the 
same? Perhaps there is indeed merit to be found in such designs, but they 
have long since been obscured by a malevolence few are willing to dissect.
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Moral Vacuity

"The production and conservation of values is one 
of the main concerns of human existence: all that 
a man does and is depends upon his taking part in 

this process”xxii 

Would the “devil’s architect” have in-
deed been taken to court were he not 
Albert Speer? Architects are rarely held 
responsible for the implications of their 
designs, in fact in certain cases they are 
revered for their attempts (Le Corbus-
ier’s Plan Voisin comes to mind). This 
ultimately leads to a question of the hu-
man psyche; was there some inherent 
flaw in Speer’s character that allowed 
him to implement such destructive de-
signs without reservation? 

Given the chance, would Corbusier 
really have obliterated central Paris or 
would some stirring of his conscience 
have intervened? With the opportunity 
to ensure a place in history, how many 
would object to numbing their con-
science, almost selling their souls to live 
eternally, regardless of consequence?
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“People could find no place in their consciousness for 
such…unimaginable horror…they did not have the imagina-

tion, together with the courage, to face it.” xxiii

It is quite intriguing that the architec-
ture, rather than the perpetrator itself, 
was a source of deep psychological tur-
moil for the German people in the years 
following the war. It seems to be that 
there is something far more distressing 
about the physicality of “Nazi Archi-
tecture”; the word in stone. Hitler once 
commented on the feeling of powerless-
ness experienced by a farmer entering 
the Great Hall, belittled by the tower-
ing walls of stone before him. Having 
spent years experiencing that same 
feeling of hopelessness under the reign 
of the Third Reich, it is not surprising 
that a hatred for such spaces arose. 

Whilst Speer insists that his build-
ings were intended to reflect the Na-
zi-Socialist movement in a political 
manner, little reference is made to the 
psychological effects of representing 
such power and intimidation in the 
physical form. If we may for a moment 
indulge ourselves in the notion of a 
genius loci, one can imagine that the 
buildings still possess something of the 
immorality of the regime that called for 
their construction. “Nazi Architecture” 
was merely a scapegoat for the terror 
the German people could not escape. 
The degradation of the Classical style 
would have to suffice when the horrors 
it unleashed could not be overcome. 
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“Because as an architect, all the things in my plans 
which I tried to achieve with were indirectly filled 
with romanticism. All these huge buildings were dreams 
of a romantic man. I was really a romanticist during 

this time.”xxiv 

Though his designs were indeed intend-
ed to reflect the ideologies of the Reich, 
it must be understood that as an archi-
tect Speer would not have understood 
such ideologies in the same manner. 
Remaining firmly apolitical entails 
adhering to his visions as an architect, 
thus designing in accordance to his 
understanding of these ideals. This is 
where the aforementioned romanticism 
becomes crucial, if his intentions were 
not political than his work becomes 
that of a man creating a dreamscape, 
a sentimental interpretation of the new 
Reich. In this sense such buildings were 
mere manifestations of Speer’s deluded 
vision; they can be perceived as harm-
ful only in conjunction with the pur-
pose they were called to serve.

 Morality in architecture now comes 
into play. Should one feel morally ob-
ligated to refuse commissions in which 
inhumane goals are being pursued? 
Is it the responsibility of an architect 
to prevent such negative outcomes or 
should we remain faithful to our pri-
mary role as designers, regardless of the 
implications intertwined with these de-
signs? Perhaps we should consider ar-
chitects as existing the same purgatory 
as soldiers, where moral obligation has 
been worn down the slightest sense of 
unease.
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“Power is always dangerous. Power attracts the worst 
and corrupts the best”xxv

 
Although it may be argued to an ex-
tent that the propaganda that morphed 
the minds of the young soldiers had a 
profound effect on Speer, we must not 
view his case as the only example of 
immorality in architecture. If Speer’s 
moral capability was indeed compro-
mised due to his prominent position 
in the Nazi party, how can one explain 
the immoral decisions of his fellow ar-
chitects at the time? Mies Van Der Rohe 
was a fiercely stubborn man. When he 
arrived to work to find the BAUHAUS 
cordened off, he chose to shut the school 
down himself rather than succumb to 
the demands of the Nazi politics. Ap-
parently he believed in something nore 
noble than said politics. Having said 
this, the extent to which his arrogance 
dominated his architecture would 
have been deemed unforgiveable were 
his work not so beautiful. Yet this ar-
rogance did not hinder him from at-
tempting to incorporate himself into the 
Nazi regime. 

Starved for work, Mies was shortlisted 
to  build the new Reichsbank before, by 
chance, Speer intervened. Is this chance 
all it takes to prevent an otherwise re-
nowned architect from turning down 
a more sinister path? If all architects 
were granted the power to realize their 
dreams, would any question the source 
of such power? Will moral obligation 
continue to suffer in favour of these 
self-centred endeavours?
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"Of course I was perfectly aware that [Hitler] sought 
world domination ... [A]t that time I asked for nothing 
better. That was the whole point of my buildings. They 
would have looked grotesque if Hitler had sat still in 
Germany. All I wanted was for this great man to dominate 

the globe."xxvi

Would Speer’s demoralization have been as severe were he not an archi-
tect? Would another architect in his position have done as he did? Unfortu-
nately, such questions can only be met with theoretical possibilities. What 
can be stated with certainty is that a man, though he may be corrupt, is 
entirely capable of creating something of beauty. Architecture should be 
capable of standing independent of the crooked regime for which it was 
constructed. It was human fault that cast a shadow on Speer’s architec-
ture, an inability to appreciate something born from such terror. Perhaps, 
when another seventy years have passed, Classical Architecture will find 
the respect and admiration it once knew. As for Speer’s architecture, if a 
single person can find value in his works without remorse, than the archi-
tecture at least may finally be absolved from this shadow.
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ABSTRACT

“Perhaps all our troubles - all the violence, obesity, illness, depression, 
and greed we can’t overcome - began when we stopped living as Run-
ning People. Deny your nature, and it will erupt in some other, uglier 
way.” - Christopher McDougall.

As far as I can remember I have always been actively interested in a wide 
variety of sports. From hurling, football, rugby and golf to sailing,water 
skiing and swimming, being active is integral and fundamental to who I 
am. Participating in sport can improve your quality of life dramatically 
and that of your local community. It improves your health, promotes so-
cial inclusion, counters anti-social behaviour and raises individuals self 
HVWHHP�DQG�FRQÀGHQFH�
 My earliest sporting memories range from body boarding in the 
cold turbulent waters of South Kerry to learning the tricky task of bal-
ancing a hard leather sliotar on a hurley while running as fast as my legs 
would allow. Sunday mornings were ritually pierced with the sounds of 
screeching whistles and the crashes of bodies on the rugby pitch. These 
memories often included quick glances towards the sideline where I 
would see the faces of my parents and friends shouting me on in encour-
agement. Their role as sporting spectators provided stimulation, enthu-
VLDVP� DQG� FRQÀGHQFH� WR�P\� SHUIRUPDQFH� DQG� LQVSLUHG�PH�� LQ� WXUQ�� WR�
become an avid spectator of the sport.
 In my opinion, becoming a spectator of a sport is unavoidable if 
you are an active player, especially in competitive games as one must al-
ways analyse the opposition. Players constantly compare and contrast the 
facilities available to their competitors. Aspects such as deciding the ven-
ue for major competitions can become paramount to the performance. A 
great performance from a team can often depend on the settings, facilities 
and supporters present which combine to provide a positive atmosphere.
A spectator’s role is also considered important as they increase interest 
and provide a much needed source of revenue for the team. Their comfort 
and satisfaction while viewing a game has lead to major developments 
and improvements in stadia design.
 While spectatorship and participation may not be as closely relat-
ed as ‘the dancer’ and ‘the dance’, they certainly go hand in hand. With-
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out the ‘active’ participant,the spectator is invalid. Without the spectator 
the participant lacks a platform. The importance of the spectator to sport 
is acknowledged in the development of amenities and facilities with the 
spectator in mind.
 In this dissertation, I will outline the development of sport specta-
torship in history; how without the contribution of the spectator to sport, 
the development of sport per se, could possibly have stagnated or at best, 
remained parochial and inward looking. I plan to compare and contrast 
the amenities developed for the sports spectator from Ancient Greek and 
Roman times to developments within Ireland on both a local and national 
OHYHO��ZLWK�D�VSHFLÀF�HPSKDVLV�RQ�WKH�VSRUW�RI�5XJE\�
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INTRODUCTION

The history of sport probably extends as far back as the existence of 
people as purposive sportive and active beings. Sport has been a useful 
way for people to increase their mastery of nature and the environment. 
The history of sport can teach us a great deal about social changes and 
about the nature of sport itself. Sport seems to involve basic human skills 
being developed and exercised for their own sake, in parallel with being 
exercised for their usefulness. It also shows how society has changed its 
beliefs and therefore there are changes in the rules. Of course, as we go 
further back in history the dwindling evidence makes the theories of the 
RULJLQV�DQG�SXUSRVHV�RI�VSRUW�GLIÀFXOW�WR�VXSSRUW��1RQHWKHOHVV��LWV�LPSRU-
tance in human history is undeniable.
 The most evident underlining fact of sports importance in human 
history is, spectating. Without spectating sport and its history has little 
importance in human history. It would be regarded as a personal hobby 
rather then a national/provincial or regional hobby. Spectating therefore 
entitles sport with an importance in human life as a means of entertain-
ment, social gathering and of course representation. Sports history and 
evolution therefore were entitled to evolve as spectating and spectators 
provided the sports men/ women with a stage on which to perform. This 
stage consequently became extremely competitive as each provincial/na-
tional and regional team played other provincial/national and regional 
teams gathering spectators form rivaling communities. Over the centu-
ries sport and its spectators have evolved. Sport now doesn’t have to be 
viewed in situ. In fact technology has given us access to spectate on a 
much more regular basis through means such as the television and radio.

“The sports spectator is anyone who views a sports event, either in situ 
RU�WKURXJK�YLVXDO�PHGLD�VXFK�DV�ÀOP�RU�WHOHYLVLRQ�µ�$OOHQ�*XWWPDQ��
introduction, “Sports Spectators”.

 There is huge diversity amongst spectators, ranging from men and 
women to professionals and tradespeople-all with the same intentions, to 
spectate and support their team. There are many relationships between 
the “active” participation of the athlete and the “passive” participation 
RI�WKH�IDQ��1RQH�PRUH�LPSRUWDQW�WKDQ�WKDW�RI�WKH�DWPRVSKHUH�FUHDWHG�E\�
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an intense crowd. This intense atmosphere creates an emotional bond 
between spectator and player, generating an impulsive feeling that spec-
tators are becoming an additional member of the team. Great examples of 
this is the 16th man effect in our local stadium Thomond Park.
 As outlined above sports spectators can be observed and studied 
IURP�PDQ\�SHUVSHFWLYHV��JHQGHU��VRFLDO�FODVV�DQG�VRFLHW\��VSHFLÀF� WLPH�
periods, political, psychological and economical. My focus will be main-
ly on the facilities and structures provided to accommodate spectators 
to observe their chosen sport. My emphasis will be on the architectural 
developments, planning and design that led to an enhanced ambience and 
experience for the spectator, and yet maintain a functional form. I will 
include a brief history of the ancient facilities in Greece and Rome and 
proceed to concentrate on facilities in modern day Ireland. My priority 
in this area will be the rugby sporting spectator, from a community based 
perspective to a national one.
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THE HISTORY OF SPECTATOPSHIP

GREEK SPECTATORS – ANCIENT OLYMPIC GAMES.
The Olympics is an event that takes place every four years and is a sport-
ing event for many different sports. Olympia was the host city for the 
RULJLQDO�2O\PSLF�JDPHV��7KH�ÀUVW�UHFRUGHG�FHOHEUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�*DPHV�DW�
Olympia was in 776 BC. At this time the Games were local and had only 
one race, the race of the stadium. Although the Olympic games were 
RULJLQDOO\�KHOG�RQ�WKH�ÀHOGV�DURXQG�WKH�WHPSOH�RI�=HXV��ZLWK�WKH�JURZWK�
of the Games the buildings of the Stadium also increased. Finally Ancient 
Olympia had a stadium that offered enough space to facilitate 40,000 
spectators. The purpose of the Olympic Games was for young men to 
display their physical attributes and to develop a relationship between the 
YDULRXV�*UHHN�FLWLHV��7KH�ÀUVW�6WDGLXP�ZDV�PDLQO\�XVHG�WR�KROG�JDPHV�
for the contestants of nearby city-states of Greece. A second Stadium was 
EXLOW�WR�WKH�HDVW�RI�WKH�ÀUVW�VWDGLXP��$GGLWLRQDO�HYHQWV�WRRN�SODFH�KHUH��$�
racetrack was also built. It was built next to a large hillside that served 
as a natural sitting area.A third stadium was built mainly to hold larger 
audiences. It was a holy place for the ancient Greeks. The Greeks dedi-
FDWHG�WKHLU�VSRUWLQJ�DFWLYLWLHV�WR�WKHLU�*RG�=HXV��7KH�ORFDWLRQ�ZDV�FKRVHQ�
to enable the spectators to view the races form the slopes of a nearby 
mountain(MT. Cronos).The track was 2012.54 meters long and 28.5 me-
ters wide. It was surrounded by grassy banks on all sides. The Judges had 
a stone platform on the southern slope. An altar to the Goddess Demeter 
was on the northern slope. The spectators seats were made of mud. The 
capacity of the stadium was for up to 50,000 spectators. The essence of 
WKH�2O\PSLFV�ZDV� WKH�ZRUVKLS�RI� WKH�*UHHN�*RG�=HXV��7KH�VSHFWDWRUV�
were given the opportunity to worship one of their major Gods and to 
appreciate the physical qualities of the young Greek men. The Games 
gradually lost their importance when the Romans conquered Greece and 
ZKHQ�&KULVWLDQLW\�EHFDPH�WKH�RIÀFLDO�UHOLJLRQ�RI�WKH�5RPDQ�(PSLUH�
 In Roman times the Roman Colosseum became an iconic location 
for spectators to view spectacles of an entertaining and sporting character. 
The Roman Colosseum is still considered a masterpiece of design even 
by modern standards. The enormous stadium was 512 feet wide, 679 feet 
long, and 160 feet tall at the highest point. It had 80 entrances and four 
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seating levels. Its seating capacity may have been as many as 55,000 
spectators. The Colosseum opened in 80 AD with 100 days of gladiatorial 
combat. Admission for the spectators to these games was free. The free 
ticket might not have guaranteed a spectator very good seats. The closer 
WR�WKH�DUHQD�ÁRRU��WKH�JUHDWHU�WKH�VSHFWDWRU·V�VRFLDO�VWDWXV��7KH�WLFNHW�LWVHOI�
was a pottery shard. The door through which the person was to enter was 
written on this. The entire stadium could be emptied of people in about 
12 minutes. While it had the practical aim and use of any stadium built 
today to house a large number of spectators for an event it also attempted 
WR�EH�D�V\PERO�RI�WKH�HWHUQLW\�RI�WKH�5RPDQ�(PSLUH�DQG�D�GLVSOD\�RI�WKH�
greatness of the Roman leaders.

HISTORY OF THE SPORT OF RUGBY.
The origins of the sport in England, how and when it became a 
spectator sport:
0DQ\� EHOLHYH� WKDW� UXJE\�ZDV� ERUQ� LQ� �����ZKHQ�:LOOLDP�:HEE�(OOLV�
ZLWK�ÀQH�GLVUHJDUG�IRU�WKH�UXOHV�RI�IRRWEDOO�DV�SOD\HG�LQ�KLV�WLPH�DW�5XJE\�
VFKRRO��ÀUVW� WRRN�WKH�EDOO� LQ�KLV�DUPV��+H�UDQ�ZLWK�LW��KROGLQJ�LW�VWLOO� LQ�
his arms, and unwittingly conceived the original feature distinctive of 
the Rugby game. As a result of this legend, the international committee 
QDPHG�WKH�5XJE\�ZRUOG�FXS�WKH�´:LOOLDP�:HEE�(OOLV�7URSK\µ�
� :LOOLDP�:HEE�(OOLV·V�QHZ�VSRUW�VORZO\�JUHZ�LQ�VWDWXUH�DQG�LV�GH-
veloping and adjusting it rules to enhance the sport still to this very day. 
:HEE�(OOLV�IRFXVHG�RQ�WKH�KDQG�EHLQJ�WKH�GRPLQDQW�OLPE�LQ�WKLV�VSRUW�LQ�
comparison to that of soccer where it is the leg. This change gathered 
interest amongst his peers and classmates at Rugby School and gradually 
the word spread. Over the next half a century the newly formed sport 
Rugby had begun to be played on pitches and spectated with huge inter-
HVW��%\������UXJE\�KDG�EHFRPH�D�JOREDO�VSRUW��SOD\HG�LQ�ERWK�WKH�1RUWK-
HUQ�DQG�6RXWKHUQ�KHPLVSKHUHV��+RZHYHU�WKH�ELJJHVW�LQÁXHQFH�LQ�PDNLQJ�
the sport of Rugby so appealing to the spectator was to happen between 
WKH�\HDUV�RI������DQG�������$�%ULWLVK�,VOHV�WHDP�WRXUHG�1HZ�=HDODQG�DQG�
$XVWUDOLD��7KLV�WRXU�JHQHUDWHG�JUHDW�FRPSHWLWLRQ�VR�PXFK�LQ�IDFW�WKDW�1HZ�
=HDODQG�LQ������WRXUHG�WR�%ULWDLQ�JDWKHULQJ�D�UHFRUG�QXPEHU�RI�VSHFWD-
tors. These competitive friendships in turn carved a way for tours such as 
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the British and Irish Lions of today, but most of all these original tours 
gathered spectators who were committed to spectating rugby for life.

Early examples of Rugby Stadiums; how they were designed with 
the spectator in mind:
7ZLFNHQKDP�LV�WKH�ÀUVW�HYHU�UXJE\�VWDGLXP��VLWXDWHG�LQ�WKH�/RQGRQ�%RU-
ough of Richmond upon Thames. It has the respectful acclaim of being 
WKH�+HDG�4XDUWHUV�RI�5XJE\�)RRWEDOO�LQ�WKH�ZKROH�ZRUOG�DV�LW�KDV�RYHU�WKH�
last century been a home to rugby Internationals. Originally an isolated 
area of orchards and market gardens, it soon became a leveled area where 
players and spectators would gather to experience this new form of sport. 
Throughout the years and the developments in Twickenham, it became 
WKH�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�VSRUWLQJ�YHQXH�IRU�(QJODQG��$W�SUHVHQW�7ZLFNHQKDP�LV�
the largest International sporting venue solely for Rugby. It can accom-
modate 82,000 spectators in a purposely designed state of the art stadium.

“The existing site began life as a boggy market garden in the wilds 
of Twickenham and when the location was suggested it was criticized 
as being too far from London and too damp. 100 years later Twicken-
ham is now a state of the art stadium in the Bustling London borough 
of Twickenham bringing more than 80,000 fans to the area on match 
days.” Twickenham – 100 Years of Rugby’s HQ

Spectators flood to the stadium in the 1930s.
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Spectators watch from surrounding trees and roof tops.

It was clear that by the 1930s the ground was incapable of accommo-
GDWLQJ� WKH�PDVVLYH� LQÁX[�RI�VSHFWDWRUV��7KHUHIRUH� LQ������D�VWDQG�ZDV�
EXLOW�DERYH�WKH�QRUWKHUQ�WHUUDFH��$Q�H[WHQVLRQ�WR�WKH�(DVW�6WDQG�LQ�������
brought the capacity to 12,000. An extension to the south terrace facili-
tated up to 20,000 more spectators. A period of extensive rebuilding took 
place during the early 1980s. This continued through to the mid 1990s. 
7KH�6RXWK�6WDQG�UHSODFHG�WKH�VRXWK�WHUUDFH�LQ�������$Q�H[WHQGHG�1RUWK�
Stand was opened in 1990. The stadium saw the development of the new 
(DVW�6WDQG�DQG�IROORZLQJ�WKDW� WKH�:HVW�6WDQG��DIWHU� WKH������)LYH�1D-
tions. The stadium was completed in 1995. It could now accommodate 
75,000 people in an all-seater environment. And in 2005/06 a new South 
stand was developed increasing the population to 82,000.
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Twickenham 1927.

Twickenham 1980.
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South Stand Construction. 2005

Completed South Stand. 2006. Capacity 82,000 Spectators.
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Rugby in Ireland; Historical report of how the sport has developed 
over time:
Ireland in the 1800s was a member of the United Kingdom. Subsequent-
O\�,UHODQG�WKHUHIRUH�ZDV�KHDYLO\�LQÁXHQFHG�E\�%ULWLVK�UXOH��7KLV�LQ�WXUQ�
meant that after the formation and rise in popularity of rugby in 1823 
it would not be long before the same interest grew in Ireland. Ireland 
LV�WKH�WKLUG�ROGHVW�UXJE\�QDWLRQ�DIWHU�(QJODQG�DQG�6FRWODQG�UHVSHFWLYHO\��
During the 1860s, 1870s and 1880s, rugby started to become popular in 
Ireland. Trinity College, Dublin was an early stronghold in rugby. Found-
ed in 1854 it is regarded as the worlds oldest documented rugby football 
FOXE��,UHODQG·V�ÀUVW�LQWHUQDWLRQDO�WRRN�SODFH�RQ�WKH���WK�RI�)HEUXDU\������
DJDLQVW�(QJODQG�DQG�ORVW��2Q�WKH����0DUFK�������,UHODQG�SOD\HG�(QJODQG�
DJDLQ��+RZHYHU�WKLV�WLPH�LW�ZDV�SOD\HG�LQ�/DQVGRZQH�5RDG�ZKLFK�ZDV�
WR�EHFRPH�,UHODQG·V�KRPH�RI�UXJE\��OHDGLQJ�LW�WR�EHFRPH�,UHODQG·V�ÀUVW�
stronghold for rugby spectators.
 Rugby in Ireland underwent many social and political changes 
throughout the 1900s which has helped to sculpt the establishment that 
can be spectated today. For example ,rugby is played by both national-
LVWV�DQG�XQLRQLVWV��+LVWRULFDOO\�UXJE\�LV�UHJDUGHG�DV�D�PLGGOH�FODVV�VSRUW�
in Ireland and elsewhere. It tended to be popular with different social 
groups in different parts of Ireland. In Limerick City, it is enjoyed across 
the social spectrum ,while in Leinster, Cork city and Connacht, it remains 
YHU\�PXFK�D�PLGGOH�FODVV�JDPH��+DQG�LQ�KDQG�ZLWK�WKH�JURZWK�RI�UXJE\�
in Ireland came the growth of practice areas, pitches and stadiums to 
enhance the development of the sport of rugby and the facilities for the 
spectators.

Ireland winning the 6 Nations. 2009.
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Personal experiences with rugby:
Firstly, throughout my life and my family’s life rugby has been a ma-
MRU� LQÁXHQFH��)URP�D�\RXQJ�DJH�P\�SDUHQWV� WRRN�P\�EURWKHU� DQG� ,� WR�
&RRQDJK�&R��/LPHULFN� UHOLJLRXVO\� HYHU\�6XQGD\��+HUH�ZH�ZRXOG� WDNH�
part in rugby training with Shannon RFC. At the time, it was evident to 
PH�WKDW�LW�ZDV�SXUHO\�IRU�RXU�EHQHÀW��+RZHYHU�WKLV�ZDV�QRW�WKH�FDVH��,Q�
recent years as I have gotten older and more mature and of course played 
a higher standard of rugby than I did at the age of 8, I have noticed my 
parents attitude to spectating has changed dramatically. It was originally 
a calm, proud and social event mixing with all the parents who brought 
their children to play a sport to keep them active, healthy, and out of trou-
ble.This grew gradually to the competitive onlooker experiencing cathar-
sis, shouting vigorously at their son and his team mates to do their best. 

The irony of this is it all happened on the same pitch with the same 
clubhouse!

So what changed?

Plan of Coonagh.(a flat level level area comprising of a playing pitch and car park).
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1RWH�LQ�WKH�GUDZLQJV�DERYH�DQG�EHORZ��WKDW�WKH�VKHOWHU�ZDV�DQ�DGGLWLRQ�
to accommodate spectators as the game grew competitively.

Short Section. (including from left, clubhouse, shelter and playing pitch).

Long Section.

Area of Public Gathering.

The inclusion of this area, small 
though it is, again acknowledged 
the importance of facilitating the 
spectator.
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Apart from the fact we were older ,more developed players ,the biggest 
change was the mentality of the spectators (or families and friends). They 
had become more competitive, more passionate and more emotional to-
wards the sport. I can empathize with these feelings also because I see it 
LV�D�ORYH�RQH�KDV�IRU�VRPHWKLQJ��JLYLQJ�LW�KXJH�VLJQLÀFDQW�LPSRUWDQFH��,Q�
this case its sport, and the excitement gained form spectating a sporting 
event. Similarly I would share the sideline outbursts my parents would 
have watching my games, when I attended matches in the Aviva watching 
our national team play. It is obvious that for such a well established team 
such as Ireland, a pitch such as Coonagh would not practically accommo-
date competitiveness at this tournament level. Therefore stadiums take 
the place of back alleys and pitches to create a stage for the elite sporting 
athletes to perform and to be spectated.

“The more sport has evolved from popular games to competitive and 
tournament level, the more sports facility has become a theater for the 
spectator. Sport is no longer just about physical performance, but also 
about presentation, the staging of skills.” - Frei Otto, Preface page 8, 
$UFKLWHFWXUH�IRU�VSRUW�E\�3HWHU�6WXU]HEHFKHU�DQG�6LJULG�8OULFK
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CASE STUDY: AVIVA STADIUM

Aviva Stadium Dublin, formerly Lansdowne Road was established in 
1872. It has the respectful status of being the oldest rugby stadium in 
the world.The stadium was situated in the neighborhood of Ballsbridge 
in the city’s Dublin 4 area. As the Lansdowne Road station of the DART 
rail system is adjacent to the site and passed directly underneath the West 
Stand, the stadium had convenient public transport links.The Aviva Sta-
dium is the greatest sporting venue within the Irish Rugby Football Union 
(IRFU) and the Football Association of Ireland (FAI). The Aviva is on a 
much larger scale in comparison to the local grounds and venues around 
the country, such as Coonagh. Still it has evolved and developed through 
the same principles as every other ground around the country.
 Lansdowne football club was founded in 1872. From the years 
between 1872 to 1983 the grounds underwent many changes in erecting 
and demolishing stands to enhance the experience of the spectator. In 
1872 Some 300 cartloads of soil from a trench beneath the railway were 
used to raise the ground to create a pitch envied around Ireland. Rugby 
gradually became the main sport played in the grounds. In 1977 the old 
West Lower Stand was demolished and in 1978 the new West Lower 
6WDQG�RSHQHG��$Q�XQFRYHUHG�VWDQG�SRVLWLRQHG�DW�WKH�FRUQHU�RI�WKH�1RUWK�
7HUUDFH�ZDV�GHPROLVKHG�DQG� WKH� WHUUDFLQJ�KHUH�ZDV�H[WHQGHG�7KH�(DVW�
6WDQG�UHSODFHG� WKH�2OG�(DVW�6WDQG� LQ�������7KHVH�VWDQGV�ZHUH�EXLOW� WR�
provide meeting spaces at a time when the IRFU was starting to gain 
popularity all over the country and at a time when the All Ireland League 
(AIL) was growing in stature.The architecture of these spaces was vital 
to create a community atmosphere.These spaces provided spaces for ri-
val spectators to mix and socialise, something that has grown over the 
years and become extremely unique to the rugby world. There are direct 
similarities between Lansdowne Road and Coonagh. Both have distinc-
WLYH� DUHDV� RI� JDWKHULQJ�� VSHFLÀF� DFFHVV� URXWHV� DQG� DUH� EXLOW� WR� DFFRP-
PRGDWH�D�VSHFLÀF�QXPEHU�RI�VSHFWDWRUV��+RZHYHU�WKH�VL]H�DQG�VFDOH�RI�
the aforementioned facilities differ in clear correlation to the provincial 
and national levels of the sport in each location. The following drawings 
KLJKOLJKW�WKH�FRQWUDVWLQJ�SURSRUWLRQV�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�WKH�VSHFLÀF�GHPDQGV�
of the spectators in each stadium.
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$UHDV�2I�*DWKHULQJ�

Coonagh, Co. Limerick.

Lansdowne Road, Dublin.

Key

Areas of Gathering.

Access Routes.

 Shelter.

Viewing lines.
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$FFHVV�5RXWHV�

Coonagh has only
one access route.

(this one access route develops from 
a motorway into a cul de sac and yet 
manages to adequately serve the local 

rugby community.)

Lansdowne Road has many
access routes entering from
both the East and the West.

(the road system and rail system is needed 
here to faciliate access on a national level.)
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6SHFLÀF�WR�WKH�6SHFWDWRU�

Coonagh has enough shelter to accommodate its number of spectators.

Similarly Lansdowne Road although far bigger than Coonagh also has the required accommodation to 
facilitate its spectators.

It should be noted in both cases however, that the shelter areas along 
with the other spectator facilities have been increased as the interest on 
a provincial and national level have developed.
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Spectator Viewing Lines.

Viewing lines in Coonagh.

Steeper Viewing lines in Lansdowne Road.

The greater the number of spectators the steeper the viewing lines to 
increase the capacity and to enhance the spectacle.
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Guinness East Sand.

West Stand.
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Despite the successful patch work development which occurred on Lans-
downe Road, foresight suggested that a new modern stadium was to be 
erected on the existing site. Therefore, in 2005 Scott Tallon Walker Ar-
chitects and Populous Architects were appointed to act as joint architects 
for the redevelopment of Lansdowne Road, which is the oldest rugby 
international venue in the world. After a lengthy An Bord Pleanala oral 
hearing Planning Permission was eventually granted in April 2007. The 
existing stadium site presented many challenges being a restricted site in 
DQ�HVWDEOLVKHG�UHVLGHQWLDO�DUHD�ERXQGHG�E\�WKH�5LYHU�'RGGHU�WR�WKH�(DVW�
and bisected by the main Dublin/Wexford railway line. Space for the re-
development of the site was created by minor realignment of the pitch 
and the creation of a new access podium over the railway line. This podi-
um allows spectators access the stadium via a series of grand stairs west 
of the railway line. A movement strategy was developed for safely man-
aging the large numbers of people arriving and leaving the stadium. This 
includes a new DART station forecourt, underpasses under the railway 
line which allow the level crossing gates to remain closed on match day 
and new entrances off Shelbourne Road and Bath Avenue. The move-
ment strategy also informed the external landscape design, with paving, 
planting and signage designed to subtly guide movement.

Site diagram showing old (green) and new (blue) footprints.
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Site Plan.

The initial design concept for the scheme was developed by the design 
team at a series of workshops in Dublin and London. The form of the sta-
dium developed as a response to the site conditions. There were several 
limitations on the site due to its location and position. Providing optimal 
sight-lines for spectators and proximity to the pitch were important fac-
tors. Careful design was taken in the form of the structure to allow for the 
maximum number of spectators to be on the half way lines. The design 
DOORZV�WKH�EXLOGLQJ�WR�VZHHS�GRZQ�WR�D�VLQJOH�WLHU�DW�WKH�1RUWK�HQG�DO-
lowing daylight into the adjacent residential gardens and opening up the 
stadium bowl to the city. Throughout their workshops the team worked 
on many aspects of the design none more important than its form.

“Its form is eccentric, it is multi-functional incorporating its curvilinear 
IRUP�WR�UHGXFH�WKH�YLVXDO�PDVV�DQG�DSSDUHQW�KHLJKW�RI�WKH�$YLYD�LQ�LWV�
UHVLGHQWLDO�DUHD�E\�KDYLQJ�QR�FOHDU�OLQH�EHWZHHQ�ZDOO�DQG�URRI�µ�$UFKL-
tecture Ireland. pg. 36/37.

However its multi-functional purpose of accommodating the spectator 
is what I find particularly interesting .
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”The transparent organic form wraps around the structure, tiers and 
pitch to enclose a cauldron like atmosphere generating energy and passion 
amongst spectators.” Architecture Ireland. pg. 36/37.

The Aviva Stadium has a capacity of 51,700 people which are all seated.
The stadium has four tiers in total, with the lower and upper tiers being 
for general access. The second and third levels feed the premium ticket 
holders. Corporate boxes are accommodated on the fourth tier. Due to its 
proximity to local housing, the north stand is single tiered. There is one 
basement level and seven stories of floors including ground level.

Plan Of Existing New Development (Lower/Middle tier).
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Section Through New Development showing new roof structure.

It is clearly obvious in the section above that the architects Scott Tal-
lon Walker and Populous strove to design a space suitable for a sporting 
HYHQW��+RZHYHU��PRUH�LPSRUWDQWO\��WKH\�VWURYH�WR�GHVLJQ�D�VSDFH�VXLWDEOH�
for a sporting event to be spectated. Throughout my study of this section, 
it is clear that the architects have designed a space for spectators to arrive 
at, entitling them to the right balance between the distribution of seats 
within the seating-tiers, the quality of viewing, and of course other facil-
ities. The result of this intelligent design was the unique feeling of being 
central to all aspects of the Aviva Stadium. Meanwhile, the section also 
tells me a lot of other information such as the dramatic overhang of the 
roof in relation to the viewing tiers. This of course was designed carefully 
ZLWK�REYLRXV�IDFWV�LQ�PLQG�VXFK�DV�ZHDWKHU�DQG�OLJKW��DOO�WR�EHQHÀW�WKH�
spectator. It is evident that this dramatic roof structure to a huge bene-
ÀFLDO�H[WHQW��SURWHFWV�DQG�VKDGHV�VSHFWDWRUV�IURP�UDLQ�DQG�ORZ�VXQOLJKW�
something that would easily hinder viewing and hinder the atmosphere 
for the crowds at the match. Also the stadium’s roof is designed to undu-
late in a wave-like manner so as to avoid blocking light to local residenc-
es. Furthermore, the upper tier has a clear difference in gradience to that 
of its lower tiers. This also is a major design feature as it gives spectators 
who are further away from the action, a sense of involvement and most 
importantly a sense they are actually closer to the action than they really 
are. This evidently in turn, once again generates a more involved spectat-
ing atmosphere.
 The Aviva Stadium, has now become an iconic architectural focal 
point for our nation. Its development from the years of 1872 to 1983 un-
GHU�WKH�IRUHVLJKW�RI�+HQU\�:DOODFH�'RYHWRQ�'XQORS��WR�WKH�SUHVHQW�GD\�
foresight of the IRFU and FAI has given this fortress many accolades, 
be it from the oldest rugby stadium in the world to that of an architectur-
al focal point. Despite change, demolition, and reconstruction a visible 
evident aspect of the Lansdowne Road/Aviva Stadium has remained the 
same. As a stage on which an event can be spectated ,it is remarkably one 
of the best in the world.
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SPECTATORS PSYCHOLOGY.
There are many types of spectating; also there are many types of specta-
tors. The diversity in sporting conditions,theatrical performances all the 
way through to spectating a corporate meeting can generate and unleash 
many different and contrasting emotions to a spectator. These contrasting 
emotions are experienced due to the relationship a spectator might have 
LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�ZKDW�LV�EHLQJ�VSHFWDWHG��+RZHYHU��LW�LV�QRW�DOZD\V�DQ�H[SH-
rience driven emotionally because a spectator has an attachment to a par-
ticular team. In fact this emotion is often due to the spectators relation-
ship with a particular designed space in which they are spectating from.

� 7KH�RULJLQV�RI�VSHFWDWLQJ�GDWH�DV�IDU�EDFN�DV�VSRUW�LWV�VHOI��+RZHY-
er the design process and realization of the spectators importance wasn’t 
WDNHQ�LQWR�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ�IRU�PDQ\�\HDUV��3UREDEO\�WKH�ÀUVW�DQG�EHVW�H[-
DPSOH�RI�IRUHVLJKW�LQWR�PDNLQJ�DQ�HYHQW�EHQHÀFLDO�WR�WKH�VSHFWDWRU�ZDV�
at the The Aphrodisias stadium, Turkey. Previous to the Aphrodisias in 
Turkey and even Delphi in Greece, events and spectacles were spectated 
for the most part from a level surface to that of the action. Olympia stands 
out as an example of a lack of thought for the spectators. Despite lack 
of lodging spectators came form near and far to witness a contemporate 
spectacle.

Olympia was “ during the sacred games, overrun with visitors from the 
entire greek world. The Leonidaion (lodging places) was constructed in 
the fourth century to house wealthy or politically important visitors to the 
games, but most of the spectators had to make do with tents or with nights 
under the stars.” Allen Guttmann (Sports Spectators).

MODERN SPECTATOR

Level Playing Field.
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+RZHYHU�WKH�$SKURGLVLDV�VWDGLXP�DORQJ�ZLWK�WKH�SODQQLQJ�DQG�WKH�GHVLJQ�
of the Romans invented a new viewing spectacle. A spectacle in which 
the spectator was erected above the action creating better viewing lines 
and generating a space where atmosphere played a huge part in the over-
all phenomenon.

Viewing Lines incorporated by the Romans.

,Q�FRQWUDVW�WR�WKH�ÁDW�VSHFWDWLQJ�DUHD��HOHYDWLRQ�DERYH�WKH�VSHFWDFOH�
GHOLYHUV�VSHFWDWRUV�PXFK�EHWWHU�YLHZLQJ�OLQHV��+HQFH�WKLV�SV\FKRORJLFDO�
LQÁXHQFH�LPSDFWV�RQ�WKH�VSHFWDWRU�DV�WKH�VSHFWDWOH�FDQ�EH�PRUH�FOHDUO\�
spectated. As a result it allows the spectator to become far more ingaged 
with the spectatle.

Elevated Spectating area. (Aphrodisias).
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´7KH�$SKURGLVLDV�VWDGLXP�LV�WKH�EHVW�SUHVHUYHG�RI�DOO�WKH�DQFLHQW�VWD-
diums in the Mediterranean region. Located in the northern section of 
the city it is 262 m in length and 59 m wide with a seating capacity of 
30,000. The ends of the stadium are slightly convex, giving the whole a 
form rather suggesting an ellipse. In this way, the spectators seated in 
this part of the stadium would not block each other’s view and would be 
able to see the whole of the arena. The stadium was specially designed 
for athletic contests and is one of the best preserved structures of its 
time in the Mediterranean.” www.virtourist.com.

Aphrodisias Stadium, Turkey.
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Cut aways to allow for spectators to be seated.

Of course, this initiative in architecture had extreme developments rang-
ing from the Colosseum in Rome to the modern day stadiums such as 
WKH�$YLYD��+RZHYHU�WKH�VSHFWDWRUV�PHQWDOLW\�KDV�FKDQJHG�VRPHZKDW��,Q�
contrast to the ancient Romans we today experience an entertaining spec-
WDFOH��+RZHYHU�LQ�FRPSDULVRQ�WR�WKH�RQ�JRLQJV�WKDW�RFFXUUHG�LQ�WKH�&RO-
RVVHXP�ZKHUH�WKH�HQWHUWDLQPHQW�IRU�WKH�VSHFWDWRU�ZDV�WR�ZLWQHVV�ÀJKWLQJ��
violence and sometimes death, nowadays it is often the spectators them-
VHOYHV�ZKR�LQÁLFW�DJJUHVVLRQ�DQG�YLROHQFH�RQ�VXSSRUWHUV�RI�WKH�RSSRVLWH�
team. This is often evident in the game of soccer.

“Perhaps unsurprisingly then, it is also a game which has an undeni-
able link to violence. When emotion and passion runs so close to the 
surface, and when people devote so much of their time to their chosen 
hobby, it is pretty obvious that somewhere along the line, lines will be 
crossed”. Neil Jones, Soccer lens, The best in football.

 7KLV�TXRWH�IURP�1HLO�-RQHV�JLYHV�D�JUHDW�LQVLJKW�WR�D�FHUWDLQ�QXP-
ber of spectators whose emotions perhaps exceed the limits of the spec-
tacle, resulting in extreme violence and placing a shadow over the sport. 
The mentality of these hooligan crowds of spectators has led to a re-de-
velopment of the layout of stadiums. Therefore away teams and home 
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teams have individual sections of a stadium clearly separated in order 
WR�WDFNOH�WKHVH�SUREOHPV��+RZHYHU��WKH�PHQWDOLW\�RI�WKH�5XJE\�VSHFWDWRU�
ZRXOG�DSSHDU�WR�EH�YHU\�GLIIHUHQW��+RZHYHU�EORRG�PD\�ERLO�RQ�RFFDVLRQV��
RQH�RIWHQ�ÀQGV� VSHFWDWRUV�RI�GLIIHUHQW� WHDPV�VRFLDOLVLQJ�EHIRUH��GXULQJ�
and after the games.

“In order to assess the orientation of rugby and football spectators 
towards violence, 404 spectators were surveyed. Results indicate signif-
icant differences between rugby and football spectators, with football 
spectators exhibiting higher levels of aggression towards the referee 
DQG�RSSRVLQJ�SOD\HUV�µ�$IULFDQ�-RXUQDO�RI�%XVLQHVV�0DQDJHPHQW�9RO��
4. 2010.

What is the difference?
The difference is the mentality of the contrasting spectators, both of 
whom strive for the success of their teams. Rugby spectators like soc-
cer spectators enjoy the involvement, participation and social aspect of 
DWWHQGLQJ�D�VSHFWDFOH��+RZHYHU�WKH�XQGHUOLQLQJ�IDFW�LV�WKDW�VSRUW�VXFK�DV�
rugby is used as a means to tackle social behavior on a number of levels. 
These include participation on a coaching level, a playing level and a 
spectator level.

“It is not always fear of punishment that holds one in check and hinders 
people from doing bad things One must offer the people strong entice-
ments that steer them away from that which is bad. what could, howev-
er, be the nature of such a temptation? National games.” Volkiwin Marg 
TXRWLQJ�(WLHQQH�/RXLV�%RXOOHH��SDJH�����6WDGLHQ�XQG�$UHQHQ�E\�YRQ�
gerkan, Marg und Partner.

Limerick,for example was tarnished with the terrible reputation “Stab 
City” due to the local,violent gangs and the crimes they were committing. 
+RZHYHU�� LQ� UHFHQW� \HDUV� WKH� ODEHO� ´6WDE�&LW\µ�KDV�GLPLQLVKHG�KXJHO\�
and a new positive reputation has emerged - the title “Limerick Sporting 
Capital” portrays a much more positive image. The fact that Limerick 
HDUQHG�WKH�DZDUG�IRU�´/LPHULFN�(XURSHDQ�&LW\�RI�6SRUWµ�LV�DOVR�D�JLDQW�
step forward.
What Provoked this Change in Limerick?
It was clear that Limerick citizens wanted to depart from the term “Stab 
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City”. Through great initiative and foresight, citizens of Limerick in both 
advantaged and disadvantaged areas decided to change their mentality 
and make this change through sport. This change was obvious to me 
JURZLQJ�XS��5XJE\�ZDV�D�PDMRU�LQÁXHQFH�LQ�P\�OLIH��7KH�SHRSOH�,�ÀUVW�
met whilst training in Coonagh are still to this day my best friends. The 
players in Coonagh came from all social sections of society in Limerick 
. Therefore the set ups within the clubs in which people in Limerick play 
have not only developed a talent for rugby, they have completely changed 
the mentality of players to not only stay out of trouble but to appreci-
ate social inclusion and equality. This in turn has promoted underlining 
growth and developed the “Sporting Capital”. Limerick is today a far 
more positive and attractive place to visit in comparison to “Stab City” .

“Limerick is rightly famed as the sporting capital of Ireland. Here, 
sport transcends all class boundaries and ‘the docker and the doctor 
FRPSHWH�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�RI�VSRUW�RQ�DQ�HTXDO�IRRWLQJµ��´/LPHULFN�&LW\��7KH�
sports capital of Ireland” www. Limerick.ie

In 2008, the stadium director in Thomond Park Limerick explained that 
“since the redevelopment of the stadium we have proactively sought to 
help and work with as many local community groups as possible. This 
has resulted in the establishment of a varied Community Programme that 
has worked with youth groups, art and culture groups, education, to or-
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ganisations catering for social disadvantaged and people with disabilities. 
We are mindful of the status of the stadium in addition to its social role 
in Limerick particularly across the local community.” Munster’s Keith 
(DUOV�RXWOLQHG�

“ growing up near the stadium you appreciate what it means to the local 
community and the pride we take in it.” ThomondPark.ie.

Furthermore, in relation to the diversity in social classing throughout the 
world, Stadiums and architects approach in designing has changed. Sta-
diums are beginning to become more diverse and are being used to ac-
commodate more and more facets of spectacle. This is clearly evident in 
the increasing number of concerts and corporate functions being held in 
stadiums in our present day. For example the Aviva has accommodated 
concerts such as Robbie Williams and Rihanna and is regarded as the 
best corporate venue in Ireland. In relation to this it gives a new layer 
of spectating which involves corporate boxes, designed with purpose by 
architects. Corporate boxes are designed from a business point of view 
providing and generating a space where businesses can hold meetings, 
socialize and of course spectate on the action. Meanwhile this injection 
of business into the sporting world of course means a huge emphasis on 
advertising, sponsorship and media all of which offer a huge threat to the 
spectacle of sport and the role of the spectator.
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“1988-The Stade de France is inaugurated north of Paris. The same 
year, 80,000 people experience the Soccer world cup live, seated un-
der a roof like an enormous discus. Millions watch the excitement at 
home in front of the television. Live broadcasts transform the sofa in the 
OLYLQJ�URRP�LQWR�D�WHPSRUDU\�VSRUWV�YHQXH��$QG�LQ�WKH�RWKHU�GLUHFWLRQ��
big screens mounted in the stadia divide the viewers attention between 
WKH�ZLGH�VKRW�DQG�WKH�FORVH�XSV�µ�$�&RQFLVH�&XOWXUDO�+LVWRU\�RI�6SRUWV�
9HQXHV��1DGLQH�2ORQHW]N\��SDJH����6WDGLHQ�XQG�$UHQHQ�E\�YRQ�JHUNDQ��
Marg und Partner.

Recording, reporting and imaging of sporting events over the years, have 
changed as technology has developed. Reporting of sport in print devel-
oped from simple reporting to periodicals for sport in general and then 
to daily periodicals devoted to individual sports. At the turn of the last 
century, newspapers and magazines often staged sporting events such as 
bicycle races (example Tour De France), as well as reporting the general 
sport news. They then described these events to their avid readers.

´$QRWKHU�LQVWLWXWLRQ�ZKLFK�KHOSHG�WR�HVWDEOLVK�ZKDW�RQH�PLJKW�UHIHU�WR�
DV�WKH�´FXOWXUH�RI�VSHFWDWRUVKLSµ�ZDV�WKH�SUHVV��$OWKRXJK�¶7KH�6SRUWLQJ�
0DJD]LQH·�ZDV�EHJXQ�LQ�������VSRUWV�MRXUQDOLVP�ZDV�ÀUPO\�LQVWLWXWLRQ-
alized in the early nineteenth century in a quantum leap of innovation 
not equaled until the twentieth century, when radio and television once 
DJDLQ�WUDQVIRUPHG�VSRUWV�VSHFWDWRUVKLS�µ�$OOHQ�*XWWPDQQ��6SRUWV�6SHF-
tators.

The introduction of radio meant the sporting events could be broadcast 
live on air to spectators giving their living rooms a stadium like feel. It 
opened the door to further developing a mass appeal type of spectator-
ship. The radio in the local shop or the neighbours front room developed 
a new community stadium that could incorporate not only local but na-
WLRQDO�JDPHV��+HUH�WKH�VSHFWDWRUV�FRXOG�VKDUH�WKH�HPRWLRQV�DQG�SDVVLRQ�
of a sport that they accessed aurally.

DEHUMANIZED SPECTATORS
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´$�VSRUW�VSHFWDWRU��DOVR�FDOOHG�D�VSRUWV�FRQVXPHU��LV�DQ�LQGLYLGXDO�ZKR��
at that that moment, is watching or listening to a sporting event. Sport 
spectators can be further divided into direct sports consumers and indi-
UHFW�VSRUWV�FRQVXPHUV�µ�.HQ\RQ�������0F3KHUVRQ���������'LUHFW�VSRUW�
consumers are individuals attending a sporting event in person, while 
indirect sports consumers are individuals who spectate through televi-
sion and radio broadcasts.

7KH�LQÁXHQFH�RI�FRUSRUDWLRQV�LQ�VSRUW�KDV�EHFRPH�LQFUHDVLQJO\�PRUH�DQG�
more prominent over the last few decades. This is clearly seem through 
corporate boxes, corporate functions and the emphasis businesses place 
on sporting events to promote their business through meetings involving 
spectating. Furthermore, advertising particularly through television has 
EHHQ� WKH�PRVW� RYHUZKHOPLQJ� FRUSRUDWH� LQÁXHQFH� LQWR� WKH� VSRUW�ZRUOG��
$GYHUWLVLQJ�KDV�EHHQ�VR�LQÁXHQWLDO�WKDW�LW�KDV�FKDQJHG�VSRUW�DQG�LWV�VSHF-
tacle in both positive and negative ways. Sporting events such as Ireland 
YV�(QJODQG�ZKLFK�WRRN�SODFH�LQ�WKH�$YLYD�6WDGLXP�WKLV�\HDU�DUH�VFKHGXOHG�
E\�EURDGFDVWHUV�VXFK�DV�57(��7KLV�LQ�IDFW��LV�H[WUHPHO\�WDFWLFDO�DV�EURDG-
casters pick a time slot in which they can generate the maximum amount 
of spectators spectating from their homes. This is due to that fact that 
WKHVH�VSHFLÀF�WLPHV�WKDW�JHQHUDWH�PRUH�VSHFWDWRUV�DOVR�PHDQ�SULPH�DGYHU-
tising slots. Therefore these decisions are based on the revenue generated 
and not on the spectators interest. It is a major negative, that advertising 
LV� VR� LQÁXHQWLDO� LQ� VSRUW� WRGD\�� ,W� VXJJHVWV� WKDW� VSHFWDWRUV� DWWHQGLQJ�DQ�
event are in fact the least cared about as if they were in a lower class and 
suggests that those in their households are the target market. This makes 
me wonder why are these stadiums like the Aviva designed so carefully to 
DFFRPPRGDWH�WKH�´ORZHU�FODVVµ�VSHFWDWRU�LQ�WKH�ÀUVW�SODFH"�,W�LV�REYLRXV�
to me a keen “lower class” spectator, that of course there is comfort in the 
KRPH�ZKLOVW�YLHZLQJ�D�PDWFK��+RZHYHU�WKH�DWPRVSKHUH��DXUD��HPRWLRQ��
sense of participation that can be received in a stadium is second to none.
 Therefore stadiums now have to compete with the quality of pic-
ture one can receive on their home screen and have adapted wisely.The 
introduction of cinema like screens (wide screens) have given spectators 
a new dimension to spectating at a live event. Live events of course give 
VSHFWDWRUV� WKH� EURDGHU� LPDJH��+RZHYHU� WKH�ZLGH� VFUHHQ� VKRRWV� HQDEOH�
spectators to view the up close images just like a home screen. These 
adjustments to stadiums made to compete with comfort, convenience 
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and sheer laziness have helped atmospheres to strive towards giving the 
spectator a far more enhanced experience than can be accomplished in no 
other structure, showing the importance in the architecture of stadiums.
 Moreover, similar to the wide screen the Jumbotron mostly popu-
lar in the USA gives both spectator and player the chance to watch instant 
UHSOD\V�DQG�DFWLRQV�RI�WKHPVHOYHV�RQ�WKH�ÀHOG��7KLV�QHZ�WHFKQRORJ\�DOO�
in all has helped enhance the spectacle for the spectator. This not only 
gives the spectator the broader live view but the close up broadcasted 
view. These giant wide screens also manage to allow a street to replicate 
the function of a stadium for those who are unable to travel to the actual 
VWDGLXP��7KLV�KDV�EHHQ�GRQH�LQ�/LPHULFN�IRU�+HLQHNHQ�FXS�PDWFKHV�LQ�
which Muster have participated.

Limerick spectators view a Heineken Cup match on the big screen in O’ Connell Street.
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Wide Screen, Aviva Stadium.

Jumbotron.
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CONCLUSION

Throughout my dissertation, I have emphasised the Spectacle of Sport 
from the origins of sport with the Greeks and their ancient Olympics 
games, moving on to the Romans and amphitheaters such as the Colos-
seum and how its design focused on the spectator not only from a view-
ing point but its ability to inhale and exhale large crowds of spectators. 
Further discussion led to underlining facts about the origin of rugby, 
how after its beginnings in Rugby School, developments were made to 
design stadiums with the same intentions the Greeks and Romans had 
many years before hand to accommodate the spectators and the spec-
tacle. Coonagh, a place of great sentimental value amongst my family 
and I was a space were I played and spectated. Although small in size it 
IXOÀOOV�LWV�GHPDQGV�MXVW�OLNH�WKH�GRPLQDQW�$YLYD�6WDGLXP�ZKLFK�GRHV�VR�
on a much greater scale and also accommodates a much larger crowd of 
Spectators. These local stadiums through their careful design and coach-
ing staff have become places where through participation, be it playing 
or spectating have massively helped to tackle antisocial behavior across 
(XURSH�DQG�WKH�ZRUOG��7KLV�LV�FOHDUO\�VHHQ�LQ�WKH�SV\FKRORJLFDO�PDNH�XS�
of different sporting spectators. Soccer matches have home spectators on 
one side and away spectators on the other, divided by huge reinforced 
IHQFHV��+RZHYHU�UXJE\�KDV�PDQDJHG�WR�EH�VXFFHVVIXO�LQ�WDFNOLQJ�DQWL�VR-
cial behavior and spectators sit comprehensively throughout the stadium.

“Spector hooliganism is localised and closely related to social class. It 
occurs often in soccer, baseball, and boxing, seldom in cricket, rugby, 
DQG�WHQQLV�µ�$OOHQ�*XWWPDQQ��6SRUWV�6SHFWDWRUV�

There have also been huge changes with spectating. As technology has 
advanced the standard of radio and television coverage has greatly im-
SURYHG��+RZHYHU�ZLWK�WKH�LQWURGXFWLRQ�RI�ZLGH�VFUHHQV�DQG�MXPERWURQV�
it gives spectators attending a spectacle not only the wide view form 
their seats but also the close up shots. Therefore stadiums have evolved 
RYHUWLPH�MXVW�OLNH�VRFLDO�FKDQJH�KDV�GLYHUVLÀHG�WKURXJKRXW�WKH�\HDUV��$V�
population grew, sporting interests and emotional attachments to teams 
grew. In turn stadiums had to evolve in the same way. As we have seen a 
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prime example of this is the Aviva Stadium. Stadiums grew to facilitate 
the increase in the number of spectators and throughout time and style 
stadiums adjusted in an accordingly contemporate manner.
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Introduction

 There is a great dilemma when it comes to the coast and its architec-
ture. That dilemma being: how can one accomodate a rise in migration to the 
coast, seasonally or otherwise, and yet not spoil the original reason for said 
migration.

 This predicament is, ultimately, what this dissertation boils down to. 
Through an exploration delving into the history and effects of mass tourism, as 
well as studying specific areas with regard to density and planning, I hope to 
clarify that certain aspects need to change within the realm of coastal architec-
ture and mass tourism design and perhaps propose how these changes may 
come about. 
 
 The tourism industry has been one that the majority of countries, par-
ticularly in the last 50 years, have nurtured and helped prosper and quite rightly 
so. It is an extremely viable means of income for any country/area that has been 
able to leverage their natural assets, Ireland included, however there comes 
a time, perhaps inevitably, when this may reach a tipping point. When the sur-
rounding environment, the very reason for the tourism in the first place, is com-
promised in order to bring in more tourists, surely we have to draw the line and 
say enough is enough.

 In my opinion, in the midst of a global economic downturn as new de-
velopments cease or slow down, now is perhaps the most suitable time to take 
stock and consider where we have gone wrong and how we can better utilise 
these natural assets in the future. While the responsibility may not lie upon the 
architects shoulders for the damage done thus far, I think it is our duty, as archi-
tects, to tackle this problem head on in a clear, methodical and creative way. The 
coast and tourism bring with them many varying sociological and psychological 
factors that need to be taken into account and while this variation is only exentu-
ated from country to country, the sprawling effects and coastal mismanagement 
are practically universal. 

 In very recent years there have been moves within the tourism industry 
toward a more sustainable and eco-friendly approach and I hope that if we can 
translate this movement into an architectural and design based approach when 
it comes to the built environment of the coast there will be significant improve-
ments for all parties involved, the tourist and the local, the developer and the 
architect and perhaps most of all the tourism industry and, critically, the coastal 
environment itself. In a manner that both maximises these areas potential whilst 
minimizing the environmental damage or impact, I believe we can achieve a 
harmonious blend of mass tourism and intelligent architecture.
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Mass Tourism: A Historical and Psychological Perspective

''The great use of travelling may be comprehended in these few words, to raise 
in us new ideas, to enlarge the understanding..'' 1 

 As long as there have been wealthy people there has been travel to 
distant locations to experience great architecture, art, new cultures and new 
cuisine. However, the concept of 'tourism' is one that has only been around since 
the 18th century when the concept of the Grand Tour came to the fore amongst 
upper-class Europeans.  Following this, the development of, firstly, the Industrial 
Revolution where leisure holidays became popular amongst more middle class 
people and secondly, technology which allowed the transport of larger numbers 
of people in a shorter time to certain recreational places of interest.  All this led 
to what is now known as 'Mass Tourism'. 

 Tourism has since become one of the world's largest and fastest growing 
industries, with the coast becoming a focal point of the industry, the all-encom-
passing sector is reported as being ''the largest scale movement of goods, ser-
vices and people that humanity has perhaps ever seen.'' 2 Sadly however, as 
perhaps should have been anticipated, this has had an adverse effect on the 
coastal environments subjected to such mass exposure of tourists. 

 Within this huge global market of tourism, a sector that accounts for a 
huge stake in the industry, is coastal/seaside tourism. Tracing its origins back 
to Britain - the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution therefore one of the first 
countries to properly experience the surge - seaside resorts saw a sudden yet 
steady growth in the late 18th century as people began to seek a new way 
to spend their new found leisure time, the participants being mainly middle to 
upper classes. The idea of escapism emerged and this idea stemmed from the 
contrast between the sense of freedom and openness one gets when by the sea 
and the grimy, harsh conditions the majority of the population found themselves 
in throughout their everyday urban life, especially the working classes.  As Shaw 
and Williams describe in their book The Rise and Fall of British Coastal Resorts 
'' The cultural meaning of the seaside resort (became) a place of escape, of 
pleasure, of spectacle and of unusual experience.'' 3

 However this sense of escapism didn't truly translate to the masses 
as such until the Industrial Revolution had truly tightened its grip upon Britain 
which was by now a ''rapidly urbanizing society'' 4 and in the late 19th century 
the rush to the coast began. The true importance of the coast within the context 
of tourism is summed up by Shaw and Williams as the seaside resort became 
''so quickly absorbed into popular culture as the locus of leisure and tourism.'' 5
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 As the chief mode of transport to these coastal resorts was by train up 
until the 1920's  there was a certain spatial constraint placed upon the holiday-
makers activities as they were limited to within a certain perimeter of the beach/
train station. The rise in car owners around this time had an adverse effect on 
a lot of these resorts however, as tourists began to disperse from the more tra-
ditional locations and seek perhaps more remote destinations. This situation is 
comparable with travel to Spain nowadays by plane as people become spatially 
restricted to travel by foot for the most part.  

 Post World War 2 Britain saw an increase in disposable income amongst 
the population and particularly in the 50's this led to an expansion of mass con-
sumption. This mass consumption translated quite importantly as the ''epitome 
of this (mass consumption) in terms of commodified leisure activites was the 
seaside''. 6 

 Around the same time, an emergence in competition from foreign hol-
idays is an interesting point to note, with the first air package holiday (from the 
UK to Corsica) being sold in 1950. However growth in numbers to UK seaside 
resorts continued. This growth was, at the time, encouraged as an advanta-
geous economical prospect, although as Hern said ''I can see the seaside be-
coming indistinguishable from the suburbs of the cities whence the holidaymak-
ers have fled... the architecture will become identical - featureless box after box 
gazing down on a wildeness of motor cars''. 7 This problem came to the forefront 
in many other countries other than the UK as the internationalisation of mass 
tourism began in the 1950's, the Mediterranean region in particular becoming 
the coastal holiday that was packaged and produced for mass consumption. As 
the ''promise of the paradise sellers'' changed tactic even more so in the 80's, 
from the UK to what were considered more exotic coastal resorts in Europe and 
elsewhere, people began to turn their gaze upon sunnier climates perhaps as a 
direct result of the 'suburbanization' of the British holiday experience.  

 As the urban sprawl and replication of everyday life began to lay its 
claim on seaside resorts in England it is important to define what exactly drew 
people to more exotic locations:

''What is the lure of a holiday in the Costa del Sol, the Algarve or Crete beyond 
having a warmer and more stable climate? It is the desire to escape from the 
rigours and pressures of working.. but it is also the oppurtunity to slip the shack-
les of habit and custom which constrain behaviour and expression'' 8

This seems quite similar to what drew people to the coast of Britain in the first 
place, an escape, a chance for peace, solace and healthy conditions, as a place 
of respite from the pressured work and less healthy living environments of ur-
ban-industrial Britain. 
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Figure 1. Early 20th century Britain where tourists were spatially restricted due to transport systems
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 However one has to ask, once so many travel to the same place in 
their masses how much of an escape is it actually from habit and custom? Is it 
just simply a warmer and more stable climate? Surely the reality of Mediterra-
nean resorts with their ''standardized architecture, food, entertainment and thin 
veneers of staged authenticity in the presentation of local 'culture' '' 9, is conflict-
ed? It is interesting to see how both the travel industry and media have created 
''new icons of holiday experiences'' as they have transformed the foreign holiday 
into an indicator of style, fashion and status, even stratifiying classes between 
certain areas for example Peurto Banus, Mijas Costa and Fuengirola on the 
Costa del Sol.  

 This continued well into the 90's and most would agree it is still ongoing 
today. Although, there have been some measures to take a more considered 
approach to mass coastal tourism over the past decade or so, as the ''tourism 
industry has taken major shifts towards goals of economic and ecological sus-
tainability.'' 10 There have been movements such as eco-tourism and sustaina-
ble tourism emerging which are looking to take tourism as a whole on a more 
considered approach. It has been documented that ''the search for authentic 
experiences is a reflection of modern tourists' desire to reconnect with the pris-
tine, the primitive, the natural, that which is as yet untouched by modernity'' 11 in 
the journal Anthropology of Tourism. This is a very important aspect of modern 
tourism when it comes to the coast. Alas it begs the questions why is it that 
people still then visit areas like Costa del Sol or Benidorm in their masses when 
it seems to have been globally established as to having a veneered surface of 
authenticity?

 Braburn characterized tourism as a ''kind of ritual process that reflects 
society's deeply held values about health, freedom, nature and self improve-
ment''. 12 This is fundamentally true when it comes to the seaside especially. 
Tourism can be likened to a modern secular version of ritual or pilgrimage asso-
ciated with more traditional religious societies.  As in, similar to a ritual or pilgrim-
age it can lift people out of the ordinary structure of their everyday lives.  In many 
ways modern tourism over the past century as been a reflection of the search 
for antistructure. An escape from something rather than a quest for something. 
Therefore does this imply that authenticity doesn't factor into the motivation for 
tourists to travel at all? If the end goal is simply to get away, does it matter 
whether the environment in which they get away to reflects the true nature of 
the culture they're supposed to be immersed in or the coastal environment they 
should be experiencing?
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Figure 2. Modern day tourists experience similar limitations when travelling abroad
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 If this is the case then has the areas traditions, architecture, whole au-
thenticity become a ''commodification of culture''? 13 I feel while a fair share of 
the blame for this happening lies upon the shoulders of the tourists themselves 
and maybe more so the industry/media for creating such 'iconic' areas of coastal 
tourism, it is important to remember that ''while a local society may be unavoid-
ably affected by tourism it may also play a significant role in determining the 
kind of tourists it recieves''. 14 The narrative of the why goes a long way towards 
explaining how mass tourism has led us to this point and sets up an interesting 
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Coastal Tourism and the Damage Done

 For the purpose of the exploration and to exhibit an overall context it is 
necessary to first outline the exact effects tourism has had thus far on the coast, 
from a geographical and environmental stand-point. Taking two examples, the 
Costa del Sol in Spain and Kilkee in Ireland, whilst comparing and contrasting 
should further develop an insight into where we have gone wrong in the past 
and where might we go from here.

 The Costa del Sol is a region in southern Spain along the Medittera-
nean coast and it is one of the worlds most rapidly developing shorelines. Over 
the past 40 to 50 years there has been a shift in the region from isolated fishing 
and farming communities to urbanisation. This change in tactic along the 120km 
strip of coast was a result of the Stabilisation Plan introuduced by the Spanish 
government under the rule of Franco in1959 coupled with the Internationalisa-
tion of Tourism movement that came to prominence in the 50's and 60's. Since 
then the 3500km of the Spanish coastline as a whole has seen over 50% of it 
become developed to directly cater for tourism needs. 15

 In the short term the advantages from this tourism boom were plentiful 
and to be seen everywhere, as the Costa del Sol region went from an eco-
nomically and socially disadvantaged area to one with considerable financial 
resources. Economic advantages such as ; increased employment, improved 
infrastructure, positive political/cultural gains and general financial gains were 
hard to shy away from. Alas, these short term gains immediately relegated the 
treatment of the environment into the background and caused many more long 
term disadvantages like immigration, overcrowding, competition for resources, 
deskilling of the local population and ultimately environmental problems from 
over use of indigenous resources (predominantly water), pollution, erosion etc. 

 While initial tourism-driven development in Spain focused on air-
port-convenient locations such as Barcelona, Alicante and in Costa del Sol's 
case, Malaga, the inevitable soon happened and construction spread.  Econom-
ically speaking the development worked so that low value/high density proper-
ties such as tower block apartments were built nearer airports while the higher 
value/low density accomodation, the main example being villas, spread deeper 
into the heart of 'traditional' Spain and further away from airports.

 Although tourism dates back beyond the 19th century in this region, the 
brunt of the responsibility, for the major environmental impact on the localities 
shoreline, rest with the most recent phase of development of the past 50 years. 
Franco's era of rule over Spain and his policies encouraged a rapid and seem-
ingly uncontrollable expansion, resulting in the aesthetic blight and environmen-
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Figure 3. An example of the sprawling effects knowing no boundary in the Costa del Sol
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tal problems of today.

 Geographically speaking as a result, along the shoreline there have 
been severe effects both directly and indirectly. Directly, there has been a huge 
disruption and fragmentation of littoral drift patterns in the region which have 
unabounded knock-on effects while indirectly there has been an unchartered 
exploitation of local water resources, in turn having a lot more consequences 
than first meets the eye. 

 In spite of downturns in the tourism boom specifically in the 1970's 
caused by varying factors such as ; oil crises, EU currency regulations, bad pub-
licity due to health scares, crime or even a change in fashion and popularity, on 
a whole the Spanish tourism industry has been on the up and up with particular 
booms marked in the late 1960's and mid 1980's and of course around the same 
time as we Irish were experiencing the Celtic Tiger boom.

 As is identified in the paper The Impact of Man on the Shoreline En-
vironment and in my opinion is human nature ; ''No strategy for conservation 
emerged until such a time as the problems escalated to the point where they 
endanger the very infrastructure that they created in the first place.'' 16 It took 
until 1988 for the new Spanish government to introduce the Act Ley des Costas 
which aimed to curb some fo the worst excesses of development along the 
shore. Of course it was a big step at the time, bidding to ''tackle the problems of 
shorefront construction by imposing a 500 metre setback line and sanctioning 
the removal of illegal buildings'' 17 , but in the grander scheme of things it was 
only a baby step, albeit an essential one. 

 The construction industry in Spain has been riddled with corruption and 
developers looking to reap as much as possible from these tourism nest eggs. 
Some developers even viewed marina construction as ''a way to acquire shore-
front sites that can support high densities of accomodation units''. 18 These very 
big man-made coastal interventions have taken their toll on the surrounding en-
vironment with inevitable widespread coastal erosion ensuing due to the acute 
stress placed on it. 

 There has been a move to recover and mend what has been damaged 
as the chronic erosion has subjected many beaches to large scale structural 
protection like seawalls, groynes and marinas. Unfortunately though the eco-
nomic attractiveness of tourism has for too many years outweighed any con-
sideration for the natural coastal environment of the region and this has had 
some serious repurcussions geographically, architecturally and fundamentally, 
environmentally.
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Figure 5. Aerial view of Kilkee bay exhibiting the seas of mobile homes
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 When it comes to Ireland, I initially thought that there were few compari-
sons to be drawn from Spain with regard to coastal tourism. Different climate, dif-
ferent culture, different people, different attractions therefore a different attitude 
to the coast. However it appears that there are some fundamental aspects when 
it comes to coastal tourism that are relevant to any setting, which predominantly 
boil down to commodification and economics. 

 While mans influence on the Irish coast ''dates back over 5000 years 
when hunter-gatherers unstabilised dune systems'' 19 , unfortunately the most 
predominant damage has featured over the past few decades, particularly in the 
midst of 'Celtic Tiger Ireland'. Very often development of any shoreline happens 
as an attempt to create rather than satisfy demand. I think this statement is very 
pertinent with regard to how we have treated our Irish coastline over the past 
two decades. Developers and property honchos looking to avail of EU funding 
in the 90's flooded stunning seaside villages with ''quick buck schemes of white 
detached 'cottages'' 20 . All this financial incentive caused huge amounts of over 
building as supply far exceeded demand and local rural infrastructures were 
stretched beyond capacity.

 As Anna Ryan notes in her study of Where Land Meets Sea, ''Island 
life intensifies the coastal experience'' 21 and I feel this is extremely applicable 
in terms of how we, the Irish, consider our coastal experience and the tourism 
we inflict upon it. Nowhere in Ireland are we more than 100km from the sea with 
more than half of our population living within 10km of the 7,000km long coastline 
of ours. The majority of Irish coastal resorts are termed as 'honeypots' as they 
attract large numbers on occasional sunny or summer weekends, with daytrip-
pers mostly drawn from a very limited catchment area. 22  

 A prime example of this is the seaside town of Kilkee in West Clare, 
the chief go-to spot for Limerick people looking to escape from city/working life 
and be by the sea. Kilkee suffers from an explosion in population annually going 
from a consistent 'off-season' average of around 2,000 up to and beyond 21,000 
during the peak summer months, which has resulted in a slightly limited yet 
nonetheless impactful sprawling effect. In a location that is facing into the mighty 
power of the Atlantic and at the foot of the Burren, Kilkee is a prime example 
of development without consideration. One has to wonder is it not possible to 
accomodate the flux in population for the summer adequately without leaving 
behind thousands of empty and cold seaside semi-d's?

 From the 1950's to the early 1990's the tradition of spending an often 
wet and rainy week at one of Irelands many coastal resorts is one that is familiar 
to most Irish people and is perhaps rediscovering itself these days, as it is ''es-
pecially associated with periods of economic fragility''. 23
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Figure 4. A busy yet mild summers day in Kilkee, Co. Clare
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 As Carter, Eastwood and Pollard outline in their paper Mans Impact 
on the Coast of Ireland it is difficult to compile all the coastal tourism stats for 
Ireland as much of it is indigenous and is often consolidated by visiting friends 
and relatives. 24 The built expression of this indigenous tourism resulted intially in 
a sea of mobile homes and caravans spreading from coastal places like Kilkee, 
the temporary nature of which seems appropriate when in such proximity to an 
equally temporal environment, the ocean. Rather negligently however the tem-
porary nature of these rows of mobile homes were for the most part replaced in 
the mid 90's by ''a permanency of new self contained mini villages on the out-
skirts of these rural seaside towns'' 25 or 'resorts'. The permanence being truly 
reflected at any time other than summer as these 'cottages' sit empty, cold and 
unoccupied. 

 In almost the blink of an eye it seems as if decades of, if not respect and 
environmental awareness then at least, consideration for the permanence of our 
actions on these seaside environments, has been lost as it transforms into ''an 
ill-considered mess''. 26 As if, when Spain was just beginning to acknowledge the 
damage its tourism boom had and was continuing to cause at the beginning of 
the 90's, Ireland proceded to make some of the same mistakes. Thankfully the 
density and intensity of damage caused is even now still not on the same scale 
as Spain, with only a small portion of the Irish coast being subjected to recovery 
engineering works such as seawalls mainly in urban areas. Geographically and 
environmentally the overall impact to Irelands coast has been limited to specific 
areas unlike Spain where it seems to be much more of a nationwide issue. 
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Figure 6. The effects of coastal damage as sand is relocated to this beach in the Mediterranean
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Filtering the Masses: The Fine Line Between Density and 
Mayhem 

''Density : the amount of available space per person'' 27

 By now we have established just how much damage irresponsible 
coastal planning and developments has done and can do when let loose upon 
its surrounding environment, as a direct/indirect result of mass tourism, and 
why it all started in the first place.  In order to continue the exploration, in a way 
that hopes to shed some light on a way forward, I will now take a more specific 
look at a specific location, Benidorm, in the Alicante region of Spain as a unique 
example of a densely planned mass tourism resort. 
 
 Benidorm is the ultimate seasonal town with a population of just over 
70,000 people during the 'off season' period while accumulating upwards of 5 
million tourists during the busy summer months. The original town of Benidorm 
was a resourceful fishing area up until around the mid 1950's, when the trade 
began to hit a slump. It was then that the very young mayor of the town (of ap-
proximately 2,000 people) issued a new city plan. This has since led to, what 
more commercially or economically minded people might call, 'success' in the 
area and as a result, relatively uncontained growth in some respects.

 The dramatic build up of tourism in the area expanded the towns ho-
rizons in an incessantly vertical fashion and unfortunately ''the speed of its in-
credible growth is coupled with a genuine ignorance of ecological awareness''.28 
Although the area is still somewhat dwarfed by the mountainous background 
of the Puig Campana, sitting within a ''geographical bowl'' between the Sierra 
de Aitana mountain range and the Mediterranean Sea it still boasts the largest 
amount of high-rise buildings per capita in the entire world with a higher density 
than New York or Hong Kong. 29 ''Benidorm is the most effective mass-tourism 
machine in Spain'', 30 handling 6% of its nations tourism. To put it another way it 
would only take 13 Benidorm's to deal with Spain's entire tourist industry and yet 
this 'town' occupies a mere 7km of coastline. 

 This is a true reflection of the fact that Spain has a coastal density which 
averages at six times higher than the interior of the country.  As MVRDV put it in 
their book Costa Iberica '' The heaps of hotels, restaurants and leisure facilites 
have turned the total edges of the Iberian Peninsula into a long and stretched 
'city', based almost purely upon tourism''. 31 It is astounding to think that 32% of 
Spanish people and 80% of tourists live within a 10km width strip of coast (not 
too disimilar to Ireland) and yet this strip only represents 10% of Spanish territo-
ry as a whole.  This kind of population density can be spun both positively and 
negatively, but it is hard to ignore the effects this density can have on the built 
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Figure 8. Benidorm in the 1950's just as development began to take off
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environment, as a ''wall of banality'' surrounds areas like the Iberian coastline 
''closing off the peninsula from its surroundingds visually and psychologically''.32 
Rooted within this is a sense of introversion, which seems to oppose the very 
genesis of attraction to the seaside in the first place, that of looking outward onto 
the horizon. 

 Seasonally, Benidorm works in a manner that is typical of the majority of 
coastal resorts although on a much grander scale. Spring sees huge numbers of 
elderly retired people seeking refuge within the ''tower infested, monocultured, 
desolate rock'' 33 before it gets too hot. Then along comes Summer which is the 
pinnacle of the entire year for areas like this, as ''crowds lounge like lizards, jam-
packed on a single strip of beach''. 34 Autumn sees the town become a retreat for 
the Spanish themselves and soon after the proverbial tumbleweed rolls through 
during the Winter months into the now 'ghost town'. 

 In Mediterranean touristic context, it is safe to say that Benidorm is the 
purest example of urban concentration to service the mass-market tourism, with 
no real sense of authenticity or cultural awareness, an eye-sore to some ar-
chitecturally, a ''disturbing image, extremely dense and chaotic''. 35 With all this 
taken into account however, the town is primarily a complete economic success 
although environmentally speaking could be turning into a 'retrospective failure'.

 What can be in part attributed to its success is how it has managed 
density. This I feel is a key factor to how we treat coastal mass tourism resorts 
from now on. Adequate density and spatial planning has confined the town to 
its 7km strip, leaving the natural Spanish region beyond relatively untouched, 
while still attracting huge numbers of tourists on a regular basis. It is a European 
Las Vegas of sorts. Acting as a bubble, its wide comfortable pavements, safety 
and attractions of urban diversity have helped maintain a consistent number of 
visitors, even if it is ''an assembly of cheapness: cheap food, cheap clothes and 
cheap fun.'' 36 The beach is within walking distance from anywhere in the town 
and it is considered unfortunate if your accomodation is more than 250 metres 
from the shore.

 It is interesting to note the psychological domination pedestrians have 
over cars in the area, in an ''overwhelming and indisputable way''. This I feel, very 
much refers back to the seaside resorts of late 19th/ early 20th Century Britain, 
where almost everyone arrived by train putting a certain spatial constraint on ac-
tivity in the location. The same can be said for Benidorm with 75% of the town's 
residents reaching the area via collective transport. A prime example of how 
technology has advanced the extent of mass tourisms reach but not its basic 
fibre, whether arriving by plane or by the train, the same sense of escapism is 
evident. 
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Figure 9. Benidorm in present day with vertically stacked high rises and horizontally stacked beaches
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 Ecologically Benidorm is no different from other coastal resorts, in Spain 
particularly, with problems arising as a result of this intense urbanization includ-
ing waste problems, erosion and lack of water supply. It poses the question, 
which lies at the heart of this whole piece, is this type of exploitation profitable, 
or are its ecological and spatial effects so debilitating that they cancel out the 
regions economic potential? Personally I think had the developers in Benidorm 
taken to the planning of the area gearing more towards a sense of authenticity 
in what was built, veering away from what is termed tacky and cheap, the resort 
would be deemed both economically and architecturally successful rather than 
just the former. Having relatively limited the damage done to the coast and in-
tensifying the number of tourists to one place the surrounding region has been 
left fairly unscathed in comparison. 

 Unfortunately the same cannot be said for other locations by the shore 
in Spain, Ireland and most places attracting large volumes of people, as the 
usual formula for economic success results in a sprawling effect, with certain 
seaside resorts like Brighton in England soon losing its distinction as it merges 
with the Greater London suburbia. Sprawl meaning ''the occupation of the land-
scape, the empty space'', 37 is something that when it comes to a coastal context, 
is preferably avoidable as it can reap serious environmental damage. So while I 
don't think the solution lies within what MVRDV propose in Costa Iberica, where 
their intervention involves completely intensifying the density of Benidorm to 
an exponential scale, so as to protect the rest of the Spanish coastline from 
invasion of said 'sprawl', I do feel as though a slightly less radical approach 
would have some really positive effects. A more considered version of Benidorm 
wouldn't necessarily be a bad thing and it would take on a more holistic ideal to 
coastal architectural management in a modular sense. 
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Figure 7. A typical Mediterranean urban sprawl
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Figure 9. MVRDV’s Costa Iberica proposing an exponential increase in Benidorms density
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An Achievable Harmony?

 Having briefly documented the rise of coastal tourism over the past cen-
turies and the past 50 years in particular, it has become evident that as long as 
we live in a society which revolves so predominantly around working life, we as 
humans will have the desire to escape from that working life from time to time. 
Also as long as we have coastlines and aren't swallowed up by melting polar ice 
caps, the very essence of this escapism from working life and day to day graft 
will be by the sea. The seaside epitomises all that is leisure, tranquility, freedom 
and escapism and hopefully will continue to do so as long as we look after it and 
it's immediate environment both built and natural. 

 However, as a species we have somehow, through advances in tech-
nology, science and society in general, managed to leave a more permanent 
and negative mark in the past 50 years upon certain coastlines than had been 
done in hundreds if not thousands of years before us. Therefore, I feel, the onus 
is on us to find a remedy. Thankfully in the past decade there have been moves 
towards such a remedy with new sectors within the tourism industry opening up 
to a more sustainable and ecologically friendly attitude. 

 My question is however, where does architecture fit into this movement? 
Will tourists flocking to the coast in their masses simply recycle more from now 
on and maybe benefit from some new water treatment processes thus being 
more considerate towards the coastal areas they are visiting, yet still spend their 
nights in the same minimal high rise balcony apartments or sprawling villas? Or 
are we talking about a whole new approach to coastal tourism that embodies 
every aspect of the industry, including what is built? In my opinion if not, then 
history is going to repeat itself, insofar as it can, and we will be left with fully pop-
ulated coastlines, that nobody will want to visit because they have been stripped 
of the natural beauty that prompted visitation rights in the first place. 

 While I feel a change is necessary, I don't think it need be as 'all en-
compassing' as MVRDV's Costa Iberica proposal or perhaps even as radical. A 
compromise can and has to be achieved.  Much like Ebenezer Howard's Garden 
City movement, I wonder if the solution lies within a change in thinking as to how 
we go about planning these coastal resort areas. 

 Benidorm is the ultimate tourist location in terms of success, econom-
ically and perhaps even environmentally, in comparison to other tourist heavy 
locations in Spain and even seaside resorts in Ireland or England. By simply 
restricting its development within a 7km strip it completely minimizes a sprawl-
ing effect and leaves the surrounding coastal environment relatively untouched. 
Alas, architecturally speaking, one has to wonder, could this not have been 
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achieved without so abrasively embracing all that is cheap, monocultural and 
tacky in terms of building design? Maybe not and maybe as a society we had 
to make this 'mistake' in order to learn from it, move on and find a new solution 
or template for success. This could be a good thing, as now we know it can be 
done in the manner which Benidorm has done, it raises the question as to how 
we go about it in a better way next time? Of course we have to take into account 
also what if there is no next time. What if everything that has to be done now is 
to improve the areas that have suffered from inward sprawl of coastal tourism 
and find ways to limit new damage being done to these areas?

 Admittedly while there are a lot of questions going unanswered here I 
feel it is important that these questions be asked first before we can even begin 
to go about proposing solutions. In my opinion there is a lot to be learned from 
how planners attacked the problem of the 18th and 19th Century sprawl of major 
cities like London. One of the more important people of that time, who had an 
especially relevant solution in terms of the problem I have underlined through-
out this piece, was Ebenezer Howard. Howard proposed around the late 19th 
Century that we need to reconsider how we approach the planning and design 
of our major cities. As a direct result of industrialisation, cities such as London 
were becoming overcrowded, under-sanitised and difficult to live healthily in. (In-
teresting to note that these conditions were the genesis of what drove people in 
their masses to the coast in the first place, leaving us with the problem we face 
now). Howard felt it was time to create a more considered integration between 
cities/towns and the countryside. In order to counter all the negative effects of 
both city and country life individually, he proposed a hybrid version of the two, 
which he backed up with a simple, clear yet extremely clever diagram called 
'The Three Magnets'. (see Figure 10.) As he described in his book The Garden 
Cities of To-morrow ''The chief advantages of the town and country are set forth 
with their corresponding drawbacks, while the town-country are seen to be free 
from the disadvantages of either.'' 38

 The relevance between Howard's work and what my dissertation is all 
about lies within this Three Magnets diagram, as replicating Howards system, 
we can create, I hope, our own hybrid of mass tourism and good coastal archi-
tecture. As Howard himself said ''Town and country must be married, and out of 
this joyous union will spring a new hope, a new life, a new civilization.'' 39

 While of course, what I am proposing we need to change may not be of 
such a utopian stance, I do feel there are certain aspects that are very compara-
ble. By simply substituting 'Town' with mass tourism and 'Country' with intelligent 
coastal architecture and then finding a compatibility between the two, it surely 
could only reap positive rewards. (see Figure 11.) In my opinion if we can create 
a modular template that can be applied to the affected mass-coastal-tourism 
areas rather than continuing with the 'off the shelf' hotel, villa and accomodation 
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Figure 10. Ebenzer Howard's original diagram explaining his 'Three Magnets' theory
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design then we will find a harmonious blend between what is seen as 'mass 
tourism' and 'effective intelligent architecture'. Howards visionary attitude result-
ed in major success with garden cities developing in Letchworth and Welywyn 
in Britain, as well as his ideologies eventually translating into the 'New-Town 
Movement'. 

 Therefore if we can piggyback or replicate in an adjusted and modern 
way, what Howard set out to achieve, then why can't we also strive to achieve 
such success? In years to come, perhaps we too can boast a universal ac-
knowledgement of the harmonious blend between successful, economic, mass 
coastal tourism and successful, enjoyable, functional, considered planning and 
architecture. If this becomes a reality, in my opinion, then and only then shall we 
solve the great dilemma of accomodating a seasonal influx of migration to our 
beautiful coasts whilst preserving the original reason for this very migration. 
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Figure 12. A project in Sardinia by an Italian practice in 2010 exploring suitable structures to facilitate tourists 
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D[�YJCV�[QW�QYP�CPF�JQY�[QW�
NQQM��6JKU�NKHGUV[NG�UJQWNF�PQV�
DG�EGNGDTCVGF��6JG�QVJGT�UKFG�
QH�VJG�FGDCVG�VJCV�CNVJQWIJ�VJG�

��4G[PGT�$CPJCO��#�%TKVKSWG�9TKVG��'UUC[U�

7PKXGTUKV[�QH�%CNKHQTPKC�2TGUU�������
�1R��%KV�
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*QYGXGT�4G[PGT�$CPJCO�
UGGOU�VQ�FKURNC[�C�NKVVNG�OQTG�
GORCVJ[�HQT�CTEJKVGEVU�KP�VJG�
GUUC[��&GUKIP�D[�%JQKEG���+P�
VJG�VGZV�JG�FGUETKDGU�HQT�VJG�TQNG�
QH�CP�CTEJKVGEV�KP�UQEKGV[�CU�C�
�VQVCN�FGUKIPGT���YJQ�KU�TGURQPÄ
UKDNG�HQT�VJG�YJQNG�CGUVJGVKE�QH�
VJG�JWOCP�GPXKTQPOGPV��#TEJKÄ
VGEVU�VQ�UQOG�JCXG�VJG�TQNG�QH�
�FGUKIPKPI�DWKNFKPIU���JQYGXGT�
YJGTG�FQGU�VJG�FGUKIPKPI�QH�
C�DWKNFKPI�UVQR!�$CPJCO�GZÄ
RNQTGU�VJG�RNCEG�QH�CP�CTEJKVGEV�
QWVUKFG�VJG�EQPXGPVKQPCN�TQNG�
QH�FGUKIPGT�QH�C�DWKNFKPI��$CPÄ
JCO�CUMU�KP�YJKEJ�QVJGT�HKGNFU�
QH�FGUKIP�CTEJKVGEVU�JCXG�VJG�
TKIJV�VQ�GZRTGUU�VJGKT�QRKPKQP��
*G�UVCVGU�VJCV�YJGP�KV�EQOGU�VQ�
V[RKECN�FQOGUVKE�QDLGEVU��HQT�GZÄ
CORNG�CWVQOQDKNGU��NCORRQUVU��
TGHTKIGTCVQTU��ETQEMGT[��GVE��
VJG[�CTG�GPVKVNGF�VQ�GZVGPF�VJGKT�
KPRWV��6JKU�KU�DGECWUG�KV�KU�VJGUG�
QDLGEVU�YJKEJ�YKNN�KPJCDKV�VJG�
KPVGTKQT�QH�VJGKT�DWKNFKPIU��9JCV�KH�
CTEJKVGEVU�JCF�VJG�TKIJV��QT�VQVCN�
EQPVTQN��VQ�FGUKIP�VJGUG�FQOGUÄ
VKE�QDLGEVU!�9QWNF�VJKPIU�PQV�
NQQM�QT�HWPEVKQP�XGT[�FKHHGTGPVN[!�
$CPJCO�KPXGUVKICVGU�VJG�FGUKIP�
FGTKXCVKXGU�QH�VJG�CWVQOQDKNG�

CPF�NGCTPU�VJCV�KV�KU�UKORN[�
FGUKIPGF�VQ�TGRTGUGPV�VJG��VQVCN�
RQYGT��QH�VJG�FTKXGT��+V�U�CGUVJGVÄ
KEU�HTQO�KPUKFG�VQ�QWVUKFG�CTG�
EQPHKIWTGF�VQ�KNNWOKPCVG��YGCNVJ��
NWZWT[��UPQDÄCRRGCN��JKGTCTEJ[���
���6JG�QWVNKPG�QH�VJG�ECT�FQGU�PQV�
VCMG�KPVQ�CEEQWPV�YJCV�KV�YQWNF�
NQQM�NKMG�QWVUKFG�VJG�HTQPV�QH�C�
UWDWTDCP�JQWUG�QT�VJG�URCVKCN�
TGNCVKQPUJKR�KV�JCU�VQ�VJG�UWDWTÄ
DCP�UVTGGV��C�FGVCKN�YJKEJ�ECP�
ECWUG�RQVGPVKCN�FCPIGT�VQ�EJKNÄ
FTGP��QT�QVJGT�OQVQTKUVU��6JGTGÄ
HQTG�UJQWNF�CTEJKVGEVU�VCMG�QXGT�
VJKU�UGEVQT�QH�FGUKIP!�+V�KU�CHVGT�
CNN��RCTV�QH�C�ENKGPV�U�FQOGUVKE�
NKHGUV[NG��9QWNF�RTQFWEVU�CRRGCT�
XGT[�FKHHGTGPV�KH�CTEJKVGEVU�FGÄ
UKIPGF�VJGUG�VJGO!�9QWNF�VJG[�
RWV�RTCEVKECNKV[�DGHQTG�CGUVJGVÄ
KEU!�+�VJKPM�VJCV�UGGOU�VQ�DG�VJG�
KPVGPVKQP�QH�VJG�CTEJKVGEV�KP�VJKU�
CTVKENG��*QYGXGT�YG�CU�CTEJKÄ
VGEVU�CTG�PQV�HQTOCNN[�VTCKPGF�KP�
ECT�FGUKIP��QT�HWTPKVWTG�FGUKIP��
NGCXKPI�WU�VQ�SWGUVKQP�YJGTG�
UJQWNF�VJG�TGURQPUKDKNKV[�QH�VJG�
CTEJKVGEV�GZVGPF�VQ��KH�CV�CNN!

�1R��%KV�
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'FWCTFQ�OCFG�C�UGTKGU�QH�
EQNNCIGU�YJGTG�JG�FKUUGEVU�
PWOGTQWU�EQXGT�RCIGU�HTQO�
VJG�KEQPKE�#OGTKECP�OCIC\KPG�
6KOG��6KOG�U�HTQPV�EQXGTU�YGTG�
OCKPN[�FKURNC[GF�CP�KNNWUVTCVKQP��
QT�RQTVTCKV�QH�C�
WUWCNN[�RQNKVKÄ
ECN��RWDNKE�HKIWTG��EQPVCKPGF�KP�
VJG�OCIC\KPG�U�UKIPCVWTG�TGF�
DQTFGT��'FWCTFQ�UCY�VJCV�VJG�
WPKHQTO�CPF�UVCPFCTFKUCVKQP�QH�
6KOG�U�HTQPV�EQXGTU�YGTG�WUGF�
VQ�FGRGTUQPCNK\G�VJG�EJCTCEVGT�
QP�VJG�HTQPV�RCIG��6JG�RQTVTCKV�
QH�VJG�RGTUQP�YQWNF�PQ�NQPIGT�
TGRTGUGPV�VJG�RGTUQP�RGT�UG��DWV�
VJG�RQNKVKECN�OQXGOGPV�VJCV�VJG�
HKIWTG�TGRTGUGPVGF��6JG�JGCF�
QH�VJG�KPFKXKFWCN�YCU�WUWCNN[�

6JKU�UEGRVKEKUO�QH�VJG�OCUUÄ
OGFKC�OQXGOGPV�KP�VJG�����U�
YCU�UJCTGF�D[�UQOG�CTVKUVU�CU�
YGNN�CU�VJG�CHQTGOGPVKQPGF�CTÄ
EJKVGEVU�CPF�CTEJKVGEVWTCN�ETKVKEU��
'FWCTFQ�2CQNQ\\K�YCU�CP�CTVKUV�
CPF�C�FGFKECVGF�OGODGT�QH�VJG�
+PFGRGPFGPV�)TQWR��6JG�+PFGÄ
RGPFGPV�)TQWR�YGTG�C�ITQWR�
QH�CTVKUVU��UEWNRVWTGU��CTEJKVGEVU�
CPF�ETKVKEU�YJQ�EJCNNGPIGF�RTGÄ
XCKNKPI�OQFGTPKUV�CRRTQCEJGU�VQ�
EWNVWTG��9KVJKP�VJG�QTICPKUCVKQP�
JG�FGHKGF�VJG�OCVGTKCNKUVKE�UVGTGÄ
QV[RG�XCTKQWU�CTVKUVU�YGTG�UQOGÄ
YJCV�DGKPI�ECUV�KPVQ�D[�RGQRNG�
QH�VJG�CTEJKVGEVWTG�FKUEKRNKPG�
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VKNVGF����FGITGGU�CYC[�HTQO�
VJG�TGCFGT��OGCPKPI�VJCV�VJG�
EJQUGP�YGGMN[�EJCTCEVGT�YQWNF�
TGCF�GSWCNN[�KORQTVCPV�CU�VJG�
RTGXKQWU�YGGMU�FKF��'FWCTFQ�
CVVGORVGF�VQ�CRRTQCEJ�VJG�
KORQTVCPEG�QH�CGUVJGVKEKUO�KP�
VJG�OGFKC�KPFWUVT[�
YJKEJ�OCFG�
VJG�RQTVTCKV�KORGTUQPCN���D[�RGTÄ
UQPKH[KPI�VJG�KEQPKE�EJCTCEVGT��
6JKU�YCU�FQPG�D[�EWVVKPI�WR�VJG�
RQTVTCKVU�QH�6KOG�U�EQXGT�UVCTVU�
KPVQ�TGIWNCT�IGQOGVTKE�HQTOU�
CPF�OKZKPI�VJGO�WR�YKVJ�RTGXKÄ
QWU�RQTVTCKVU�HTQO�VJG�OCIC\KPG��
6JKU�EQNNCIG�VJGP�ETGCVGF�CP�KOÄ
CIG�QH�C�OQTVCN�VJG�RWDNKE�YQWNF�
PQV�TGEQIPK\G�CV�HKTUV��DWV�YQWNF�
KP�VKOG�TGEQIPK\G�VJG�HGCVWTGU�QH�
VJG�HKIWTG�KPENWFGF��6JG�EJCTCEÄ
VGTU�YGTG�VJGP�TGOGODGTGF��CU�
QRRQUGF�VQ�VJG�OQXGOGPVU�VJG[�
TGRTGUGPVGF�
7UKPI�VJG�UWDLGEV�OCVVGT�CU�VJG�
RTKOCT[�OCVGTKCN�VQ�ETGCVG�CP�
KOCIG�YCU�PQV�CP�WPHCOKNKCT�
OGVJQF�VQ�'FWCTFQ�2CQNQ\\K��
*QYGXGT�KP������2CQNQ\\K�ICXG�
CP�GRKFKCUEQRG�NGEVWTG�PQY�
MPQYP�CU��$WPM���YJKEJ�UJQYGF�
C�XGT[�FKHHGTGPV�YC[�KP�CFFTGUUÄ
KPI�VJG�UWDLGEV�OCVVGT��YJKNG�
UVKNN�WUKPI�VJG�UCOG�OGFKWO�KP�

VJG�6KOG�UGTKGU��6JGUG�KOCIGU�
FGRKEVGF�C�UGTKGU�QH�EQNNCIGU�
RTQXQECVKXGN[�RWV�VQIGVJGT�D[�
C�PWODGT�QH�FKHHGTGPV�UQWTEGU��
6JG�XCTKQWU�UQWTEGU�ETGCVGF�C�
UVQT[DQCTF�TGHNGEVKPI�C�EGTVCKP�
UWDLGEV��YJKNG�TGE[ENKPI�KOCIGU�
VJCV�YGTGP�V�QTKIKPCNN[�RTQFWEGF�
HQT�VJCV�UWDLGEV��+P�VJG�UGTKGU�QH�
UGNGEVGF�KOCIGU�HQT�VJG�$WPM��
.GEVWTG��'FWCTFQ�OKTTQTU�VJG�
UVCPFCTFKUGF�NC[QWVU�QPG�YQWNF�
HKPF�QP�CP�CFXGTVKUGOGPV�KP�
C�OCIC\KPG��*QYGXGT�KP�CP�
CTVKUVKE�VYKUV�2CQNQ\\K�KPENWFGU�
C�OQTG�UCVKTKECN�RGTUQPCNKV[�VQ�
VJG�EQORQUKVKQP�VJCP�JCF�DGGP�
UGGP�DGHQTG�
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+P�VJG�CVVCEJGF�KOCIG�
TKIJV��YG�
UGG�'XCFPG�KP�)TGGP�&KOGPÄ
UKQP��YJKEJ�PCOGF�VJG�UGTKGU�
VKVNGF��$WPM����6JKU�EQORQUKVKQP�
UJQYU�EGNGDTKV[�%JCTNGU�#VNCU�
JQNFKPI�C�
VJGP��PGY�HCOKN[�
UCNQQP�ECT�KP�QPG�TCKUGF�JCPF��
#NVCU�JQNFU�VJG�ECT�QWVUKFG�VJG�
UGV�DQTFGT�QH�VJG�KOCIG��+P�VJKU�
RKGEG�VJG�DQTFGT�TGRTGUGPVU�VJG�
JWOCP�YQTNF���6JG�OCPKRWNCVKQP�
QH�UECNG�FGJWOCPK\GU�VJG�IKCPVÄ
UK\GF�#VNCU�CU�JG�JQNFU�VJG�
ECT�KP�C�UGGOKPIN[�VJTGCVGPKPI�
OCPPGT��6JKU�QXGTÄUECNKPI�QH�VJG�
EGNGDTKV[�TGKPHQTEGU�VJG�KOCIG�
QH�VJG�EGNGDTKV[�CU�KOOQTVCN��CP�
KFGC�YJKEJ�KU�EQORCTCDNG�VQ�
6KOG�OCIC\KPG�U�RQNKVKECN�RQTÄ
VTCKVU��2GTJCRU�VJG�QVJGT�QDLGEVU�
KP�VJG�KOCIG�
C�UYGGV�FGUUGTV�
OGCN��C�RTQXQECVKXG�CPF�INCOQTÄ
QWU�YQOCP�KP�DCVJKPI�UWKV��CPF�
PGYN[�UV[NGF�XGJKENG��TGRTGUGPV�
VJG�QVJGT�CURGEVU�VQ�VJG�HKIWTG�QH�
#VNCU��JGTG�FGRKEVGF�CU�VJG�IQF�
QH�EQPUWOGTKUO�U��NKHGUV[NG��
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6JG�QDLGEVKXG�QH�VJKU�QXGTÄVJGÄ
VQR�EQNNCIG�KU�VQ�FKURNC[�VJG�
KOOQTCN�KFGCNU�VJG�OCUUÄOGFKC�
RTQLGEVU�VQ�VJG�RWDNKE��+V�ECP�
DG�UCKF�VJCV�'FWCTFQ�2CQNQ\\K�
YCU�CEMPQYNGFIKPI�VJG�PGYN[�
GORQYGTGF�OCUUÄOGFKC�CPF�KVU�
EQWPVGTRCTVU�KP�VJG�UCOG�YC[�
VJKU�YCU�FKUEWUUGF�D[�#NKUQP�
5OKVJUQP��*QYGXGT��+�VJKPM�FWG�
VQ�JKU�FKUEKRNKPG�KP�VJG�FGUKIP�
YQTNF��JG�EQWNF�CHHQTF�VQ�DG�
UCVKTKECN�KP�JKU�RTQLGEVKQPU�QH�VJKU�
UWDLGEV��#HVGT�CNN��UCVKTG�KU�FGDCVÄ
CDN[�VJG�OQUV�RTGFQOKPCPV�EJCTÄ
CEVGTKUVKE�QH�2CQNQ\\K�U�YQTMU��
+H�VJG�TQNG�QH�CP�CTVKUV�KU�VJCV�QH�
C�UVQT[VGNNGT�VJTQWIJ�ITCRJKEU��
VJGP�VJG�TQNG�QH�CP�CTEJKVGEV�KU�
NKUVGPKPI�VQ�C�UVQT[�CPF�CEV�KP�
TGURQPUG�VQ�KVU�OQTCNU�

9JKNG�CTV�U�DTWVCN�JQPGUV[�YCU�
DGKPI�RTQLGEVGF��CTEJKVGEVWTG�
YCU�[GV�VQ�DTKPI�VJG�UWDLGEV�VQ�
C�HQTO��#TEJKVGEVWTG�VGPFU�VQ�
EQXGT�C�TGNCVKXGN[�NCTIG�COQWPV�
QH�URCEG��EQUVU�C�NQV�QH�OQPG[��
CPF�UQOGVKOGU�JCU�UGOKÄRGTÄ
OCPGPEG�VQ�KVU�HQTO��6JKU�UWDÄ
LGEV�YCU�HKTUV�GZRTGUUGF�VJTQWIJ�
CTEJKVGEVWTCN�HQTO�FWTKPI������
KP��*QWUG�QH�VJG�(WVWTG���CP�
GXGPV�JGNF�KP�VJG�-GPUKPIVQP�
1N[ORKC�*CNN��.QPFQP��+V�YCU�
CP�KPUVCNNCVKQP�RTQLGEV��KP�YJKEJ�
YJGTG�#NKUQP�CPF�2GVGT�5OKVJÄ
UQP�KOCIKPGF�YJCV�C�UWDWTDCP�
JQWUG�YQWNF�NQQM�NKMG�KP�VJG�
�����U��FGUKIPKPI�VJG�JQWUG�
YKVJ�TGHGTGPEG�VQ�VJG�EQPVKPWGF�
KPHNWGPEG�QH�UVCPFCTFKUCVKQP�
CPF�VGEJPQNQI[�KP�VJG�TQNG�QH�
CTEJKVGEVWTG��6JG�5OKVJUQPU�
UQWIJV�VJCV�VJG�JQWUG�U�HWVWTKUVKE�
INCOQWT�YQWNF�DG�FTCOCVKE��CU�
UGGP�KP�2CQNQ\\K�U�EQNNCIGU��#NN�
VJG�HWTPKVWTG�YCU�FGUKIPGF�D[�
DQVJ�2GVGT�CPF�#NKUQP�CPF�YCU�
RNCEGF�NKMG�QDLGEVU�KP�C�TQQO��
QT�FGHKPGF�VJG�RGTKOGVGT�QH�VJG�
URCEG�
FQQTU�CPF�YCNNU�YGTG�
KPHTGSWGPV���/QFGNU�YGTG�CNUQ�
JKTGF�VQ�CEV�CU�VJG�VGPCPVU�QH�
VJGKT�KOCIKPGF������U�JQWUG��#NN�
VJGUG�OQFGNU�YGTG�UJQYP�VQ�DG�



YGCTKPI�URQTVUYGCT�FGUKIPGF�
D[�6GFF[�6KPNKPI��#NKUQP�YTQVG��
�VJG�QXGTCNN�KORTGUUKQP�IKXGP�
VQ�VJG�RWDNKE�UJQWNF�DG�QPG�QH�
INCOQWT����+�VJKPM�VJKU�YCU�VJG�
5OKVJUQPU��CVVGORV�CV�RWDNKÄ
ECNN[�XQECNKUKPI�VJGKT�QRKPKQP�QH�
VJG�YC[�UQEKGV[�YCU�OQXKPI��
6JG�*QWUG�QH�VJG�(WVWTG�YCU�
FGUKIPGF�KP�C�OCPPGT�VJCV�KU�
EQORCTCDNG�VQ�VJG�CGUVJGVKE�
KORQTVCPEG�QH�ECT�FGUKIPKPI��
.KMG�YKVJ�VJG�FGUKIP�QH�VJG�ECT��
#NKUQP�YCPVGF�VQ�RQTVTC[�CP�
KOCIG�QH�INCOQWT�KP�VJG�RTQLGEV��
PQV�VQ�EGNGDTCVG�VJG�HWVWTG��QT�
VJG�RTGUGPV��DWV�VQ�ETKVKSWG�KV�D[�
FGRKEVKPI�CP�GZCIIGTCVGF�XGTÄ
UKQP�QH�YJGTG�EQPUWOGTÄNKHGUV[NG�
EQWNF�DTKPI�UQEKGV[��
+V�YCU�VJQWIJV�VJCV�VJG�CTEJKVGEÄ
VWTG�QH�VJG�KPUVCNNCVKQP�YCU�QXGTÄ
NQQMGF�D[�VJG�HWVWTKUVKE�ICFIGVT[�
VJCV�YCU�KPENWFGF�D[�JQWUGJQNF�
DTCPFU�VJG�RWDNKE�KOOGFKCVGN[�
TGEQIPKUGF��6JKU�ECNNGF�HQT�VJG�
5OKVJUQP�U�VQ�YTKVG�VJG�UVTQPIN[Ä
VQPGF�CTVKENG��$WV�6QFC[�9G�
%QNNGEV�#FU���6JG�CTVKENG�DTQWIJV�
HQTYCTF�VJG�RQKPV�VJCV�YCU�
VJQWIJV�VQ�DG�QXGTNQQMGF�CV�VJG�
*QWUG�QH�VJG�(WVWTG��6JKU�YCU�
VJG�KFGC�QH�VJG�RKGEG�UGTXKPI�CU�
C�YCMGÄWR�ECNN�VQ�CNN�CTEJKVGEVU��
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+P�VJG�CTVKENG�#NKUQP�CEEQWPVU�
HQT�VJG������U�YJGTG�VJG�#FÄ
OCP���JCU�QXGTVQQM�VJG�YQTNF�QH�
HKPG�CTVU�KP�FGEKFKPI�VJG�VTGPFU�
QH�WRÄCPFÄEQOKPI�HCUJKQP��6JG�
YTKVGT�UVCVGU�VJCV�CFXGTVKUKPI�JCU�
VQQ�UVTQPI�CP�KPHNWGPEG�VJCV�VJG�
RWDNKE�RTGUGPVN[��CPF�VJCV�RGQÄ
RNG�YKNN�DW[�YJCVGXGT�KU�CFXGTÄ
VKUGF�VQ�VJGO��6JKU�YCU�C�TGNCÄ
VKXGN[�PGY�EQPEGRV��DWV�YCU�QPG�
YJKEJ�#NKUQP�HGNV�YCU�FWG�YQWNF�
VCMG�QXGT�VJG�TQNG�QH�VJG�CTEJKÄ
VGEV�UQQP��6JG�QXGTÄGZRQUWTG�
QH�VGEJPQNQI[�CPF�UVCPFCTFKÄ
UCVKQP�QH�RTQFWEVU�OGCPV�VJCV�
VJG�FGUKIP�CPF�FGEQTCVKQP�QH�C�
JQWUG�YCU�UQQP�VQ�DG�PQVJKPI�
OQTG�VJCP�C�VTKR�VQ�C�&+;�UVQTG��
#TEJKVGEVU�YGTG�VJG�OKFFNGÄOCP�
DGVYGGP�UQEKGV[�CPF�VJG�WRÄ
CPFÄEQOKPI�VGEJPQNQIKGU�DGHQTG�
VJG�TKUG�QH�CFXGTVKUKPI��0QY�
VJCV�TQNG�YCU�VQ�DG�NQUV��NGCXÄ
KPI�QPN[�C�VKVNG��6JG�5OKVJUQPU�
ECNNGF�WRQP�CTEJKVGEVU�VQ�VT[�CPF�
CFCRV�VQ�VJG�EJCPIKPI�YC[U�QH�
VJG�DWUKPGUU�KP�QTFGT�VQ�GPUWTG�
VJCV�VJG[�UVC[GF�TGNGXCPV�KP�VJGKT�
HKGNF���6JG�CFXGTVKUKPI�DWUKPGUU�
FKF�PQV�JCXG�VJG�OQTCNU�VQ�DG�
TGURQPUKDNG�QXGT�VJG�DWKNV�GPXKÄ
TQPOGPV��5V[NKPI�YCU�EQPUWOÄ

GTKUO�U�CPUYGT�VQ�FGUKIP��CPF�
WPNGUU�CTEJKVGEVU�TGFGHKPGF�VJGKT�
TQNG�CU�FGUKIPGTU��VJG[�YGTG�IQÄ
KPI�VQ�DG�TGRNCEGF��9JCV�YQWNF�
UQEKGV[�DG�DGEQOG�KH�CTEJKVGEÄ
VWTG�DGECOG�C�UVTWEVWTG�FGTKXGF�
D[�UV[NKPI��CPF�CGUVJGVKE!�*QY�
YQWNF�VJG�GPXKTQPOGPV�YJKEJ�
YCU�CNTGCF[�DWKNV�MGGR�WR�YKVJ�
VJKU�PGY�CGUVJGVKE�CTEJKVGEVWTG!�
*QY�EQWNF�KV!

��#NKUQP�CPF�2GVGT�5OKVJUQP��(TQO�VJG�*QWUG�
QH�VJG�(WVWTG�VQ�C�*QWUG�QH�6QFC[�
*WGXGN�&KTM�
8CP�&GP��4QVVGTFCO������
��#NKUQP�CPF�2GVGT�5OKVJUQP��$WV�6QFC[�YG�%QNÄ
NGEV�#FU�
�����



,WPM

�9G�TGUKUV�VJG�MKPF�QH�CEVKXKV[�
YJKEJ�KU�RTKOCTKN[�EQPEGTPGF�
YKVJ�ETGCVKQP�QH�UV[NG��

4KEJCTF�*COKNVQP�YCU�C�RKQPGGT�
QH�VJG�2QR�#TV�OQXGOGPV�KP�
$TKVCKP�CU�YGNN�CU�C�OGODGT�QH�
VJG�+PFGRGPFGPV�)TQWR�KP�VJG�
�����U��*COKNVQP�FKF�PQV�RTGÄ
QEEWR[�JKOUGNH�YKVJ�C�UV[NG�CU�
JG�FKFP�V�VJKPM�KV�YCU�QH�RTKOCT[�
KORQTVCPEG�VQ�C�RKGEG��'XGP�
VJQWIJ�JG�WPFGTUVQQF�VJG�
RTGQEEWRCVKQP�QH�UV[NG�YKVJKP�VJG�
OCUUÄOGFKC�FWTKPI�VJKU�VKOG��JG�
HGNV�VJCV�JKU�EQORQUKVKQPU�YGTG�
VJGOGÄDCUGF�TCVJGT�VJCP�UV[NG�
DCUGF��+V�YCU�VJKU�EQPEGRV�YJKEJ�
WPKVGF�VJG�+PFGRGPFGPV�)TQWR�

��&CXKF�4QDDKPU��(TQO�2QUV�YCT�$TKVCKP�VQ�CP�
#GUVJGVKE�QH�2NGPV[�
/+6�2TGUU��.QPFQP������
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+P�QPG�QH�*COKNVQP�U�OQUV�
RQRWNCT�QH�YQTMU���9JCV�KU�KV�
VJCV�OCMGU�6QFC[�U�*QOGU�VJCV�
UQ�&KHHGTGPV��UQ�#RRGCNKPI!��
YG�UGG�CP�CTVKUV�U�GSWKXCNGPV�
QH�#NKUQP�CPF�2GVGT�5OKVJUQP�U�
*QWUG�QH�VJG�(WVWTG��#NVJQWIJ�
VJG�VJGOG�OKIJV�DG�EQORCTCÄ
DNG��VJG�UV[NKUVKE�CRRTQCEJ�QH�
VJG�VYQ�RKGEGU�KU�SWKVG�FKHHGTGPV��
9JKNG�VJG�5OKVJUQP�U�GZJKDKVGF�
C�UGV�QH�EQPUKFGTGF�OCVGTKCNU��
UV[NGU�QH�EQPUVTWEVKQP��HQTOU��
CPF�URCEGU��*COKNVQP�YCU�OQTG�
EQPEGTPGF�YKVJ�VJG�FGRKEVKQP�QH�
VJG�KOCIG�QH��VQFC[�U��JQOGU�
YKVJ�YJKEJ�VJG�OGFKC�YGTG�
KPHNWGPEKPI�VJG�RWDNKE��YJKEJ�
YCU�FGHKPGF�D[�OCVGTKCN�QDLGEVU��
+P�VJG�CVVCEJGF�KOCIG�QH��9JCV�
KU�CDQWV�VQFC[�U�JQOGU�VJCV�����

VQR��CNN�KOCIGU�YGTG�UQWTEGF�
HTQO�,QJP�/E�*CNG�U�EQNNGEÄ
VKQP�QH�#OGTKECP�OCIC\KPGU��
OGCPKPI�CNN�QH�VJGUG�KOCIGU�CTG�
RTKOCTKN[�UQWTEGF���

���1R��%KV�



RQTVTC[U�VJG�EQPEGRV�QH��CPVKÄ
UV[NG��VJTQWIJ�VJG�FGUKIP�QH�VJG�
JQWUG�CPF�KVU�FGRKEVKQP�QH�ENWVÄ
VGT��NGKUWTG�CPF�EQPUWOGTKUO��
+V�KU�VJKU�FKUQTICPKUCVKQP�CPF�
OGUU�VJCV�*COKNVQP�HGGNU�KU�VJG�
�PQPÄUV[NG��VJCV�VJG�OGFKC�CTG�
CVVGORVKPI�VQ�UGNN�VJG�RWDNKE��

6JG�EJCTCEVGTU�KP�VJGUG�KOCIGU�
RNC[�C�DKI�RCTV�KP�FKURNC[KPI�VJG�
FKHHGTGPEGU�DGVYGGP�VJG�VYQ�
UEGPGU��+P�*COKNVQP�U�UEGPG��
VJG�YQOCP�KU�VJG�UGEQPFCT[�
EJCTCEVGT��5JG�KU�PCMGF��UKVVKPI�
FQYP�QP�VJG�EQWEJ��JQNFKPI�
QPG�QH�JGT�DTGCUVU��YGCTKPI�C�
NCORUJCFG�QP�JGT�JGCF��*GT�
G[GU�CTG�ENQUGF��CPF�VJGTG�KU�CP�
CDUGPV�OKPFGFPGUU�CDQWV�JGT�
GZRTGUUKQP��*COKNVQP�RTGUGPVU�
JGT�CU�VJG��WNVKOCVG��YQOCP��
TGHGTTKPI�FKTGEVN[�VQ�VJG�OGFKC�U�
FGRKEVKQP�QH�YQOGP�
EGNGDTKV[�
YQOGP��FWTKPI�VJG������U��+P�
VJG�5OKVJUQPU��KOCIG�VJG�TQNGU�
QH�VJG�OCP�CPF�YQOCP�JCXG�
TGXGTUGF��6JG�YQOCP��UVCPFKPI�
KP�VJG�DCEMITQWPF��FQOKPCVGU�
VJG�CVVGPVKQP�QH�VJG�KOCIG��
5JG�KU�GNQSWGPVN[�FTGUUGF�CPF�
UVCPFU�DGJKPF�VJG�EQWPVGT�YKVJ�
JGT�CTOU�YKFGN[�UVTGVEJGF�QWV�
CICKPUV�KV�NKMG�UJG�KU�IKXKPI�C�

�+H�YG�EQORCTG�VJG�VYQ�KOÄ
CIGU�CVVCEJGF��YG�UGG�VJCV�VJG�
*QWUG�QH�VJG�(WVWTG�
DQVVQO��
GODQFKGF�C�OKPKOCNKUV�UV[NG�QH�
FGEQT��6JG�YCNNU�CTG�HQTOGF�
D[�DWKNVÄKP�UVQTCIG�URCEG�CPF�
CRRGCT�VQ�DG�HTGG�QH�QDLGEVU��
6JG�ITQWPF�KU�OCFG�WR�QH�NCTIG�
YJKVG�VKNGU�YJKEJ�ETGCVG�C�ITKF�
YJGP�QDUGTXKPI�VJG�RNCP�QH�VJG�
JQWUG��6JKU�HGCVWTG�GNWEKFCVGU�
VJG�QTICPKUCVKQP�VJTQWIJQWV�VJG�
JQWUG��%QPVTCUVKPIN[��KP�*COKNÄ
VQP�U�EQNNCIG��YG�YKVPGUU�C�UGC�
QH�FGEQTCVKQPU�QP�VJG�YCNNU��
6JG�FGEQTCVKQPU�KPENWFG�OQXKG�
RQUVGTU��RQTVTCKVU�QH�OGP��XGIÄ
GVCVKQP��VCDNG�NCORU��C�VGNGXKUKQP�
CPF�HWTPKVWTG��6JGUG�QDLGEVU�CNN�
DQTFGT�VJG�YCNNU�QH�VJG�URCEG��
6JG�VKODGT�HNQQT�KU�QPN[�XKUKDNG�
KP�RCTVU�QH�VJG�TQQO��/QUVN[�VJG�
HNQQT�KU�QXGTVCMGP�D[�NCTIG�QXGTÄ
ETQYFGF�HWTPKVWTG��C�HWT�TWI��C�
OWUKE�RNC[KPI�FGXKEG��CPF�C�
OCP�UVCPFKPI�KP�VJG�HQTGITQWPF�
QH�VJG�CTGC���*COKNVQP�U�KOCIG�
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URGGEJ�VQ�VJG�ECOGTC��6JG�
UVCPEG�QH�VJG�YQOCP�TGRTGUGPVU�
VJG�5OKVJUQPU��RTGFKEVKQP�QH�VJG�
EJCPIKPI�TQNG�QH�YQOGP�KP�VJG�
HWVWTG��6JG�YQOCP�KU�PQ�NQPIGT�
C�RTQFWEV�QH�OCNG�UGZWCNKV[�CU�
UJQYP�KP�*COKNVQP�U�KOCIG��DWV�
CP�GSWCN�RGTUQP��YKVJ�C�TQNG�KP�
VJG�JQWUGJQNF�QH�GSWCN��
UKIPKHKECPEG�

+P�VJKU�EQNNCIG��*COKNVQP�CFÄ
FTGUUGU�VJG�KUUWG�QH�UV[NKPI�
RTQRQWPFGF�KP�VJG�OCUU�OGFKC��
*G�NC[GTU�UGXGTCN�UV[NGU�HQWPF�
KP�VJG�CFXGTVKUKPI�KPFWUVT[��
WPVKN�VJG�KPFKXKFWCN�UV[NG�QH�GCEJ�
QDLGEV�DGEQOGU�EQPHWUGF��6JG�
UJGGT�COQWPV�QH�QDLGEVU�CPF�
VJGKT�ENQUG�RTQZKOKV[�KP�VJG�TQQO�
EQPVTKDWVGU�VQ�VJG�ENCWUVTQRJQÄ
DKE�KORTGUUKQP�QH�VJG�URCEG��
#NVQIGVJGT�VJG�KOCIG�FGOQPÄ
UVTCVGU�VJCV�UV[NG�KU�PQV�KPVGITCN�
VQ�CFXGTVKUKPI��4CVJGT�KV�KU�C�
VGEJPKSWG�YJKEJ�VJG�CFÄOCP�
WUGU�CU�C�OGCPU�VQ�UGNN��+P�JKU�
EQNNCIG��*COKNVQP�ENCTKHKGU�VJG�
TGNCVKQPUJKR�DGVYGGP�UV[NG�CPF�
RWTRQUG�KP�CFU��+P�VWTP��CPF�HQT�
VJG�HKTUV�VKOG�KP�CTV��JG�SWGUVKQPU�
YJGVJGT�UV[NG�KU�KPVGITCN�VQ�CTV�
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#PF[�9CTJQN�YCU�CP�WPNKMGN[�
ECPFKFCVG�VQ�TKUG�VQ�HCOG�KP�0GY�
;QTM�FWTKPI�VJG�����U��9CTJQN�
YCU�C�JQOQUGZWCN��5NQXCMKCP�
RCKPVGT�HTQO�2KVVUDWTIJ��9CTJQN�
ECOG�VQ�RTQOKPGPEG�FWG�VQ�JKU�
FKXGTUG�QRKPKQPU�QP�VJG�YQTNF�
QH�RQRWNCT�EWNVWTG��9CTJQN�U�
XKGYU�QH�2QR�%WNVWTG�UGRCTCVGF�
JKO�HTQO�RTGXKQWUN[�FKUEWUUGF�
$TKVKUJ�CTVKUVU��9CTJQN�YCU�WVÄ
VGTN[�CFFKEVGF�VQ�2QR�%WNVWTG��
*G�KFQNK\GF�EGNGDTKVKGU��CPF�YCU�
GPEJCPVGF�D[�VJGKT�INCOQTQWU�
NKHGUV[NGU��VJGKT�DGCWV[��CPF�VJGKT�
VCNGPV��*G�YCU�QRGPN[�QDUGUUGF�
YKVJ�HCOG�CPF�DGEQOKPI�HCÄ
OQWU��*G�KU�PQVQTKQWUN[�SWQVGF�
CU�UVCVKPI��+P�VJG�HWVWTG��GXGT[Ä
DQF[�YKNN�DG�YQTNFÄHCOQWU�HQT�
HKHVGGP�OKPWVGU������6JKU�SWQVG�
TGKPHQTEGU�VJG�QRKPKQP�VJCV�JKU�
CTV�UJQYGF�PQ�UGNGEVKXKV[�QH�
EQORQUKVKQP��9CTJQN�U�YQTM�KU�
KOOGFKCVGN[�TGEQIPKUCDNG�YKVJ�

KVU�DTKIJV��EQPVTCUVKPI�EQNQWTU��
ITKFFGF�EQNNCIGU��6JG�EQNNCIGU�
WUWCNN[�RQTVTC[GF�EGNGDTKVKGU�
QT�GXGT[FC[�QDLGEVU��UWEJ�CU�C�
DCPCPC��QT�C�VKP�QH�%CORDGNN�U�
VQOCVQ�UQWR��6QFC[�JKU�YQTM�
KU�UVKNN�TGHGTGPEGF�GZVGPUKXGN[�KP�
2QRWNCT�%WNVWTG��HGCVWTKPI�QP�
CNDWO�EQXGTU��ITCRJKE�VÄUJKTVU�
CPF�IGPGTCN�OGTEJCPFKUG�KP�
0GY�;QTM�

���5VGXGP�9CVUQP��(CEVQT[�/CFG��9CTJQN�CPF�
VJG�5KZVKGU�
2CPVJGQP�$QQMU��0GY�;QTM������
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9CTJQN�YCU�ECRVKXCVGF�D[�EGNGDÄ
TKVKGU�UWEJ�CU�/CTKN[P�/QPTQG��
.K\C�/KPPGNNK��CPF�'NK\CDGVJ�
6C[NQT��JQYGXGT�JKU�CTVYQTM�
RTGFQOKPCPVN[�GZCOKPGF�VJG�
DCPCN�TCVJGT�VJCP�VJG�UWDNKOG��+P�
HCEV�VJG�HCOQWU�/CTKN[P�RQTVTCKVU�
YJKEJ�DGECOG�C�U[ODQN�HQT�2QR�
%WNVWTG�YGTG�QPN[�RTQFWEGF�
CHVGT�/CTKN[P�/QPTQG�EQOOKVVGF�
UWKEKFG�KP������
9KVJKP�VJKU�UGTKGU�QH�UKNM�UETGGP�
RQTVTCKVU�GCEJ�RKEVWTG�XCTKGF�KP�
FKHHGTGPV�EQNQWT�CPF�EQPVTCUV��
(TQO�JGTG�JG�OCFG�EQNNCIGU�QH�
JGT�RQTVTCKV�KP�C���Z���ITKFU��GCEJ�
RQTVTCKV�QH�/CTKN[P�FKHHGTGPV�KP�
EQNQWT�DWV�KFGPVKECN�KP�JGT�KEQPKE�
RQUG��6JG�RQTVTCKVU�YGTG�CNOQUV�
C�EGNGDTCVKQP�QH�JGT�OQTVCNKV[�
TCVJGT�VJCP�JGT�RGTEGKXGF�KOÄ
OQTVCNKV[��+TQPKECNN[�HCUEKPCVKQP�
YKVJ�VJG�RQTVTCKVU�QH�/QPTQG�
DGECOG�C�HCEVQT�KP�JGT�KOOQTÄ
VCNKV[�CPF�GXGPVWCN�UVCVWU�CU�C�
*QNN[YQQF�NGIGPF���2GTJCRU�KV�
YCU�VJG�JWOCPKUVKE�XWNPGTCDKNÄ
KV[�QH�EGNGDTKVKGU�YJKEJ�9CTJQN�
NQXGF�UQ�OWEJ��TCVJGT�VJCP�VJGKT�
UWRRQUGF�HNCYNGUUPGUU�
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6JG�RQTVTCKVU�CNUQ�FKURNC[GF�CP�
KORGTCVKXG�HGCVWTG�QH�9CTJQN�U�
YQTM��VJCV�QH�KEQPQITCRJ[��6JG�
TGRGVKVKQP�CPF�TGIWNCTKV[�VJCV�
9CTJQN�WUGF�CU�JKU�VTCFGOCTM�
UV[NG��RQTVTC[GF�JKU�J[RQVJGUKU�
QH�CTV��YJKEJ�YCU�VJCV�JG�DGÄ
NKGXGF�SWCPVKV[�YCU�OQTG�KORQTÄ
VCPV�VJCP�SWCNKV[��*G�TGRGCVGFN[�
OCFG�VJG�UCOG�YQTM�QXGT�CPF�
QXGT�CICKP�TCVJGT�VJCP�URGPF�
C�NQPI�FWTCVKQP�QH�VKOG�QP�QPG�
RQTVTCKV��6JKU�TGHNGEVU�VJG�OGUÄ
UCIG�UGGP�KP�*COKNVQP�U�EQNNCIG��
(QT�*COKNVQP�VJG�SWCPVKV[�QH�VJG�
RTQFWEV�YCU�VJG�OQUV�KORQTVCPV�
VJKPI��6JKU�KU�YJGTG�EQPUWOGTÄ
KUO�NKXGU�KP�CTV�
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#PF[�9CTJQN�CNUQ�HCPEKGF�
JKOUGNH�CU�C�EKPGOCVQITCRJGT��
+P�JKU�0GY�;QTM�UVWFKQ�6JG�
5KNXGT�(CEVQT[�9CTJQN�CPF�JKU�
HTKGPFU�OCFG�OQXKGU�CDQWV�VJG�
OQUV�TGIWNCT�QH�VJKPIU��6JKU�
MKPF�QH�EKPGOC�YCU�D[ÄKPÄNCTIG�
PQV�CEEGRVGF�D[�VJG�RWDNKE�CPF�
UGGP�D[�VJG�IGPGTCN�OCLQTKV[�
CU�KPCEEGUUKDNG��(QT�KPUVCPEG�KP�
JKU�OQXKG�'ORKTG�9CTJQN�CVÄ
VGORVGF�VQ�EGNGDTCVG�VJG�EKV[�QH�
0GY�;QTM��6Q�FQ�VJKU�JG�HKNOGF�
C�UKPING�UJQV�QH�VJG�'ORKTG�
5VCVG�$WKNFKPI�HQT�GKIJV�JQWTU�
CPF�HKXG�OKPWVGU��$GIKPPKPI�
CV�����RO�
VGP�OKPWVGU�DGHQTG�
FWUM��9CTJQN�UJQV�VJKU�OQXKG��
6JG�HKNO�KU�OQUVN[�UKNGPV��YKVJ�
PQVJKPI�EJCPIKPI�DWV�VJG�UM[�
YJKEJ�VWTPU�FCTM�CPF�VJG�DWKNFÄ
KPI�YJQUG�NKIJVU�VWTP�QP��+P�VJKU�
OQXKG�VJG�'ORKTG�5VCVG�$WKNFKPI�
KU�U[ODQNKE�QH�0GY�;QTM�U�RQUKÄ
VKQP�CU�C�UWRGTRQYGT��+V�TGRTGÄ
UGPVGF�0GY�;QTM�U�UVTGPIVJ�CPF�
RQYGT�CU�C�EKV[�CPF�GPXKTQPÄ
OGPV��6JKU�RQUVÄECTF�KOCIG�KU�
KOOGFKCVGN[�TGEQIPKUCDNG�VQ�
CP[QPG�KP�VJG�QRGPKPI�UEGPG�
QH�VJG�OQXKG��6JG�GZVTCQTFKPCT[�
NGPIVJ�QH�VJG�HKNO�YCU��CU�OCP[�
QH�9CTJQN�U�YQTMU�YGTG�UWEJ�CU�

VJG�/CTKN[P�RQTVTCKVU��VQ�FKURNC[�
VJG�EQPEGRV�QH�RNGPV[��6JG�HKNO�
YCU�CP�GZJKDKV�QH�VJG�'ORKTG�
5VCVG�$WKNFKPI�U�OQTVCNKV[��CNN�
VJG�YJKNG�UVKNN�TGRTGUGPVKPI�VJG�
F[PCOKE�EKV[�QH�0GY�;QTM��6JG�
QXGTRTQFWEVKQP�QH�VJG�YQTM�YCU�
C�IGUVWTG�VQ�QXGTRQYGT�VJG�
RTQFWEV�U�DCPCNKV[��%QPUWOGTÄ
KUO�JCU�ETGCVGF�C��PQPÄUV[NG��
KP�CTV�VJCV�JCU�RTQXGP�RQRWNCT��
1XGT�VJG�RCUV�UKZV[�[GCTU�YG�
JCXG�FGXGNQRGF�CP�CGUVJGVKE�KP�
CTEJKVGEVWTG�YJKEJ�KU�VJG�GSWKXCÄ
NGPV�VQ�VJKU�PQPÄUV[NG�KP�CTV��6JKU�
CTEJKVGEVWTG�HKPFU�KVU�HQTO�KP�
,WPMURCEG�
,WPMURCEG�KU�C�DWKNV�GPXKTQPÄ
OGPV�VJCV�YCU�FGUKIPGF�VQ�ECVGT�
HQT�EQPUWOGTKUO��5JQRRKPI�
/CNNU�CPF�&WV[ÄHTGGU�CTG�,WPMÄ
URCEG��6JG[�CNNQY�VJG�RWDNKE�
VQ�RTGQEEWR[�VJGOUGNXGU�YKVJ�
NQKVGTKPI��CPF�EQPUWOKPI�VJGOÄ
UGNXGU�YKVJ�YKPFQY�UJQRRKPI��
GCVKPI�KP�EJCKPGF�TGUVCWTCPVU�
CPF�DW[KPI�KP�OWNVKPCVKQPCN�
UVQTGU��+V�KU�CP�KPHTCUVTWEVWTG�



%QPUWOGTKUO�JCU�ETGCVGF�C�
�PQPÄUV[NG��KP�CTV�VJCV�JCU�RTQXÄ
GP�RQRWNCT��1XGT�VJG�RCUV�UKZV[�
[GCTU�YG�JCXG�FGXGNQRGF�CP�
CGUVJGVKE�KP�CTEJKVGEVWTG�YJKEJ�
KU�VJG�GSWKXCNGPV�VQ�VJKU�PQPÄ
UV[NG�KP�CTV��6JKU�CTEJKVGEVWTG�
HKPFU�KVU�HQTO�KP�,WPMURCEG�

,WPMURCEG�KU�C�DWKNV�GPXKTQPÄ
OGPV�VJCV�YCU�FGUKIPGF�VQ�ECVGT�
HQT�EQPUWOGTKUO��5JQRRKPI�
/CNNU�CPF�&WV[ÄHTGGU�CTG�,WPMÄ
URCEG��6JG[�CNNQY�VJG�RWDNKE�
VQ�RTGQEEWR[�VJGOUGNXGU�YKVJ�
NQKVGTKPI��CPF�EQPUWOKPI�VJGOÄ
UGNXGU�YKVJ�YKPFQY�UJQRRKPI��
GCVKPI�KP�EJCKPGF�TGUVCWTCPVU�
CPF�DW[KPI�KP�OWNVKPCVKQPCN�
UVQTGU��+V�KU�CP�KPHTCUVTWEVWTG�VJCV�
JCU�CNNQYGF�VJG�YJQNG�RWDNKE�VQ�
UWDLGEV�VJGOUGNXGU�YKVJ�KPFWNÄ
IGPV�RQKPVNGUU�CEVKXKV[��+V�KU�C�
DWDDNG�VJCV�FQGUP�V�EQPPGEV�YKVJ�
VJG�QWVUKFG�YQTNF��NKMG�E[DGTÄ
URCEG�KV�KU�C�FGVCEJGF�FKOGPÄ
UKQP��6JG�CTEJKVGEVWTG�KPUKFG�
�ECPPQV�DG�ITCURGF��,WPMURCEG�
ECPPQV�DG�TGOGODGTGF��+V�KU�
HNCODQ[CPV�[GV�WPOGOQTCDNG��
NKMG�C�UETGGP�UCXGT��KVU�TGHWUCN�
VQ�HTGG\G�GPUWTGU�KPUVCPV�COÄ
PGUKC���&WG�VQ�,WPMURCEG�VJGTG�
JCU�DGGP�C�UJKHV�QH�OCPPGTKUOU�

COQPI�VJG�RWDNKE��5Q�OWEJ�
UQ��VJCV�VJGTG�KU�C�HWNNÄVQNGTCPEG�
FTGUU�EQFG��#P[VJKPI�HTQO�[QWT�
5WPFC[�ENQVJGU�VQ�[QWT�R[LCOCU�
KP�UQOG�ECUGU�EQORNKGU��6JG�
EQPUVCPV�OQXGOGPV�KP�,WPMÄ
URCEG�KU�WPUGVVNKPI��6JGTG�KU�
CNUQ�C�PGYÄHQWPF�YC[�QH�OQXKPI�
VJTQWIJ�,WPMURCEG��CV�VJG�UCOG�
VKOG��CKONGUU�CPF�RWTRQUGHWN���
/CUUGU�QH�RGQRNG�FTKHV�CTQWPF�
QP�KPFQQT�RGFGUVTKCPKUGF�UVTGGVU�
CV�C�UJCNNQY�RCEG��RWUJKPI�
RTCOU�QT�VTQNNG[U�HWNN�QH�YGGMN[�
UJQRRKPI��6QFFNGTU�TWPPKPI�NKMG�
TGDGNU�CICKPUV�VJG�VTCHHKE�YJKNG�
CIQPKUGF�RCTGPVU�NWPIG�VJTQWIJ�
VJG�ETQYFU�VQ�UCXG�VJGO��6JG�
TQNNKPI�QH�VJG�VTQNNG[�YJGGN�VTKRÄ
RKPI�QHH�VJG�VKNGU��GEJQGU�QH�VJG�
QXGTNQCFGF�XQNWOG�QH�EJCVVGT��
YJKNG�CP�GNFGTN[�OCP�UKVU�QP�C�
DGPEJ�KFQN�KP�VJG�OKFFNG�QH�KV�CNN��
ETGCVGU�CP�CVOQURJGTG�QH�WVVGT�
EJCQU��#U�C�TGUWNV�QPG�UKORN[�
ECPPQV�EQPEGPVTCVG�QP�VJGKT�
RWTRQUG�QH�DGKPI�VJGTG��CPF�
NKMG�C�XKTWU�VJG[�LQKP�VJG�KFQNÄ
OKPFGF�ETQYF��,WPMURCEG�JCU�
ETGCVGF�C�FKOGPUKQP�VJCV�KU�UQ�
EQPXGPKGPV�VQ�VJG�RWDNKE�VJCV�CNN�
UGPUG�QH�RTKFG�CPF�RTQRTKGV[�JCU�
FKOKPKUJGF�HTQO�VJG�CGUVJGVKE�
QH�QPG�U�CRRGCTCPEG��DQVJ�KP�
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“Color is all. When color is right, form is right. Color 

is everything, color is vibration like music; everything 

is vibration.” -Marc Chagall
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Colour is light. Light is mandatory, photosynthesis 

being a matter of survival. With it lie the roots of 

civilization. A world without it, and plants die. Followed 

by the Herbivores, and subsequently the carnivores. 

If colour is different wavelengths of light, and light 

is life, then we as humans are dependent also on 

colour. 

The painter, sculptor and film maker Frenand Leger 

once said: “The craving for colour is a natural ne-

cessity just as for water and fire. It is a raw material 

indispensable to life.” 

Light’s important role in the built environment is of 

unquestionable significance. Too much, or too little, 

can evaluate the over-all strength of a project’s in-

tegrity. The same applies to colour, though present to 

a lesser extent when compared with its use in other 

design fields. 

Is there an architecture where colour becomes integral 

with form, as opposed to an architecture where colour 

serves to decorate form? And if so, what does it look 

like? 

Likewise imagine the question flipped on it’s reverse. 

When Colour Field painters inspired by European 

Modernism first started elevating their use of colour to 

subject status in the 1940’s, what did they attempt 

to create and achieve? What did the statement they 

produced look like, and did it go beyond aesthetics 

entirely? 

The objective of this dissertation is to contemplate 

colour, its use and its role, through the eyes of the 

artist and the architect under the heading of ornament. 
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It seeks to examine the roles of light, colour, and 

ornament in architecture, past and present, and the 

juxtaposition of architect and fellow craftsmen; looking 

at creative relationships between the two.

I am challenging the notion of colour as ornament 

or in terms of secondary application in architecture. 

The illuminating work of James Turrell will provide 

the backdrop to much of what I am alluding to in an 

attempt to link both artistic disciplines; art (light art) 

and architecture. 

With Turrell as a guide, I wish to investigate instanc-

es where colour becomes the primary subject in both 

artwork and architecture, and then in turn where use 

of colour blurs the line between the two disciplines. 

The over-lapping of the two, where artist verges on 

architect or architect looks to painting perhaps, and 

the reasons why… Instances where colour has been 

assigned more than a cosmetic role in architecture, 

where it appears to fuse with the spaces being cre-

ated… Where colour becomes the subject itself; where 

colour takes the leading role.

As photographic reproductions can only tell so much, 

I am relying heavily upon extensive articles, interviews 

with the artist, and book publications from the last 

half century as aids to my 3-dimensional unfamiliarity 

which can be found in the references section at the 

rear.
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1|The Vision, The Goal; Colour fusing with form and 

space. 

An Architect and an artist respectively have a very 

different set of priorities. The formers’ preoccupation 

is predominantly carried out through the manipulation 

of space and form in order to produce the appropri-

ate conditions for its inhabitants. Her true goal is the 

creation of optimum conditions that correspond to the 

function of an architectural space, and to the physical 

well-being of the user.

On the other hand, the general definition given to an 

artist’s mission is their need to create and show the 

people something about themselves or the world. 

Sol LeWitt fixedly pointed out the differences between 

the worlds of architect and artist when he so clearly 

differentiated between the two in his Paragraphs on 

Conceptual Art. 

‘Architecture’, he claims, ‘and three-dimensional art 

are of completely opposite natures. The former is 

concerned with making an area with a specific func-

tion. It must be utilitarian, or else fail completely. Art 

on the other hand he states, is not utilitarian. When 

3D art starts to take on some of the characteristics of 

architecture such as forming utilitarian areas it weak-

ens its function as art.’1

The two worlds do not often cross-fertilize when it 

comes to the portrayal of colour. This delicacy is 

acknowledged widely as a high-risk tool especially 

in the designing of would-be permanent structures. 
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Whilst shape, construction and function are linked by 

an cohesion of rational causes, theoretically the choice 

of colour seems determined by chance, which in turn 

has given colour its frivolous nature seen as only a 

secondary aspect in the design process.2 Regretfully, 

nowhere is there a greater gap between good intention 

and error, between desire and ignorance, than in the 

architect’s colour designs.

Some architects “use” colour. They refer to it as a 

submissive ingredient of sorts only to be added in 

quantities, often random, sometimes measured as an 

end thought written into designs to give emphasis, 

dramatic effect, or in order to bestow a “character” 

upon the skeleton erected. Others however, believe 

it to have a less superficial and a more thoughtful 

role to play; who believe that colour is at its most 

profound and beautiful when it is freed from material, 

when it is liberated in space. This dissertation only 

seeks to explore the latter, though not through the 

eyes of architects but instead through the thoughts 

and reflections of one man who transcends his subject 

to a much higher level. 

The action of liberating light from it’s source, letting it 

flow freely throughout a room. This is the essence of 

James Turrell. 

To this conductor or colour, light is much more than 

simply a source of brightness that makes our sur-

roundings visible. Rather the truth lies in it’s forming 

of colour that authorizes certain experiences to take 

place, instilling atmosphere and body upon the skele-

ton of form. 

Turrell does not “use” colour; neither does he create 
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it as if through some divine summoning of light. He 

works with the understanding he has of the medi-

um, whilst accepting that he does not fully com-

prehend its mystical qualities. He sculpts light and 

colour. His relationship to his subject matter is one of 

close intimacy; there is a symbiotic relationship being 

played out in all of his individual works. He guides 

and negotiates the colour, whilst the colour works its 

own particular wonders, and vice-versa, and never 

gives off the impression of mastery; in other words he 

wishes to fulfill a kind of state of saturation upon the 

rooms he infiltrates.

Here we see Architecture as a vessel. Architecture 

as we know it negotiates the conditions of space we 

are immersed in daily. It serves as a loyal facilitator 

to our needs, our desires and sometimes our whims. 

Turrell’s use of existing structures, and his construct-

ing of new ones is purely for the facilitation of his 

vision. This of course renders his work non-utilitarian 

on a human level, and subsequently a work of art. 

However, though the space isn’t ‘used’ in such a 

way that a purpose is carried out, it could be argued 

that his art bestows a very special condition upon the 

visitor, and instils them with a heightened experience 

of space. In reference specifically to his skyspaces, 

the precocious manipulation of light and placing (not 

application) of hues of colour leave viewers in a state 

of trance and awe as a result of the mystical quality 

which now personifies the heavy space. In short, Tur-

rell manages to breath life into hollow spaces. 

One of the main things the light artist focuses on is 

the dissolution of boundaries, which is at the core of 

this exploration. Granted to a large degree his work 

fondles and tousles with the viewers perception, in 
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turn challenging their subjectivity to a certain installa-

tion. However, the focus here is based instead on his 

preoccupation with the interaction of light joining the 

molecules of an object, the resultant being the formu-

lation of his beautiful coloured vistas.

 

The work we perceive here is so grounded in its own 

specific site, and is involved with light in the same 

way any architect would be. Turrell takes into account 

such a precise consideration into the sun’s variation of 

radiation in accordance with the geographical location 

of the object on the earth’s surface. In other words, 

he is deeply imbedded in the earth and roots of the 

site, as well as it’s vertical canvas of context. He 

gives profound thought to the choice of colours that 

come into play and their hues, depending on the type 

of skies geographical location. Another way of de-

scribing it could be to call his works sunlight-specific 

as opposed to space-specific, thus the light and the 

colour it brings comes first in the sculpting process.

 

The Why.

There is something of a neolithic appreciation or pil-

grimage procession being explored in his artwork. His 

dedication to light, the sky, and its rays of colour is 

so obvious; he is honoring its glory and its pres-

ence in every sense, in the way that “light becomes 

the revelation itself”.3  The “because” is due to this 

profound appreciation and connection he feels to his 

medium, but also resulting from his need for expe-

dition through trial and error. There is a somewhat 

child-like wonderment being played out in his spaces, 

specifically his skyspaces, and he has confessed to 

his longing for daydream places. Julia Brown describes 

it as “A space understood in such a way that exactly 
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fills and expresses an emotion, surrounding the viewer 

both emotionally and physically.”4 

This wrapping of the viewer in a veil of awe is the 

basis for Turrell’s goal. The point at which Turrell be-

came involved with this same awe can be pin-pointed 

to his first viewing of a painting by Rothko. “The 

light seemed to rise out of the painting, the painting 

itself was a source of light”.5  In a sense, Turrell is 

trying to replicate this source of inspiration through 

the manipulation of a different medium, bringing it into 

the physical world. When the artificial lights come into 

play at certain points of the day in his sky spaces, 

the juxtaposing of organic and electric light create the 

sky to mutate into a coloured plane, something very 

close to colour field style of painting. Like the abstract 

modernist-inspired style, there is less of an emphasis 

on texturing in favor of an overall consistency. The 

surface is unbroken and a flat picture plane is formed 

as a result of the marrying of the two light conditions. 

The colour saturation and intensity of the lights are 

based on differences in the sun’s radiation which vary 

according to the geographical location of the objects 

on the earth’s surface. The electrically generated 

colour Turrell chooses seems to relate to the different 

skies experienced in different geographical locations 

around the world. For example, in one of his sky-

spaces set in Unna, Northern Germany, the colour 

pallet chosen was rather cooler than the rich highly 

saturated warm reds and yellows seen in Los Angelas. 

This strikes as a rather obvious move on the artists 

part. As always though, the mechanics are more intri-

cate than how they originally seem and are presented, 

all of which will be unraveled in Chapter two.
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2|The Process- Light and colour empowering architec-

tural spaces

Such as a waiter fills a glass with a deep cherry co-

loured wine, Turrell seems to pour colour into hollow 

space, bathing and steeping the architecture with a 

new imbued light. By now we are well aware of his 

fanaticism with the idea of enveloping form by colour. 

The means by which he succeeds in achieving such 

remarkable effects will be the subject of the present 

chapter. For the sake of convenience, the chapter is 

divided into (i) how colours are chosen and (ii) how 

the artist manipulates the light.

Choice of Colour

As far back into his early career as 1983, in his 

work Jida as part of the Prado series Turrell wished 

to instil an atmosphere on the exhibition area by 

allowing the colour to flow throughout the space. In 

Turrell’s own words, he describes this action as letting 

colour to “literally roll out of the bottom of the space 

like a mist.”6  The Colour “rolling” or spilling present 

here does not come from applying paint directly onto 

the wall. Instead, Turrell sees colour as actually 

inhabiting the space when the wall is a stiff neutral 

wash and the colour comes surfing in with light. 

The type of colour that is portrayed is indeed so 

different to that of man-made paint. The tone is by 
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contrast pure and even, most often conceiving of no 

depth at all, but weighty and tangible all the same. 

And therein lies the crux of the matter. 

The ornamental quality bestowed upon colour comes 

from its appliqué to an already honestly function-

ing material. Whereas when colour is treated as a 

by-product of light and occupies its territory, it has 

a much more profound and dense presence. Colour 

which has been merely applied, though understandable 

in its desire to “stamp” its presence on its environs in 

a territorial-like manner, is still just the covering-over 

of something that is worthy of presence in its own 

right. On the other hand, here we see that Turrell 

seeks not to deter from the space already holding 

its own ground, but to infuse it with what it seems 

to lack; thus creating the atmosphere he so fondly 

discusses.

Arguably, his earlier works where light sources where 

concealed beneath and behind surfaces created a sort 

of “visual effect” as opposed to pure infusion. In a 

sense, if the light sources were revealed, all sense of 

mystery would be destroyed, rendering the installa-

tion quite pointless. But it is important to identify that 

the aim of his work is not about the formulating of 

optical allusions, which would imply that his work is 

either superficial, or is not space-specific, or cannot 

be taken seriously. Rather he is taking the exist-

ing (sometimes), and harnessing it with a sense of 

restored meaning. 

The pains taken to choose the correct colour to real-

ize his goals is a testament to the fact that he is not 

a magician. He stated that “there are specific volumes 

for certain colours, which is no more unusual than 
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painters finding that certain colours will hold certain 

shapes and not others”.7  Kandinsky springs to mind, 

who described certain colours to having an affinity to 

certain forms. This particular artist had a heightened 

sense of colour and form as a result of his syn-

aesthesia, but when quoted in his Colour Theories 

proclaiming that “a dull shape like a circle deserves 

a dull colour like blue” all of a sudden there is a 

subjectivity associated with colour choice.8

As Turrell never makes direct reference to the colours 

he chooses or enters into great depth about the why, 

certain educated guesswork needs to take place. 

Rather, it is as if he is leaving it up to the viewer to 

establish meaning through the colours. He is quoted 

as having said that “(the viewers) colour the sky” in 

his pieces, so poetic and simplified an idea yet some-

thing that would appear to make complete sense upon 

encountering the site, according to visitors.9  After 

closely examining his work through the decades how-

ever, an unuttered pattern emerges; it becomes clear 

that his choice of fluorescent colour is sequential, and 

words simultaneously in tandem with it’s context. 

The pallet of colours used in his skyspaces as 

opposed to his interior exhibition works differs in 

spectrum. 

Generally a more primary pallet of red light progress-

ing to orange, to gold, to yellow then perhaps green 

on occasion takes hold in the skyspaces, clearly 

derived from references to the nature that the artist so 

adores. The faint bluish lights so close in shade to 

that of a full moon at night; the deep ocres relating 

to Turrell’s own native Californian blushed skies. 
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One could argue two things: that Turrell does not 

determine or choose the colours; it being left solely 

up to the mood of the sky. On the other hand, his 

light projection pieces are somewhat of an inversion of 

the former, and consist primarily of highly vivid pinks, 

purples and blues. And then again, in a bid to further 

mix things up, Turrell combines the two in his won-

drous Third Breath, which in itself is a testament to 

his theme of colour being intrinsically linked to time.

Sometimes, such as in pieces like Orca and Kono, 

the fluorescent light fixtures were filled with inert 

gases whose chemical attributes informed the hue and 

particular atmosphere and quality of the spaces being 

created. For example, the argon added to Orca gave 

off a soft blue light and a hazy, foggy feel to the 

space, and helium used in Kono gave birth to a soft 

orange mist.10  This could be analyzed as a challenge 

of sorts to the more scientific view of colour, that of 

objective reality. Meaning coloured light only exists in 

thick mists and objects in the world, external to the 

perceiving eye. Or perhaps he is merely exercising 

experimentation with the medium. 

To a large degree it can be attested that the choice 

that is involved in the works of James Turrell is 

shrouded in mystery. We know that site-specifici-

ty plays a significant role when certain qualities and 

characteristics are attributed to his spaces that can 

only be determined once the site in question is “felt”. 

However, this is not to say that it is left to chance, 

or the resultant of an after-thought. A more accurate 

guess would be to suggest that Turrell begins with 

a pre-conceived vision of what is to be, and then 

adapts this picture to the offering of the sky on the 

exterior, the enclosed space on the interior. 
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The manipulation of light and colour 

Space created by light|Turrell’s Ganzfeld’s

James Turrell first became fascinated with the 

Ganzfeld effect of colour when he began studying to-

tally perceptual fields as an undergraduate at Pomona 

College. The Ganzfeld consists of homogeneous light, 

an undifferentiated field of colour, where distance and 

location become difficult to specify. His skyspaces 

present an especially particular homogeneous visual 

field, and depict a completely one of a kind view of 

the sky ‘surface’ like never shown before. 

The real fine tuning however comes into play in his 

total visual fields produced inside enclosed studio and 

gallery spaces. 

James Turrell 

Spread, 2003,

Henry Art Gallery



Taking for example Turrell’s City of Arhirit (1976), 

one of his first Ganzfeld’s. Turrell makes his light 

hover in wedged shaped chambers existing off hall-

ways.11 Each chamber encompasses a different mist 

of light, due to the coloured illumination entering the 

spaces coming from the coloured surfaces exterior to 

the internal spaces. As with a lot of the colour used 

in his works, this secondary misty result is completely 

wrapped up in its context; being dependent on the 

time of day it is attached to, the season it belongs 

to, the weather itself. 

There is a wonderful antiphony here in the scene that 

they present. They respond to external circumstanc-

es. For example, one chamber is palest green as a 

result of the green of the grass beyond the struc-

tural confines of the space, another is a diluted hue 

of red due to the brick wall it is mimicking outside. 

A lot of the effect that these mystifying spaces have 

on the visitor depends on its predecessors effect; 

there is a sequence being played out by Turrell. The 

chambers do not become separated entities intend-

ed to be viewed and passed through individually, but 

rather they rely on each other to created the over-all 

misconceptions. Turrell describes it as the after-image 

effect. The colours, he explains, are intended to be 

carried through to the next space, only for a period 

of 10 minutes or so.12 This allows just enough time 

to disorientate and force the visitor to question and 

ponder the sources of light, what they are, where they 

actually exist, etc.

This manipulation and strange formulation of light 

doesn’t come without its problems however, with the 

result being highly disorientated museum goers being 

forced to step (and lean) with caution, cumulating in 
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a distortion of bodily awareness. The fact that people 

have actually tripped and fallen, or confused surface 

with colour is a testament to the the progressive and 

radical thought provoking work of Turrell; something 

that should be praised for its production and not sued.

As a riposte to these awkward instances of dissatis-

faction on both sides, which could have encountered 

compromise for Turrell’s manoeuvers, he gave birth to 

his Space-Division pieces. Like previously, they cre-

ated the same homogeneous visual fields but instead 

viewers could not enter directly into the sensing spac-

es; possibly as a form of punishment for the slight, 

or maybe as a show of Turrell’s poignant humor. 

These new installations consisted of different spaces 

along with different qualities of light, with a separating 

threshold in between. Screens of light are created, 

giving the illusion of flat surface and in turn a false 

sense of closure at the plane.

The aim is that viewers may not focus on the walls 

that are present, which would result in the collapse 

of the Ganzfeld and thus rendering the exhibition 

quite futile. Therefore the spaces rely on very careful 

application of the purest white paint to the walls, and 

making sure it is exactly smooth and blemish free. In 

a way Turrell is setting the space up as a blank can-

vas, and though the smooth neutral paint is essential 

to the end result, it acts purely as a tool and an 

accompaniment. 

This can be related back to Corbusier’s “Law of Rip-

olin”, the ripolin in this case referring to the French 

version of the well-known Dulux brand13. This law 

articulated the essence of his architectural philosophy. 

In Modernism, the white wall was a crucial subject 
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to the pure expression of a celestially appropriate 

architecture. Corbusier was adamant that coloured and 

patterned walls encouraged “accretions of dead things 

from the past” and condemned them as “intolerable” 

and “staining”, which can be much likened to Loo’s 

unwavering opinions on tattooing and ornamentation in 

general.14 

Bringing us back to the paint as an applicator, and 

what it means to do so.

Paint through the ages has always acted as a faith-

ful servant of sorts, helping to transform a space’s 

intensity, warp it’s scale or instil it with a sense of 

character. Sometimes it is used in order to establish 

thresholds and create boundaries or territories, but 

mostly it is used as a tonic might be; giving a lift or 

pick-me-up. 

This has a way of masking the spatial qualities of an 

architecture and can often be regarded as detrimen-

tal to how a space is negotiated and perceived. As 

Christian de Portzamparc puts it, colour becomes a 

high-risk tool when applied as an add-on through 

painting, and can add useless chatter when applied 

incorrectly.1 The catch is that the incorrectness is 

linked intrinsically with a sense of good-taste, and 

if anything can be taken from Giorgio Agamben’s 

treatment of the topic in “The Man Without Content”, 

it is that taste exists in very few, thus reinforcing its 

high-risk status.16  

By contrast, Turrell instead employs the method of 

using light to infiltrate the scene with colour, letting 

it act off its own free will whilst liberated in space. 

This, to me, means that the colour allows the place 
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to possess a certain timelessness through this celestial 

confusion of suspended light. Paint can of course be 

applied and re-applied, depending on the owners fan-

cy, money circumstances, the vogue of an era... But 

it is inevitable that colour will be bound by so many 

external invisible constraints once tied to a condition.

How, and indeed if, paint should be used at all, is 

another question. And how colour can be used in 

general. Should it be left in the hands of profession-

als, a collaboration between artist and architect at 

the beginning, middle or end of the design process? 

Should like Turrell, architect become painter of spaces 

from the get-go? Or can it simply be left to chance, 

applied at whim and in accordance to the occupiers 

personal preference, and left to act as an obstinate 

mark on the society it inhabits? The world of colour 

generated spaces shall be discussed in the following 

chapter.
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3|The world of Colour Generated Spaces and Colour 

Formed Architecture.

Applied Colour vs Free Colour

The uses of colour in architecture differs from architect 

to architect, from austere rejection of chromatism to 

the love and appraisal of it. Whether it is used for 

ornamentation purposes, or expressed as in James 

Turrell’s case, is another issue. The opinions of it and 

how it ought to be configured sweep across a broad 

spectrum. Many view it as being a form of invented 

unrelated decoration, whilst others like Corbusier, Josh 

Schweitzer, Gigon/Guyer, Herzog&deMeuron, Louis 

Barragan... use it as a way of defining form, giving 

it an illusory three-dimensional optical effect similar to 

the creations of Turrell. 

So far in this dissertation, colour’s role through orna-

mental application has been largely neglected. This is 

due to the nature of this text which aims at focusing 

on a more holistic view of colour that becomes inte-

gral to structure and space. In other words the appli-

cation of colour has been left to one side in favor of 

exploring another approach to colouring, that of free 

colour. However, that is not to say that the admin-

istering of colour as a tool in design or in order to 

carry out an aesthetic function is to to be completely 

admonished. Besides Turrell’s field of colour which 

demonstrates mastery of colour saturation through 

space, some aspects of the use of coloured paint are 

not without merit. 
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A powerful inexplicable quality colour possesses that is 

sometimes over-looked is its ability to reach beyond 

aesthetics, appealing not only to the human eye but 

to the human psyche and soul, as James Turrell 

demonstrates. However this applies to all represen-

tations of colour, free and applied. Like art, colour 

itself can speak to the onlooker and deliver profoundly 

humanizing experiences. When applied to architecture, 

something that we encounter on an everyday basis, it 

can challenge us in the same way that art provokes 

thought in its viewer but instead reaching a wider 

audience. The act of applying colour can be thought 

of as a deceptively small gesture, and can sometimes 

achieve big results when it becomes a form of political 

protest. Though a form of criminal tattooing, graffiti 

when delivered in a graphically stimulating way can 

also strike political chords.

A less controversial type of graffiti occurred at the 

turn of the century in Albania, but which nonethe-

less delivered the same provocative results. When the 

painter turned politician Edi Rama became the mayor 

of Tirana Albania’s capitol, he knew at the turn of the 

century that some sort of change needed to occur on 

the streets in order for the much needed social reform 

to take place. It was decided that art would be part 

of the answer. Along with the demolition of illegal 

constructions in order to regain public space, the other 

strategy that was deployed by himself and his team 

was the use of colours in order to revive the hope 

that had been lost in the city. The painting of public 

buildings in bright colours became a form of political 

action set within the context of the minuscule budget 

given to him by the government.17  
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During the painting of the first building, Rama 

encountered some issues with one of the French 

EU officials who had supplied the projects funding. 

According to the official, the colours that had been 

used did not meet European standards, to which the 

Albanian replied: “The surroundings here do not meet 

European Standards, even though this is not what we 

want. So we will choose the colours ourselves.” When 

the representative sought to secure a compromise, the 

retaliation that came from the mayor was unwavering. 

“Compromise in colours is grey. We have enough 

grey to last a lifetime.” 

The resulting changes that came about where small 

at first, but which over time altered the previously 

intimidating face of the city’s streets. The “beautifying” 

of the open street led to safer, cleaner environs, and 

reduced significantly the crime and barbarism associat-

ed Albanian cities in the 1990’s. 

This point of view, though slightly biased as a result 

of the politicians artistic background, represented 

nonetheless the people’s desires, the majority rule. It 

proves that over the course of a decade social reform 

through colour is possible, and therefore it is arguable 

that paint should not have such a stigma attached to 

it in architectural circles. 

During his lifetime, the late Ricardo Legoretta was 

highly influenced by coloured landscapes. When the 

Mexican Government decided to remodel typical Mexi-

can towns by painting them white, he sought after the 

opinions of local inhabitants to decipher whether or not 

the whitening was deemed acceptable by them. When 

asked about the change, an elderly lady gave an ar-

resting reply: ‘For Mexicans, white is not a colour”.18  
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Corbusier was averse to colour used for ornamental 

purpose. “Decoration”, he stated in his chapter on 

The Ripolin Law, “is of a sensorial and elementary 

order, as is colour, and it is suited to simple races, 

peasants and savages.”19  His use of colour after 

Vers Une Architecture in 1923 seemed to have taken 

a dramatic shift from the previously purist-painting-in-

spired employment he had availed of before.20 This 

is particularly evident in the villa he designed for the 

banker Raoul la Roche in 1925, where the white of 

the walls are painted in such a way that evidence of 

the paint itself dissolves, along with the walls them-

selves; a demonstration of the Law of Ripolin promot-

ed by the architect. The dissolution of form by colour 

in this instance is similar to Turrell’s Ganzfeld’s. 

The ideologies that Corbusier advocated here in rela-

tion to purification originated through clothing and peo-

ple’s attitudes toward the garments they wore. Even 

the amount of ornamentation on clothing was con-

trolled by law at one point.21 However, the honoring 

of white fabric did nothing to create a uniform neutral 

society; it may have even intensified social divide 

which became more transparent through the articulation 

of just how white a piece of clothing appeared. 

Eventually, cleanliness became just another grade 

of distinction, another badge of honour, and another 

status of societal worthiness in a commonality that is 

akin to the disconnection of classes.
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Colour as Ornamentation: An evaluation.

It will always exist, and perhaps should always exist, 

despite not being the most profound or tasteful form 

of colour. It is an expression of identity, sometimes 

not always the greatest articulation of taste but always 

the expression of freedom, freedom to have “good” 

or “bad” taste. Much in the same way that I do not 

believe a class-less society will ever prevail, ornament 

can never be abolished or disqualified. In the same 

way that graffiti artists feel the need to bring colour to 

streets, whether to share their opinions anonymously 

with the passerby or simply to stamp their presence 

on a place, people have the same inherent longing to 

be surrounded by it. Through his street art, Banksy 

made poignant non-verbal commentaries on what 

he saw as a degenerate society in a bid to stir the 
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emotions of the mass, whilst aggravating the minori-

ty. Koolhaas’ EU Barcode which merged the flags of 

EU member states into a single colourful image was 

effective as it symbolized both the integrity of a unan-

imous common effort, whilst retaining the individual 

cultural identities pertaining to each country; another 

architecturally inspired example of colour taking to the 

political stage. 

Only with the annihilation of society as a whole 

can we be brought to a ground-zero-like state of a 

class-less society. We can aspire to a more egali-

tarian society. We can introduce non-capitalist open 

spaces where people are free to roam at will, we can 

advocate for and develop better routes for cheaper 

forms of public transport, and we can promote a more 

stable, kinder approach in society through architecture.

My view on the ornamental application of colour 

is based fundamentally on attempting to imagine a 

colourless world versus one that expresses colour. 

First and foremost, I believe there will always be a 

need for both community and individual expression; a 

constant pushing and pulling between the two. The 

expression that no-man is an island is perfectly valid, 

and Jon Krakauer’s “...happiness [is] only real when 

shared” for me is the essence of brotherhood and 

solidarity. But equally significant is the need in society, 

and for society, to express ones unique identity that 

has been entrusted only upon the individual... some-

thing that takes place on a daily basis through the 

graffitying of pavements, the wearing of make-up or 

bright clothing, even the distasteful cladding of build-

ings... Yes taste is a question, but a question that 

will never be clarified unanimously.
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Conclusion|Imagining the coloured city

If we were to take the concrete jungle within the 

palms of our warm hands and re-shape it like play-

dough under the terms of colour, what would it look 

like? Would all curvaceous forms of architecture be-

come a beautiful blue in accordance with Kandinsky’s 

theories, all cubic volumes represented by yellow? 

Would each individual work of ar[t]chitecture’s colour 

pallet be tuned in order to contrast or compliment the 

sun’s radiation, and change hourly with it? Or instead 

of taking our children to the park to play, could they 

instead be free to roam the cities streets, painting 

as they go, under the guidance of their teacher the 

graffiti artist?

All theories on colour are delightful and compelling. 

They stimulate the mute brain, focus the lazy eye and 

set the chained soul loose. A definitive conclusion of 

its worthiness or it’s optimum condition in the built 

environment may not even exist in something which 

bears so subjective and personal an experience. How

ever, James Turrell none-the-less achieves something 

quite remarkable; the simultaneous harnessing and 

liberating of colour to permeate all else.

The city as a total work of art, as an artist’s studio 

or child’s playground is a fun, yet difficult thing to 

come to terms with. Would universal colour itself be-

come boring or overbearing, or both, the victim of an 

identity crisis? Possibly. But the antithesis of a co-

loured city, blank and unfulfilled, and terribly untouched 

must be as detrimental as the doom of Kowloon, for 

the absence of colour is the absence of light. Could 

Kowloon have been saved by colour? Perhaps...
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Ornament can be good. And colour can be great. 

Colour can be timeless and elegant, and exists in 

its most beautiful state when simply attached to it’s 

purist form; light. The suspension of colour in such a 

way that it becomes the world, and takes ownership 

of everything it sees is Turrell’s greatest achievement 

and gift.
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INTRODUCTION
�"�ŭ� 5��ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ �(�ŭ��3ŭ ��'�-ŭ1�-ŭ �ŭ
circus, a platform to exhibit their playfulness, 

imagination and curiosity. Indeed, a life of 

travel and performance almost became a re-

ality for the Eameses, as ‘they were about to 

�/�#.#)(ŭ�-ŭ�ŭ�&)1(ŭ��.ŭ1"�(ŭ�ŭ5(�(�#�&ŭ���&ŭ
related to the production of their plywood 

 /,(#./,�ŭ��-��ŭ."�#,ŭ5(�(�#�&ŭ1),,#�-ŭ�()/!"ŭ
to allow them to continue as designers.’1

��0�,."�&�--Ňŭ �"�,&�-ŭ �(�ŭ ��3ŭ ��'�-ŭ 1�,�ŭ
infatuated with the circus throughout their 

lives. They saw it as a place where ‘play and 

pleasure were to be taken seriously’.2 There 

was a level of organisation and communica-

tion between the performers and the ring 

master, the ‘lot boss’ and the ‘boss canvas man’ 

unseen by the spectator. ’In the actions of cir-

cus people waiting to rehearse or preparing 

to preform, there is a quality of beauty, which 

. . . has equal value in the circus, in the making 

of a work of art, and in science.’3

Left: Photograph taken 

by Charles Eames at the 

�#(!&#(!ŭ�,)."�,-ŭ��,-
num and Bailey Circus.
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The Eameses strived to achieve this level of 

communication for their projects and ideas. 

No matter how big or small, the projects and 

�2*�,#'�(.-ŭ."�.ŭ.))%ŭ*&���ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ� 5��ŭ) ŭ
�"�,&�-ŭ�(�ŭ��3ŭ��'�-ŭ��*.#0�.��ŭ."�#,ŭ�/�#-
ence and brought them on a voyage of dis-

covery. Their work as designers crossed many 

�#-�#*&#(�-Ňŭ�,�"#.��./,�Ňŭ /,(#./,�ŭ��-#!(Ňŭ5&'ŭ
making, photography, graphic design, prod-

uct design and exhibitions. Juggling this array 

of different methods of communication gave 

this husband and wife team certain ‘vigour’4  

and an unrestrained manner of expression. 

Just as their work as designers thrived to be all 

encompassing in the methods that they used, 

so too did the scale at which they worked. 

Scale is a conscious factor in all of the cre-

�.#)(-ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ��'�-ŭ� 5��ņŭ�"�ŭ')-.ŭ)�0#)/-ŭ
) ŭ �2�'*&�-ŭ ��#(!ŭ ."�ŭ 5&'ňŏŭ �)1�,-ŭ ) ŭ ��(ŏŭ
which stretches the observer’s imagination to 

appreciate the extremities of scale that make 

up the world we inhabit. Yet this is only one 

example of scale represented in the Eameses’ 

work. 

Below: Frames from the 

Eames’ Film ‘Powers of Ten’.
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Through their experimentation with ma-

terials, making and playing with toys and 

their fascination with different cultures, the 

Eameses developed an astute understanding 

of scale and a desire to communicate simple 

ideas to large audiences through their prod-

/�.-Ňŭ5&'-ŭ�(�ŭ�2"#�#.#)(-ņ
��ŭ -"�&&ŭ �2�'#(�ŭ ."�ŭ1),%ŭ ) ŭ ."�ŭ) 5��ŭ) ŭ
�"�,&�-ŭ �(�ŭ ��3ŭ ��'�-Ňŭ 5,-.ŭ �.ŭ ."�ŭ  �'#&#�,ŭ
human scale. Then focus in to the miniature, 

�2�'#(#(!ŭ ."�#,ŭ 1),%ŭ 1#."ŭ .)3-ŭ �(�ŭ 5&'-ņŭ
Subsequetly, we shall look at their work in 

the broader context of the global scale and 

the impact their work had on the world as a 

whole. As we will see, a certain continuity of 

philosophy connects these varying scales to 

make a cohearant, seemless body of work.
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THE FAMILIAR AND 
THE COMFORTABLE
We start our exploration of the Eameses in 

the comfortable surroundings of the human 

-��&�Ňŭ�'#�-.ŭ."�ŭ��,&3ŭ1),%ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ�/-3ŭ) 5��ņŭ
Many experiments can be found in the ear-

&3ŭ1),%ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ�(�ŭ��3ŭ��'�-ŭ1"#�"ŭ,�-

sulted in a greater understanding of material 

properties and the limitations of scale, espe-

cially in their moulded plywood experiments. 

This process of trial and error was facilitat-

ed by the development of the revolutionary 

‘Kazam! machine’, designed to create three 

dimensional compound curves. ‘The famous 

Eames moulded plywood chair of 1946 may 

be considered a brilliant failure, a partial solu-

tion to the challenge to making a chair out of 

�ŭ-#(!&�Ňŭ�)�3ŭ5..#(!ŭ-"�&&ņŏ5

The Eameses constantly developed proto-

types at full scale, as to test ideas at any other 

scale would be a labour spent in vain. They 

understood the importance of full scale mod-

els not just to be telling of form and aesthetic, 

but structure also. ‘As hard as they tried, the 

team soon discovered that plywood did not 

easily withstand the stresses produced at the 

intersection of the chairs seat and back.’  This 

was the harsh reality that faced the Eameses 

but they continued with their plywood ex-

periments and found many other inventive 

uses for their technology. 
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Above: The ‘Kazam! ma-

chine’ was used to create 

many early plywood 

experiments. 

Left: The Eames’ plywood 

expirements led to 

greater understanding of 

the material.
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What was born out of the moulded plywood 

experiments was a rich variety of products 

such as children’s furniture, moulded plywood 

animals, radio enclosures and moulded ply-

wood screens etc. The moulded plywood an-

imals took to the shape of circus animals such 

as ‘seals, horses and elephants’ as the ‘furniture 

making techniques could be adapted easily to 

the four legged animal forms’6. Although the 

animals were never commercially produced, 

this application of the Eameses experimental 

work was a sign of great things to come to 

the world of toys. In the ‘world of toys, he saw 

an ideal attitude for approaching the prob-

lems of design, because the world of the child 

lacks self-consciousness and embarrassment’7. 

The Eameses continued making their furni-

ture, yet this shift in scale, to see the world of 

design through the eyes of a child, changed 

the way they viewed their work, and changed 

."�ŭ�#,��.#)(ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ1),%ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ) 5��ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ
years to come.

�#!".ňŭ�"�ŭ��'�-ŏŭ
moulded plywood 

elephant.
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The Eames House, ‘became a kind of testing 

!,)/(�ŭ ),ŭ�&&ŭ."�ŭ1),%ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ) 5��ŏ8. Their 

chairs and furniture could be evaluated in the 

context of ‘simple objects… that revealed the 

same quiet elegance, truthfulness of materials, 

and expert craftsmanship that they sought in 

their own modern, mass produced work’9. The 

architecture of the Eames House was not in 

plan or section, but ‘was to be found in the 

details of their daily life,’10 in the arrangement 

and ‘rearrangement of collectables’ and ob-

jects that appealed to them. According to 

��3ŭ ��'�-Ňŭ ��"#(�ŭ ."�-�ŭ (/'�,)/-ŭ )�$��.-Ňŭ
“the structure long ago ceased to exist, I am 

not aware of it”11. 

The Eames House became their longest run-

(#(!ŭ *,)$��.Ňŭ ŏ�"�ŭ 6)),ŭ ��.��ŭ �-ŭ �ŭ ��(0�-Ňŏ12  
��3ŭ��'�-ŏ-ŭ*�#(.#(!ŭ"/(!ŭ ,)'ŭ."�ŭ��#&#(!ŭ#(ŭ
the double height living space. Edward Car-

penter described it as an ‘Aladdin’s cave’ full 

of “lovingly positioned collections of shells, 

baskets, blankets, mats, candles, pillows, pots, 

plants, sculpture, chairs . . . which add texture, 

form space, play with the light that comes 

subtly, with constant change, through the 

houses transparent and translucent shell”13.  

The Eames House was not only a ‘background 

for life and work’14 , it was a ‘conductive en-

vironment for the playing out of rituals’15 of 

everyday living for the Eameses. 

Although it was quite small it facilitated all 

."�.ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ�(�ŭ��3ŭ,�+/#,��ŭ) ŭ#.ņŭŎ	.ŭ1�-
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through displays of objects (some very per-

sonal) that the Eames personalised their pre-

fabricated house and transformed it into a 

home’. This ‘functioning decoration’16 trans-

formed their house from a cold metal frame 

to a series of spaces full of sensual experi-

ence and fun. Described by Charles Eames as 

a “cabinet of curiosity”17, the contents of the 

Eames House were sure to stimulate both 

body and mind.

Below: The Eames House 

was full of many differnet 

objects of different origin. 
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In these initial years, working on all manners 

of projects at full scale, the Eameses learned 

many valuable lessons through experiments 

with materials and structure. They had de-

signed their plywood splints around a mould 

of a human leg. Similarly, the starting point for 

their moulded plywood chairs was a survey 

of many people’s spines, with many different 

curvatures. Working with full scale models the 

Eameses could successfully evaluate a good 

prototype from a bad one based on how it 

‘addresses the need’. They juggled ‘constraints 

of price, of size, of strength, balance, of sur-

face, of time’, but also embraced them and 

‘willingly accepted’18 the knock on effects on 

their designs. 

Left: The Eameses 

gathered information on 

different spine curva-

tures before designing 

their chairs.
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TOYS, TRAINS AND TOPS
� .�,ŭ."�#,ŭ5,-.ŭ������ŭ) ŭ��-#!(Ňŭ."�ŭ��'�-�-ŭ
could afford to relax a little, enjoy them-

selves, and pursue a variety of other projects. 

�")-�ŭ."�.ŭ	ŭ5(�ŭ')-.ŭ#(.�,�-.#(!ŭ�,�ŭ�ŭ,�(!�ŭ
of toys, stretching from cardboard toy masks 

to ‘The Toy’, and subsequently ‘The Little Toy’. 

The reason they began to design and make 

toys was because ‘they wanted them for their 

grandchildren’19. 

They were interested in how the use of a toy 

could change with scale, from something to 

play in to something to play with.  ‘The Toy’ 

consisted of ‘large colourful easy to assem-

ble’20  panels that could be made into count-

less types of play spaces depending on the 

imagination of the user. The Eameses later 

tampered with the scale of the design to cre-

ate ‘The Little Toy’ which was to play ‘with’ as 

opposed to ‘in’. Similarly the’ House of Cards’ 

was later rescaled to enclose larger volumes 

in the ‘Giant House of Cards’, completely 

changing the use of the toy.

ŭ Ŏ�"�,&�-ŭ �(�ŭ ��3ŏ-ŭ 0#�1ŭ ) ŭ .)3-ŭ 1�-ŭ (�0�,ŭ
frivolous. There was always something to be 

learned by both adults and children.’21  With 

."�#,ŭ,��)(5!/,�.#)(ŭ) ŭ."�-�ŭ.)3-ŭ�3ŭ-#'*&3ŭ
changing the scale slightly, they have shown 

us that scale plays a key role in how we use 

spaces, even imagined ones.
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Left: ‘The Toy’ could be 

used to create spaces to 

play in.

�#!".ňŏ�"�ŭ�#..&�ŭ�)3ŏŭ
could create spaces to 

play with.
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The Eameses were truly fascinated by toys, 

they were ‘. . . master practitioners of play 

because they are so deeply grounded in the 

joy of how things work.’22 Among over one 

"/(�,��ŭ5&'-ŭ�,��.��ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ� 5��ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ
�(�ŭ��3ŭ��'�-Ňŭ."�,�ŭ�,�ŭ-�0�,�&ŭ1"#�"ŭ���&ŭ
with toys alone. Some interesting incites and 

discoveries can be found if we look beneath 

."�ŭ -/, ���ņŭ Ŏ�"#-ŭ #-ŭ �ŭ 5&'ŭ ��)/.ŭ .)3ŭ .,�#(-ņŭ
These are real toys, not scale models. That 

doesn’t mean toys are good and scale models 

are bad, but they are different. Most of the 

trains we use are old and some are quite old. 

The reason for this is perhaps that in the more 

recent years, we seem to have lost the knack 

of making real toys. Most old ones have a di-

rect and unembarrassed manner, that give us 

a special kind of pleasure. A pleasure different 

from the admiration we may feel for the per-

fect little copy of the real thing. 

�#!".ňŭ�,�'�ŭŭ ,)'ŭ."�ŭ
5&'ňŭŏ�)���.�ŭ ),ŭ�)3ŭ

Trains’, showing the 

workmanship involved in 
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In a good old toy, there is an attempt to be 

nothing self-conscious about the use of ma-

terials. What is wood is wood, what is tin is 

tin, what is cast is beautifully cast. It is possible 

that somewhere in all this is a clue to what 

sets the creative climate of any time includ-

ing our own. Anyway, let’s take a close look at 

some real toy trains.’23 The script of ‘Toccata 

for Toy Trains’ underlines the differences be-

tween toys and scaled models regarding ma-

terial and use, but also raises questions about 

individuality versus mass production. Charles 

motto, ‘Create the ‘most of the best for the 

greatest number of people for the least’, fur-

ther highlights this paradox.

Left: Frame  from the 

5&'ňŏŭŭ�)���.�ŭ ),ŭ�)3ŭ
Trains’, showing the  

truthfullness of amteri-

al used,’what is wood is 
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�"�ŭ ��'�-�-ŭ1�(.��ŭ ."�#,ŭ 5&'-ŭ .)ŭ �)''/-

nicate a message to the world. They were 

masters at creating ‘pure cinema’. Even with-

)/.ŭ(�,,�.#)(ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ5&'ŭŎ�)*-ŏŭ."�3ŭ�)/&�ŭ-)ŭ
powerfully convey an idea which was ‘well 

received by physicists and astronomers who 

5(�ŭ #(ŭ #.ŭ �2�'*&�-ŭ ) ŭ ."�ŭ -�'�ŭ -*#(ŭ ."�.ŭ #-ŭ
everywhere, in sea and air, in planets, com-

ets, stars, galaxies – in every proton.’24  What 

is fascinating in the ‘universality’ of these small 

toy tops. 

Many, many tops were collected by the 

Eameses from countries like ‘China, Japan, In-

dia, the United States, France and England,’25  

�&&ŭ �)'#(!ŭ .)!�."�,ŭ )(ŭ 5&'ŭ .)ŭ �&�!�(.&3ŭ
convey a message of a different scale.  This 

blurring of the boundaries between what is 

art, and what is science is something that the 

Eames strived to achieve. Beautifully com-

*)-��Ňŭ ."�ŭ 5&'ŭ Ŏ�)*-ŏŭ "��ŭ �(ŭ Ŏ)*�(ŭ �(���Ňŭ
searching, haunting quality’.26 The tops are 

wound, brought to life and die. 

	.ŭ -")1-ŭ ."�ŭ ���/.3ŭ ) ŭ �ŭ -�#�(.#5�ŭ *,#(�#*&�ŭ
brought to life without one word spoken. 

Needless to say ,’Tops’ can and should also be 

enjoyed as a simply delightful display of toys. 
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	(ŭ'�(3ŭ1�3-ŭ."�ŭ� 5��ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ�(�ŭ��3ŭ
Eames was beginning to feel like a circus. Un-

dertaking many projects at the same time; 

the Eameses carried with them something of 

the high level of organisation and communi-

cation, as well as the playfulness and excite-

'�(.ŭ 3)/ŭ 1)/&�ŭ �2*��.ŭ .)ŭ 5(�ŭ ."�,�ņŭ �"�ŭ
playful attitude adopted by the Eameses in 

everything they done, was a work philosophy. 

They felt ‘as much or more could be learned 

from such activity as from work’27. It is no sur-

prise then, that they surrounded themselves 

with toys as ‘examples of principles or aspects 

of design.’28  The presence of toys in the work 

of the Eameses is a bid to interpret the world 

through the eyes of a child, through the use 

of toys the Eameses could see the world in an 

unselfconscious, unembarrassed way. 

Above: A collection of tops 

from all around the world 

used in the making of the 

5&'ņ
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GLOBAL 
COMMUNICATION
In later years, the Eameses concerned them-

selves less with furniture and products and 

put their minds to education and science. 

�"�#,ŭ1),%ŭ1#."ŭ5&'-ŭ �(�ŭ .)3-ŭ -�,0��ŭ ."�'ŭ
1�&&ŭ�-ŭ�ŭ-.�**#(!ŭ-.)(�ŭ#(.)ŭ."�ŭ5�&�ŭ) ŭ�2"#-
bitions and multi-screen presentations. They 

discovered that ‘one of the best kept secrets 

in science is how unpompus scientists are at 

their science and, the amount of honest fun 

that for them is a part of it.’29

�"�ŭ) 5��ŭ*,)�/���ŭ'�(3ŭ�2"#�#.#)(-ŭ#(�&/�-

ing the acclaimed ‘Mathematica’ and the less 

successful ‘The World of Franklin and Jeffer-

son’. ‘ Mathematica has often been used as 

the model for exhibitions on science, its lon-

gevity and continuing popularity are proof of 

its value’30 One of the reasons for its success 

was that it commanded its audience’s atten-

tion, involving all their senses with ‘mechani-

cal interactive demonstrations.’31

The ‘peep shows’ present, were used to ex-

plain different mathematical principles. The 

peep show ‘2n’ , in some ways a predecessor 

of ‘Powers of Ten’. Its demonstration of ex-

ponentiation was an ‘impressive visual spec-

tacle.’32  Although ‘The World of Franklin and 

Jefferson’ met widely appreciative audiences 

on its European tour, it got a mixed reaction 

at home in America. Nevertheless, it was a 
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sign that the Eameses were ready to perform 

on the world stage. 

�"�ŭ 5&'ňŭ ŏ�ŭ �)''/(#��.#)(-ŭ �,#'�,ŏŇŭ �.-
tempts to humanise the functions of the com-

puter with the use of simple images of human 

communication. A smile, for instance is ‘be-

yond the barriers of language and custom.’33  

It can be interpreted to mean the same thing 

by anyone from any cultural background. 

The use of such simple truths to explain the 

seemingly complex and daunting workings of 

�ŭĂĊĆāŏ-ŭ�)'*/.�,ŭ'���ŭ."�ŭ��'�-�-ŭ5&'ŭŎ�ŭ
Communications Primer’ one of their most 

-/���-- /&ŭ-�#�(.#5�ŭ*,)$��.-ņŭ�"�ŭ��'�-�-ŭ�(-

joyed explaining complexity with the use of 

simple everyday objects. 

The Film: ‘Bread’, which looks at ‘the way bread 

is used in nutrition, bread as an art, bread as a 

political tool, bread as a symbol.’34 , is another 

great example of the ability the Eames had to 

look beyond the scale of their subject matter 

and to see it in its broadest context. Bread is

Left: A frame from the 

5&'Ňŭŏ�ŭ�)''/(#��.#)(-ŭ
Primer’, showing how 

noise can interrupt the 

message of a piece of 

art.
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simply bread to most, but ‘Charles felt that 

there was an urgent need to break down bar-

riers and to explore connections and conti-

nuities among disciplines in our increasingly 

specialized society.’35  The way to do this was 

by using every daily rituals, situations and ob-

jects as symbols, so that their idea could be 

understood by everyone. 

Charles explains his thinking on the use of ob-

ject of human scale to communicate an idea 

that before seemed beyond comprehension. 

“The symbol; the abstracting of an idea. Com-

munication at once anonymous and personal. 

Personal, because of the countless individu-

als that created its form. Each one that in his 

turn added something good or took some-

thing bad away. Anonymous, because of the 

numbers of individuals involved and because 

of their consistent attitude.”36  It is no wonder 

that the Eameses surrounded themselves with 

objects ‘gathered from all over the world’37 , 

they saw themselves as  communicators, and

Above: A frame from the 

5&'ŇŭŎ�,���ŏŭ1"#�"ŭ/-�-ŭ
bread as a symbol.
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to successfully communicate a message “the 

receiver must be able to decode something 

of what the transmitter coded or no informa-

tion gets to the destination at all.”38 Explaining 

ideas of global scale in terms of the human 

scale with the use of symbols, the Eameses be-

came effective global communicators. 

As the Eameses role as global communica-

tors became more and more prominent, they 

concentrated on multi-screen presentations 

Such as ’Glimpses of the USA’ and ‘House of 

Science for the IBM Pavilion at the New York 

World Fair. The Eameses endeavoured ‘their 

most ambitious attempt to teach one culture 

about another: the 1959 American National 

Exhibition in Moscow,’39 where they shared 

1#."ŭ."�#,ŭ�/�#�(��ŭ."�ŭ5&'ňŭŏ�&#'*-�-ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ
USA’. 

The presentation was envisaged as a message 

from one urban community to another, at a 

.#'�ŭ1"�(ŭ �)."ŭ "��ŭ "��ŭ ."�#,ŭ 5&&ŭ ) ŭ1),�-ŭ
but, the Eameses hoped, could still respond to 

visual images. ‘Imagery of daily rituals . . . and 

ordinary objects promoted popular culture as 

the currency of exchange between nations.’40 

Shown on the six large screens that spanned 

half the length of a football pitch were a 

number of slides of the build and natural en-

vironment of America; Skyscrapers, motor-

ways, bridges and aerial views of urban and 

suburban planning, the built texture of Amer-

#��ŭ1�-ŭ1�&&ŭ,�*,�-�(.��ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ5&'ņŭ
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What made it successful, however, was the 

presence of ‘the emotional side of everyday 

life that the Eameses considered usual’41. ‘The 

last few images were of people saying good-

night,’42 followed by the sentiment of a gift of 

6)1�,-Ňŭ Ŏ ),!�.ŭ'�ŭ().-ŏŭ �-ŭ ."�3ŭ1�,�Ňŭ !�0�ŭ
the presentation a very human feel. ‘The of-

 �,#(!ŭ ) ŭ 6)1�,-ŭ #-ŭ �ŭ /(#0�,-�&Ňŭ �0�(ŭ .,�(-"-

istorical, cultural gesture of welcome.’43 Evi-

dently this sentiment was graciously received 

�3ŭ."�ŭ�/�#�(��ŭ�-ŭ."�ŭ."��.,�ŭ6)),ŭ(�����ŭ
resurfacing three times during the short time 

it was on display.

Alas, never quite making their mark in the 

world of circus performance, the Eameses had 

found themselves a stage and a gracious audi-

ence. Learning from their travels to countries 

such as India, they carried with them lessons 

in design, like the ‘Lota’ used to carry water on 

one’s head. ‘To the Eameses the evolutionary 

design of the lota was a credible story on a 

cross cultural scale, proving the value of con-

nections between past and present, handcraft 

and machine made, foreign and native.’44 The 

Eameses could now see themselves as citizens 

of the universe, and what a wonderful idea 

that was. All they needed now was a medium 

in which to express it.
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Above: The multiscreen 

presentation.’ Glimpses of 

the USA’.

Below: Photograph of ‘lota’ taken 

by the Eameses from one of their 

many trips to India.
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POWERS OF TEN
We now turn to what many see as the pinna-

�&�ŭ) ŭ."�ŭ��'�-�-ŭ1),%ŭ#(ŭ."�ŭ-�#�(.#5�ŭ1),&�ņŭ
The ‘Powers of Ten’.  A personal guided tour 

of the known universe, from atom to cos-

mos. Symptoms include; initial loneliness of-

ten followed by shock and breathlessness. Its 

audience is everyone from ‘an interested ten 

year old’ to a ‘specialist’. Its goal is to give its 

audience an almost ‘physical as well as an in-

tellectual experience’45.  It presents the world 

as an arena of both continuity and change. As 

the observers change from power to power, 

we get a sense of the forces that are active in 

these worlds within our world, and beyond our 

world. ‘Stars shine, planets are round, bridges 

remain geologically rather small, cells divide 

rapidly, atoms randomly vibrate, electrons 

disobey Newton, all because of scale.’46 The 

5&'ŭ,�#-�-ŭ$/-.ŭ�-ŭ'�(3ŭ+/�-.#)(-ŭ�-ŭ#.ŭ�(-1�,-Ňŭ
as we are left with a strange double ended 

cliff hanger at the fringes of human under-

-.�(�#(!ņŭ�"�ŭ��'�-�-ŭ(),ŭ."�#,ŭ5&'ŭ�&�#'ŭ.)ŭ
know whats comes next. All they know is that 

‘tomorrow the view will differ; we hope it will 

be more penetrating, more inclusive, freer of 

misconception and more beautiful.’47

Like many of the Eames endevours, ‘Powers of 

Ten’ is set initially in the human scale, the fa-

miliar and the comfortable. ‘Imagine a human 

being scaled up to twice its size, keeping
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all proportions the same, and you imagine a 

structure whose bones will collapse under its 

own weight’48, this undeniable truth is a stark 

reminder of the fragility of the human scale. 

Yet, as architects we often submerge our ideas 

into objects we label as ‘scaled models’. ‘Human 

technology naturaly must obey the same rules.’49 

The Eameses solution to this can be seen in their 

work. Making models at ‘full scale’, as to never 

be fooled about the limits of a certain material. 

‘Deep inside matter, the atoms do not change 

in size as the size of the creature increases. The 

scale model is inconsistent. The stamp of intrin-

sic size is held in the nature of the atom.’50 Scale 

is a delicate constraint, but it is one we must 

‘willingly accept’ in the world of design. Has the 

usefulness of the ‘scale model’ been impeded? 

They are less than truthful of structure, load or 

relationship to the human scale.

Below: Frames from the 

5&'ňŭŏ�)1�,-ŭ) ŭ��(ŏŭ��)/.ŭ
the relative size of things 

in the Universe.
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CONCLUSION
The attitude toward design that existed in the 

� 5��ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ�(�ŭ��3ŭ��'�-ŭ1�-ŭ)(�ŭ) ŭ
enthusiasm, pleasure and playfulness. It is this 

attitude that carries through in every proj-

ect they applied themselves to. At every scale 

they worked at they brought a fun new way of 

looking at the world ’from house to cabinets, 

to childrens furniture, to toys, to minitures. 

Even the architectural models were treated 

like toys, played with by excited architects 

and clients acting like curious children.’51  

They understood the intimacy of the human 

scale, and when it mattered most to be able 

to show it, as in ‘Glimpses of the USA’. Their 

1),%ŭ 1#."ŭ .)3-ŭ 1#."#(ŭ 5&'ŭ #-ŭ �)."ŭ ()-.�&!#�ŭ
and incisive. The Eameses vision of the circus 

as ‘. . . an arena in which so many problems of 

communication seem to dissolve or be irrel-

evant’52, rings through. Breaking down these 

barriers of communication was an implicit 

part of their work. 

The Eameses discovered that complex ideas 

could be explained with the use of simple 

objects and toys, and through teaching with 

this playful discovery as a catalyst, they could 

communicate ideas of universal relevance 

at ease. The distinction used to differentiate 

between ‘toys’ and ‘scaled models’ in ‘Tocca-

ta for Toy Trains’, questions the usefulness of 

‘scaled models’. It favours ‘toys’ because of 

their direct and unembarrassed manner. 
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Perhaps we could use more toys in the archi-

.��./,�&ŭ1),&�ŭ.)��3ņŭ	 ŭ."�ŭ� 5��ŭ) ŭ�"�,&�-ŭ
�(�ŭ��3ŭ��'�-ŭ1�-ŭ�ŭ�#,�/-Ňŭ."�(ŭ."�#,ŭ!,�(�ŭ
5(�&�ŭ 1�-ŭ ��,.�#(&3ŭ Ŏ�)1�,-ŭ ) ŭ ��(ŏņŏŭ �)ŭ ."�ŭ
Eameses, the circus was an ‘event that offered 

a multitude of experience for the visitor – 

something for everybody, and more than 

could be taken in on one viewing or visit.’53  

‘Powers of ten’ certainly enthrals its audience, 

leaving them wide eyed and hungry to learn 

more.
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/ŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƟŽŶ�

WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ǁŚŝĐŚ� ŝƐ�ĂŶ� ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐůǇ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ� ƚĞƌŵ�ŚĂƐ�ŵĂŶǇ� ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĂŶĚ�
ĐŽŶŶŽƚĂƟŽŶƐ�ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝƚ͘�dŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ďƵŝůƚ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ�ŝƐ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ŽĨ�ĐŝƟĞƐ�ƚŽĚĂǇ͘�,Žǁ�ǁĞ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ�ĐŝƟĞƐ�ŝƐ�ĂůƐŽ�
ĐŽŶƐƚĂŶƚůǇ�ĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ͘�DĂŶǇ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ŽŶůǇ�ƐĞĞ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ŝƚƐ�ŵĂŝŶ�ĂƩƌĂĐƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŽ�
ĚŽ�ŶŽƚ�ŐĞƚ�ƌĞĂů�ĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ďƵŝůƚ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͘��Ǉ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�
ĂŶĚ��ĠƌŝǀĞ�ŽŶĞ�ĐĂŶ�ƐĞĞ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ� ŝŶ�Ă�ǁŚŽůĞ�ŶĞǁ�ǁĂǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�ďǇ�ĐŚĂŶĐĞ�ŽŶ�ŶĞǁ�
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ͘

/�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞĚ�ĂŶ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ͕�tŚŝůĞ�ŚĂǀŝŶŐ�Ă�ĚƌŝŶŬ�ĂŌĞƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŝŶ�EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ͘�
�� ĨƌŝĞŶĚ� ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ�ǁĞ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ŐŽ� ƚŽ�ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ�ďĂƌ�ĂŶĚ� ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚ�ŽĨ�ƉůĂŶŶŝŶŐ�ǁŚĞƌĞ� ƚŽ�
ŐŽ�ǁĞ�ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�ǁĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ũƵƐƚ�ǁĂůŬ�ĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƐĞĞ�ǁŚĂƚ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶĞĚ͘�^ŚŽƌƚůǇ�ĂŌĞƌ�
ůĞĂǀŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂƌ�ǁĞ�ĨŽƵŶĚ�Ă�<ŽƌĞĂŶ�ZĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�ǁĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŐĞƚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĨŽŽĚ�
ďĞĨŽƌĞ�ĐŽŶƟŶƵŝŶŐ͘�/Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶĚ�ǁĞ�ƐƚĂǇĞĚ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�Ăůů�ŶŝŐŚƚ�ĐŚĂƫŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�<ŽƌĞĂŶ�ŽǁŶĞƌƐ�
ĂŶĚ�ŚĂǀŝŶŐ�ƐŽŵĞ�̂ ĂŬĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞŵ͘�/Ĩ�ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ŶŽƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐŚŽŽƐŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ǁĂůŬ�ĂŝŵůĞƐƐůǇ�ǁĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�
ŶĞǀĞƌ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŚĂĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͘�

�ůƚŚŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐ�ŚĂǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ĨŽƌ�ŵĂŶǇ�ǇĞĂƌƐ͕�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ŽŶůǇ�ƐŝŶĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�
ϭϵϴϬ Ɛ͛�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĐŽŵĞ�ƚŽ�ǁŝĚĞƐƉƌĞĂĚ�ĂĐĐĞƉƚĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�
ƐƉĂĐĞ͘�dŚŝƐ�ŚĂƐ�ůĞĚ�ƚŽ�Ă�ŚƵŐĞ�ƌĞƐƵƌŐĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ŽĨ�WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĂƐ-
ƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐ͘���ůŽƚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ŶŽǁ�ŐŽĞƐ�ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƉƵď-
ůŝĐ�ƐƉĂĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŚŽǁ�ƚŚĞǇ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŝŶ�ůĂƌŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŵĂůů�ƐĐĂůĞ�ĐŝƟĞƐ͘�WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇ�ŵĂŶǇ�ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�
Ă� ƐŝŵƉůĞ� ƐƋƵĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�ŐƌĞĞŶ� ƐƉĂĐĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ� ƐƵĸĐĞ� ĨŽƌ�Ă�ƉƵďůŝĐ�ĂŵĞŶŝƚǇ͕ �ŶŽǁ� ƚŚĞ�ĂĐƚƵĂů�
ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƉĂĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƚƐ�ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƌ�ŽĨ�ĂŶ�
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů�ŝƐ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ͘�/�Ăŵ�ĚĞůŝŐŚƚĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚ�
ďǇ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŵŝŶĚƐĞƚ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�/�ĞǆƉĞĐƚ�ǁŝůů�ŚĂǀĞ�Ă�ǀĞƌǇ�ďŝŐ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ŝŶ�ĂƌĞĂƐ�ŽĨ�ĐŝƟĞƐ͕�ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�
ǁŚŝĐŚ�/�ŚĂǀĞ�ĂůƌĞĂĚǇ�ƐĞĞŶ�ŝŶ�ŵǇ�ŚŽŵĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�>ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ͘�/�ǁŝůů�ŽƵƚůŝŶĞ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŵǇ�ŵǇ�ŽǁŶ�
ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚƐ�ŽŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĞĐŽŶĚ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞǆƚ͘�
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PART ONE 

Chapter One

Development of the Situationist International 
Movement

dŚĞ� ĨŽĐƵƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚŝƐ� ĞƐƐĂǇ� ĂŝŵƐ� ƚŽ�
ůŽŽŬ� Ăƚ� ƉƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ� ĂƐ� Ă� ĨƵŶĚĂ-
ŵĞŶƚĂů� ŝĚĞĂ� ƚŚĂƚ� ŝƐ� ďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐ� ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐ-
ŝŶŐůǇ� ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ� ŝŶ� ŵŽĚĞƌŶ� ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƵƌĞ�
ĂŶĚ� ŝŶŇƵĞŶĐŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ� ǁĂǇ� ŝŶ� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁĞ�
ĚĞƐŝŐŶ� ŽƵƌ� ĐŝƟĞƐ͘� dŚĞ� ŽƌŝŐŝŶƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚŝƐ�
ƚŽƉŝĐ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĨŽƵŶĚ�ĂƐ�ĨĂƌ�ĂƐ�ϭϳϬϬ Ɛ͛͘�/ƚƐ�
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĂƩƌŝďƵƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŶǇ�
ŶŽǀĞůŝƐƚƐ͕�ƉŽĞƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŽƌŝƐƚƐ�ŽǀĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�
ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ� ĐĞŶƚƵƌŝĞƐ� ĨƌŽŵ��ĂŶŝĞů� �ĂĨŽĞ�
ĂŶĚ�tŝůůŝĂŵ��ůĂŬĞ�ƚŽ�dŚŽŵĂƐ�ĚĞ�YƵŝŶĐ-
ĞǇ�ĂŶĚ�ZŽďĞƌƚ�>ŽƵŝƐ�^ƚĞǀĞŶƐŽŶ͕�

dŚĞ� ŝĚĞĂ� ŽĨ� WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�
ďĞĐĂŵĞ�ŵŽƌĞ�ŵĂŝŶƐƚƌĞĂŵ� ĂŶĚ� ĐĂƵŐŚƚ�
ƚŚĞ�ƉƵďůŝĐƐ�ĂƩĞŶƟŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ϭϵϲϬ Ɛ͛�ĂŶĚ�
ϳϬ Ɛ͛�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ�
&ƌĂŶĐĞ͘� /ƚ� ǁĂƐ� 'ƵǇ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ǁŚŽ� ƚŽŽŬ�
ƚŚĞƐĞ� ŝĚĞĂƐ� ĂŶĚ� ƐƉƵƌƌĞĚ� ƚŚĞŵ� ŝŶƚŽ� Ă�
ďƌŽĂĚĞƌ�ĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞ͘�/Ŷ�ƌĞĐĞŶƚ�ƟŵĞƐ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�
ŚĂƐ� ďĞĞŶ� Ă� ƌĞǀŝǀĂů� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞƐĞ� ŝĚĞĂƐ� ĂŶĚ�
ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐƐ͘� /� ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ� ƚŚŝƐ� ŶĞǁ� ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ�
ŝŶ�ƐƵĐŚ�ƚŽƉŝĐƐ�ŝƐ�ƐƚĂƌƟŶŐ�ƚŽ�ŝŶŇƵĞŶĐĞ�Ă�
ŶĞǁ�ŐĞŶĞƌĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǇŽƵŶŐĞƌ�ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐ�ŝŶ�
ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ƉƌĂĐƟĐĞ͘�

dŽ� ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ-
ŝƐƚ� ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ� ǁĞ� ŵƵƐƚ� ĐŽŵŵĞŶĐĞ�
ŽƵƌ�ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ�ƐŽŵĞ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ďĞĨŽƌĞ�ŝƚƐ�ĂĐ-

ƚƵĂů� ĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͘�Ɛ� ƚŚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ� ŝƚƐĞůĨ�
ǁĂƐ� ĨŽƌŵĞĚ�ĨƌŽŵ�Ă�ĐŽůůĞĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�
ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘�

/Ŷ� ƚŚĞ�ĞĂƌůǇ�ϮϬƚŚ� ĐĞŶƚƵƌǇ�ŵĂŶǇ�
ŶĞǁ� ĂƌƟƐƟĐ� ŐƌŽƵƉ� ĞŵĞƌŐĞĚ͘� dǁŽ� ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞƐĞ� ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ� ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ� ǁĞƌĞ�
�ĂĚĂŝƐŵ� ĂŶĚ� ůĂƚĞƌ� ^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐŵ͘� �ĂĚĂ-
ǁŝƐŵ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞĚ�ĂƐ�Ă�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŽ�tŽƌůĚ�
tĂƌ�KŶĞ͘�dŚĞǇ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŽůŽŶŝĂůŝƐƚƐ� ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ĐĂƵƐĞĚ� ƚŚĞ�
ǁĂƌ͘ � dŚĞŝƌ� ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ� ǁĂƐ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ� ƚŚĞ�
ǀŝƐƵĂů�ĂƌƚƐ͕� ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ͕�ƉŽĞƚƌǇ�Ăƌƚ͕�ŵĂŶ-
ŝĨĞƐƚŽĞƐ� ĂŶĚ� Ăƌƚ� ƚŚĞŽƌǇ͘� dŚĞ� �ĂĚĂŝƐŵ�
ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ĞŵďƌĂĐĞĚ�ĐŚĂŽƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƌƌĂƟŽ-
ŶĂůŝƚǇ͕ �ƌĞũĞĐƟŶŐ�ůŽŐŝĐ͘�&ƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ͕�
^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐŵ�ŐƌĞǁ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ϭϵϮϬ Ɛ͛�ĂŶĚ�ǁĂƐ�
ďĂƐĞĚ�ŵŽƐƚůǇ� ŝŶ� WĂƌŝƐ͘� dŚĞ� ŐƌŽƵƉ� ǁĂƐ�
ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶŝǌĞ�ŚƵŵĂŶ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝ-
ĞŶĐĞ�ďǇ�ŵĂŬŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞŵ�ĨƌĞĞ�ŽĨ�ƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƟǀĞ�
ĐƵƐƚŽŵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ͘�

/Ŷ� ƚŚĞ� ĞĂƌůǇ� ϭϵϰϬ Ɛ͛� /ƐŝĚŽƌĞ� /ƐŽƵ�
ƚŽŽŬ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚĞŽƌĞƟĐĂů�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�
ďŽƚŚ� ƚŚĞ� �ĂĚĂ� ĂŶĚ� ^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐŵ� ŵŽǀĞ-
ŵĞŶƚƐ� ƚŽ� ĨŽƌŵ� >ĞƩƌŝƐŵ͘� dŚĞ� ŐƌŽƵƉ�
ƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚ� ŵĂŶǇ� ǁŽƌŬƐ� ŽǀĞƌ� ƚŚĞ� ƐƵď-
ƐĞƋƵĞŶƚ� ǇĞĂƌƐ� ƌĂŶŐŝŶŐ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƉŽĞƚƌǇ� ƚŽ�
ůĂƌŐĞ�ůŝƚĞƌĂƌǇ�ƚĞǆƚƐ͘�KŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�
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'ƵǇ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ǁŚŽ� ũŽŝŶĞĚ� ŝŶ�ϭϵϱϭ͕�ĂŌĞƌ�
ŵĞĞƟŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ�ŐƌŽƵƉ� ŝŶ��ĂŶŶĞƐ�ĚĞ-
ĐŝĚĞĚ� ƚŽ� ƐƉŝůƚ� ĂŶĚ� ĨŽƌŵ�ŚŝƐ�ŽǁŶ�ŐƌŽƵƉ�
ƚŚĞ� >ĞƩĞƌŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͘� dŚŝƐ� ŐƌŽƵƉ�
ĚŝĚ�ŶŽƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŝŶ�ĐŽŵŵŽŶ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĨŽƌŵĞƌ�ĂŶĚ�ǁĂƐ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�Ă�ƉƌĞĐƵƌƐŽƌ�
ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ͘�/ƚ�ǁĂƐ�ŚĞƌĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�
ďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐƐ� ŽĨ� �ĞďŽƌĚ Ɛ͛� ŝĚĞĂƐ� ŽŶ� WƐǇ-
ĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ� ǁĞƌĞ� ƚŽ� ďĞ� ŚŽŶĞĚ� ĂŶĚ�
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ͘�ƵƌŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƉĞƌŝŽĚ� ĚĞďŽƌĚ�
ǁƌŽƚĞ�ŚŝƐ� “Theory of the dérive”� ĂŶĚ� /ǀĂŶ�
�ŚƚĐŚĞŐůŽǀ͕ �Ă�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ƚŚĞŽƌŝƐƚ�ǁƌŽƚĞ�ŚŝƐ�
ǁŽƌŬ�“Formulary for new Urbanism”.1 /Ŷ�ƚŚŝƐ�
�ŚƚĐŚĞŐůŽǀ�ƉƵƐŚĞĚ�ĨŽƌ�Ă�ŶĞǁ�ĐŝƚǇ�ǁĞƌĞ�
“Everyone will live in their own personal ca-
thedral. There will be rooms more conducive 
to dreams than any drug, and houses where 
one cannot help but love.”2 

&ƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ǁŽƌŬƐ�ĂŶĚ�ǁƌŝƟŶŐƐ͕�
^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� ƚŚĞŽƌǇ� ďĞŐĂŶ� ƚŽ� ĚĞǀĞů-
ŽƉ͕ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƌĞǀŽůǀĞĚ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐ-
ƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ĐŝƟĞƐ�ĂůŽŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĮĞůĚ�ŽĨ�ƉƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ǁĂƐ�ƉƌŽƉĞƌůǇ�
ĚĞĮŶĞĚ�ĂƐ�œ�WKH�VWXG\�RI�WKH�VSHFLŵF�HIIHFWV�
of the geographical environment, consciously 
organized or not, on the emotions and behav-
ior of individuals.”3 

/ƚ�ǁĂƐ�ĮŶĂůůǇ�ŝŶ�:ƵůǇ�ŽĨ�ϭϵϱϳ�ƚŚĂƚ�
�ĞďŽƌĚ�ĂůŽŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ��ƐŐĞƌ�:ŽƌŶ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞĚ�
ƚŽ�ũŽŝŶ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŵƵĐŚ�ƐŵĂůůĞƌ�ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ�
ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ� ƐƵĐŚ� ĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� >ŽŶĚŽŶ� WƐǇ-
ĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚŝĐ��ƐƐŽĐŝĂƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� /Ŷ-
ƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĂŶ�ŝŵĂŐŝŶŝƐƚ�
ďĂƵŚĂƵƐ� ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ� >ĞƩĞƌŝƐƚ�
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ƚŽ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͘�

�Ŷ� ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ� ĂƐƉĞĐƚ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ�

^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ŝƐ� ƚŚĂƚ� ƚŚĞǇ�
ǁĞƌĞ� ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ� ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ� ƚŽ�ďĞŝŶŐ�
ƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ� ĂƐ� ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐŵ� ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ� ĂƐ�
�ĞďŽƌĚ�ĚĞĮŶĞƐ�ŝƚ�ĂƐ�“a meaningless term 
improperly derived from the above. There is 
no such thing as situationism, which would 
mean a doctrine for interpreting existing con-
ditions. The notion of situationism is obvious-
ly devised by anti-situationists.” 4

dŚĞǇ� ǁĞƌĞ� ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ� ƚŽ� Ăůů� ŝĚĞ-
ŽůŽŐǇ͘� /Ŷ� “The society of the spectacle”� ďǇ�
�ĞďŽƌĚ� ŚĞ� ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ� ŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇ� ĂƐ� “the 
abstract will to universality”͘� ,Ğ� ĨĞĞůƐ� ƚŚĂƚ�
Ăůů� ŝĚĞŽůŽŐŝĞƐ� ĂƌĞ� “repressive delusions.”5 
ǁŚŝĐŚ� ƚŽ� ƐŽŵĞ� ĐŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ƐĞĞŶ� ĂƐ� ĐŽŶ-
ƚƌĂĚŝĐƚŽƌǇ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞǇ� ůĂŝĚ�ŽƵƚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĨŽƌŵƐ�
ŽĨ�ĂŶ�ŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ϭϵϱϳ�ŵĂŶŝĨĞƐƚŽ͘�
tŚĂƚ� ƚŚĞǇ�ǁĞƌĞ� ƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ� ƚŽ� ĚŽ�ǁĂƐ� ƚŽ�
ĂƩĂĐŚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŽ�Ăůů�ĂƌĞĂƐ�ŽĨ�ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ�
ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�Ăƌƚ͕�ĮůŵƐ͕� ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĞǀĞŶ-
ƚƵĂůůǇ� ƚŽ� ƉƵƐŚ� ŵĂŶǇ� ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů� ƚŚĞŽƌŝĞƐ�
ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�ƐƚƌĞĂŵ�ŝĚĞĂůƐ͘��dŚĞǇ�ƚŽŽŬ�
ŝŶƐƉŝƌĂƟŽŶ�ĨƌŽŵ�DĂƌǆŝƐŵ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ϮϬƚŚ�
ĐĞŶƚƵƌǇ�ĂƌƟƐƟĐ�ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ͘�
dŚĞǇ�ǁĞƌĞ� ǀĞƌǇ�ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ� ƚŽ� ĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵ�
ĂŶĚ�ǁĞƌĞ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ� ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�
ŚƵŵĂŶ� ĚĞƐŝƌĞƐ� ĂŶĚ� ŚŽǁ� ďĞƐƚ� ƚŽ� ĨƵůĮůů�
ƚŚĞƐĞ͘�dŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�ŝĚĞĂ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ǁĂƐ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ� ŽĨ� ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶƐ� ǁŚŝĐŚ�
ǁŽƵůĚ� ŚĞůƉ� ƚŽ� ĨĂǀŽƌĂďůĞ� ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞ� ƚŚĞ�
ĨƵůĮůůŵĞŶƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŚƵŵĂŶ͘
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Figure One:
Slogan “La Lutte Continue” which became plastered around 
many wall of Paris as part of the May 1968 riots.
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Chapter Two 

Artistic and Poltical Differences 

tŚĞŶ� ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ� Ăƚ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶ-
ŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ƚŚĞƌĞ� ĂƌĞ� ƚǁŽ� ŵĂŝŶ�
ƉĞƌŝŽĚƐ͘� dŚĞ� ĮƌƐƚ� ǁĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ĂƌƟƐƟĐ� ƉĞ-
ƌŝŽĚ� ĨƌŽŵ� ϭϵϱϴͲϭϵϲϮ� ĂŶĚ� ƐĞĐŽŶĚ� ǁĂƐ�
ƚŚĞ� ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů� ƉĞƌŝŽĚ� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁĂƐ� ĨƌŽŵ�
ϭϵϲϯͲϭϵϲϴ͘� �ƵƌŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ� ĂƌƟƐƟĐ� ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�
ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͕� ƚŚĞǇ�
ĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�ƐŵĂůůĞƌ�
ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ�ĂƌƟƐƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŐƌŽƵƉƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ-
ŽƵƚ� �ƵƌŽƉĞ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶŐ� Ă� ďĂƐĞ� ŝŶ�
WĂƌŝƐ͘

�ƵƌŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�ŵĂŶǇ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ŝĚĞĂƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŚĂĚ�ďĞĞŶ�ƐƚĂƌƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�>Ğƚ-
ƚĞƌŝƐƚ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ǁĞƌĞ�ĞǆƉůŽƌĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�Ğǆ-
ƉĂŶĚĞĚ�ƵƉŽŶ͘� /ƚ�ǁĂƐ��ŚƚĐŚĞŐůŽǀƐ�ǀŝĞǁ�
ƚŚĂƚ� “a mental disease has swept the planet: 
banalisation.”6���ŬĞǇ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�
ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^/�ǁĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ƌĞũĞĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ� Ăƌƚ� ĂƐ� Ă�
ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞ�ĞŶƟƚǇ�ƚŽ�ƉŽůŝƟĐƐ͘�&Žƌ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƌĞĂ-
ƐŽŶ� ƚŚĞǇ� ƌĞĨƵƐĞĚ� ƚŽ� ƐƉŽŶƐŽƌ� ǁŽƌŬƐ� ŽĨ�
Ăƌƚ� ƚŚĂƚ� ǁŽƵůĚ� ũƵƐƚ� ŚĂǀĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƟƚůĞ� ŽĨ�
ďĞŝŶŐ� Ă� ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� ƉŝĞĐĞ� ďƵƚ� ŶŽŶĞ� ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ͘�/�ďĞůŝĞǀĞ�ƚŚŝƐ�ǁĂƐ�
ĚŽŶĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞ� ƚŽ�ŬĞĞƉ�Ă�ĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ�
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƚƌĂĚŝƟŽŶ-
Ăů� ĂǀĂŶƚͲŐĂƌĚĞ� ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ� ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ�
ƚŚĞǇ�ĚŝĚ�ŶŽƚ�ǁĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ďĞĐŽŵĞ�ƐƚĂŐŶĂŶƚ�
ůŝŬĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ� �ĂĚĂ� ĂŶĚ� ^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐƚƐ�

ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕� ǁŚŝĐŚ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ĨĞůƚ� ǁĂƐ�
ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƉƌŽďůĞŵ͘�

'ƵǇ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ǁĂƐ� ůĞĂĚĞƌ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƟŵĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƐ�ƐĂŝĚ�
ƚŽ�ŚĂǀĞ�ƌƵŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌŽƵƉ�ŝŶ�ĂŶ�ĂůŵŽƐƚ�ĚŝĐ-
ƚĂƚŽƌŝĂů�ǁĂǇ� œXQGHU� WKH�ŵUP�� LI�QRW� W\UDQQLFDO��
grip of Guy Debord.”7� /ƚ� ŝƐ� ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ� ŽĨ� ƚŚŝƐ�
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ� ŽĨ� ůĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉ͕� :ŽƌŐĞŶ� EĂƐŚ�
ƚŽŽŬ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŽůĞ�ŽĨ�Ă�ĐĂƚĂůǇƐƚ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ŐƌŽƵƉ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐ�Ă�ďƵīĞƌ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ��ĞďŽƌĚ�
ĂŶĚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĨĞůůŽǁ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ͘�/Ŷ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƉĞƌŝ-
ŽĚ�ƚŚĞƌ�ǁĞƌĞ�ƚŽŽ�ŵĂũŽƌ�ƐƉůŝƚƐ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
group� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁĞƌĞ� ďŽƚŚ� ďĂƐĞĚ� ŽŶ� ƚŚĞ�
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐŝƚƵĂ-
ƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ͘�dŚĞ�ĮƌƐƚ�ǁĂƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�'ĞƌŵĂŶ�
ĐŽůůĞĐƟǀĞ�'ƌƵƉƉĞ�^WhZ͕�tŚŽ�ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ĨĞůƚ�
ǁĞƌĞ�ũƵƐƚ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌŽƵƉ�ĨŽƌ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ�ŝŶ�
ƚŚĞ�Ăƌƚ�ǁŽƌůĚ͘�

dŚĞ� ƐĞĐŽŶĚ� ƐƉŝůƚ� ǁĂƐ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ�
^ĐĂŶĚŝŶĂǀŝĂŶ� ƉĂƌƚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�
ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁĂƐ� ůĞĚ� ďǇ� :ŽƌŐĞŶ� EĂƐŚ͘� �ŐĂŝŶ�
ƚŚŝƐ�ǁĂƐ�ŽǀĞƌ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ĚŝīĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ͘�EĂƐŚ�
ĨĂǀŽƌŝŶŐ�Ă�ƐƉŝůƚ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ�Ăƌƚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽůŝƟĐƐ�
ǁŚŝůĞ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ǁĂŶƚĞĚ� ƚŽ� ĐŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƚĞ�
ŽŶůǇ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ĂŝŵƐ͘��ĞďŽƌĚ�ǁĂƐ�
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ� Ă� ƉĞƌƐŽŶ� ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ� ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů�
ǁĂƌŵƚŚ� ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ� ƌĞůŝĞĚ�ŽŶ��ƐŐĞƌ�
:ŽƌŶ� ƚŽ�ŵĞĚŝĂƚĞ� ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ĂŶĚ�
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ƚŚĞ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�ƐƚŽƉ�ƐƋƵĂďďůŝŶŐ�
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ� ƚŚĞŵ͘� ,ŝƐ� ůĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉ� ǁĂƐ�
ǁŝƚŚĚƌĂǁŶ� ŝŶ�ϭϵϲϭ�ǁŚŝĐŚ� ůĞĚ� ƚŽ�ŵĂŶǇ�
ĚŝƐĂŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚƐ� ĂŵŽŶŐ� ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ� ĂŶĚ�
ŵĂŶǇ� ĞǆĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͘�

dŚĞ� ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů� ƐŝĚĞ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵ-
ĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ďĞĐĂŵĞ� ŵƵĐŚ�
ŵŽƌĞ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ĨŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚ� ĨƌŽŵ� ϭϵϲϯ� ŽŶ-
ǁĂƌĚƐ� ƐƟůů� ďĞŝŶŐ� ůĞĚ� ďǇ� 'ƵǇ� �ĞďŽƌĚ�
ĂŶĚ� ZĂŽƵů� sĂŶĞŝŐĞŵ͘� DĂŶǇ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ŝĚĞĂƐ� ĂďŽƵƚ� ƵƌďĂŶŝƐŵ� ĂŶĚ� ƐŝƚƵŐƌĂƉŚǇ�
ǁĞƌĞ�ƉƵƚ�ĂƐŝĚĞ�ŝŶ�ĨĂǀŽƌ�ŽĨ�ŵŽƌĞ�ĐƌŝƟĐĂů�
ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ� ĂďŽƵƚ� DĂƌǆŝƐƚ Ɛ͛� ŝĚĞĂůƐ� ĂŶĚ� Ă�
ŐƌĞĂƚĞƌ�ƉƵƐŚ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶ�ĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ�ƚŚĞ�
ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ� ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚƐ͘� �ƵƌŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ�
ƉĞƌŝŽĚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶ-
Ăů� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ƉƵƐŚĞĚ� ĨŽƌ� Ă� ŵƵĐŚ� ƐƚƌŝĐƚĞƌ�
ĨŽƌŵ� ŽĨ� ĚĠƌŝǀĞ� ĂŶĚ� ƉƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͘�
dŚŝƐ� ǁĂƐ� Ă� ǁĂǇ� ŽĨ� ƐĞƉĂƌĂƟŶŐ� ŚŝŵƐĞůĨ�
ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽƌĞ�ĂƌƟƐƟĐ�ŶŽƟŽŶƐ�ŽĨ��ĂĚĂ-
ŝƐŵ�ĂŶĚ�^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐŵ͘��ĠƌŝǀĞ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ƵƐĞĚ�
ŵƵĐŚ�ůĞƐƐ�ĂƐ�ǁĂŶĚĞƌŝŶŐ�ďƵƚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ĂƐ�Ă�
ŵŝůŝƚĂƌǇ�ƚĂĐƟĐ͘�“the Dérive becomes a strategic 
device for reconnoitering the city ‘a reconnaissance 
for the day when the city would be seized for real”8 

�ŶŽƚŚĞƌ� ĂƐƉĞĐƚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ƉƌĞǀŝ-
ŽƵƐ�ŵŽƌĞ�ĂƌƟƐƟĐ�ƐŝĚĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶ-
ŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ƚŚĂƚ� �ĞďŽƌĚ� ƵƐĞƐ� ŝƐ�
�ğƚŽƵƌŶĞŵĞŶƚ͕� ǁŚĞƌĞ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ƚĂŬĞ� ǁŽƌŬƐ� ĂŶĚ� ƐƵďǀĞƌƚ�
ƚŚĞŝƌ� ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ� ĨŽƌ� ƚŚĞŝƌ� ŽǁŶ� ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ�
“any sign or word is susceptible to being con-
verted into something else, even its opposite.”9�
dŚŝƐ�ĂůůŽǁĞĚ� ƚŚĞ�ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ�ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ĂƌƟƐƟĐ�

ǁŽƌŬƐ͘�DǇ�ǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ǁŚĂƚ� ůĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂ-
ƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ� ƚŽ� ďĞĐŽŵĞ� ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐůǇ� ŵŽƌĞ�
ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞƌĞ� ŝĚĞĂƐ�ǁĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ůĂĐŬ�ŽĨ�
ƚĂŶŐŝďůĞ�ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ǁŽƌŬ�ĂŶĚ�
ƚŚĞ� ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐ�ďĂŶĂůŝƚǇ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ĂŶĚ�
ŝƚƐ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ͘�'ƵǇ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ǁĂƐ�
Ă�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ŶĞĞĚĞĚ͕� ůŝŬĞ�<Ăƌů�DĂƌŬƐ�ǁŚŽ�
ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�“the wealth of societies in which 
the capitalist mode of production prevails appears 
as an immense collection of commodities,”10�
�ĞďŽƌĚ� ĨĞůƚ� ƚŚĂƚ� ŝƚ� ŚĂƐ� ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐĞĚ� ƚŽ�
ĂĚǀĂŶĐĞĚ�ĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�“the whole life 
of those societies in which modern conditions of 
production prevail presents itself as an immense 
accumulation of spectacles.”11

/�ƚŚŝŶŬ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ǁĂŶƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�
ƉĞŽƉůĞ� ĨƌŽŵ� ďĞŝŶŐ� Ă� ƐƉĞĐƚĂƚŽƌ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ĐŝƚǇ� ƚŽ� ďĞŝŶŐ� ĞŶŐĂŐĞĚ� ǁŝƚŚ� ǁŝƚŚ� ŝƚ͘�
tŚĂƚ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ŝƐ�ƚƌǇŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ�
ƚŽ�ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŶĞǁ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�ŵƵĐŚ�
ŵŽƌĞ� ĂďŽƵƚ� ƚŚĞ� ĞŵƉŽǁĞƌŵĞŶƚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů� ƚŽ� ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶ� ĂŶĚ� ĂŶĂůǇǌĞ� ŝƚƐ�
ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐƐ͘� dŽ� ƚŚŝƐ� ĞŶĚ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĞĚ�
ŵĞĞƟŶŐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ�ĐůĂƐƐ͘
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Figure Two: 
1909 theorem; the Skyscraper as utopian device for the production of 
unlimited numbers of virgin sites on a single metropolitan location 
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Chapter Three 

Paris 1968, The Height of the Situationist 
International

&ƌŽŵ� ϭϵϲϯ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /Ŷ-
ƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ŚĂĚ� ďĞĞŶ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐŝŶŐ� Ă�
ƐƚĞĂĚǇ� ĚĞĐůŝŶĞ� ŽĨ� ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ͕� ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ�
ƚŚĂŶŬƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐ�ƌĞƐƚůĞƐƐŶĞƐƐ�ŝŶ�
&ƌĂŶĐĞ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ůĂƚĞ� ϭϵϲϬ Ɛ͕͛� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
ƚŚĞŽƌǇ�ďĞŐĂŶ�ƚŽ�ŐĂŝŶ�Ă�ƉŽƉƵůĂƌŝƚǇ�ǁŝƚŚ�
ŵĂŶǇ� ǇŽƵŶŐ� ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ� ŝŶ� &ƌĂŶĐĞ͘�DŽƐƚ�
ŶŽƚĂďůǇ� ŝŶ� ^ƚƌĂƐďŽƵƌŐ� ǁŚĞƌĞ� ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�
ŵĂŶĂŐĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ƵŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ĨƵŶĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽ-
ĚƵĐĞ�Ă�ƉĂŵƉŚůĞƚ�ĞŶƟƚůĞĚ�“On the poverty 
of student life” ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞĚ�^/�ŝĚĞĂůƐ�
ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƵƐĞĚ�ŵƵĐŚ�ĚĞďĂƚĞ�ǁŽƌůĚǁŝĚĞ͘�

dŚĞƐĞ�ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ĂůŽŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�^/�
ƐŽƵŐŚƚ�Ă�ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ǁĞƐƚĞƌŶ�ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ�
ĂŶĚ�Ă�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ�ůŝĨĞƐƚǇůĞ�
ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁĂƐ� ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ� ŝŶ� �ƵƌŽƉĞ� ĂŶĚ�
ĂĐƌŽƐƐ� ƚŚĞ� ǁŽƌůĚ� Ăƚ� ƚŚĞ� ƟŵĞ͘� ^ůŽŐĂŶƐ�
ĨƌŽŵ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^/�ǁŽƌŬƐ�ďĞŐĂŶ�ƚŽ�ĂƉ-
ƉĞĂƌ� ŽŶ�ǁĂůůƐ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ� ŽƵƚ� WĂƌŝƐ͘� ^ƵĐŚ�
ĂƐ�“La Lutte Continue” ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƐ�ƚŽ�
“The struggle goes on.” dŚŝƐ�ƉĂƌƟĐƵůĂƌ�ƐůŽ-
ŐĂŶ� ĂŶĚ� ĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ� ŝŵĂŐĞ� ;&ŝŐƵƌĞ�
KŶĞͿ�ŚĂƐ�ďĞĐŽŵĞ�Ă�ǁŝĚĞƐƉƌĞĂĚ�ƐǇŵďŽů�
ŽĨ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƟŵĞ͘

/ƚ� ǁĂƐ� ŝŶ� ϭϵϲϴ� ƚŚĂƚ� ƚŚĞ� ^/� ƐĂǁ�
ƚŚĞ� ĨƌƵŝƟŽŶ� ĂŶĚ� ĐƵůŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞŝƌ�
ǁŽƌŬ͘�ZŝŽƚƐ�ƐƚĂƌƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�WĂƌŝƐ�ĂŌĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽĐ-

ĐƵƉĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�ƵŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ� ŽĨ�EĂŶƚĞƌƌĞ�
ďǇ� ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ� ůĂƚĞƌ� ƐƉƌĞĂĚ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ�
^ŽƌďŽŶŶĞ͘��ĞďŽƌĚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŚĂǀĞ� ǀŝĞǁĞĚ�
ƚŚŝƐ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶ�
ŚĞ� ŚĂĚ�ǁŝƐŚĞĚ� ĨŽƌ͘ �KǀĞƌ� ƚŚĞ� ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ�
ĚĂǇƐ� Ă� ŐĞŶĞƌĂů� ƐƚƌŝŬĞ� ǁĂƐ� ĚĞĐůĂƌĞĚ� ďǇ�
ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ�ǆƵŶŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ϭϬ�ŵŝůůŝŽŶƐ�
ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ƚŽŽŬ�ƉĂƌƚ͘�dŚŝƐ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ƐĂŝĚ�ƚŽ�
ďĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŝŶŶĂĐůĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌ-
ŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ͘�

�ĞďŽƌĚ�ďĞůŝĞǀĞĚ� ƚŚĂƚ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƌĞǀŽ-
ůƵƟŽŶ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŚĂǀĞ�Ă�ŵƵĐŚ�ůĂƌŐĞƌ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�
ŽŶ� ƚŚĞ� �ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ� ůĂŶĚƐĐĂƉĞ� ĂŶĚ� ƚŚĂƚ�
ƚŚŝƐ�ƐƚĂƌƟŶŐ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŝŶ�WĂƌŝƐ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ƐƉƌĞĂĚ�
ƚŽ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ĐŝƟĞƐ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ��ĞƌůŝŶ�ĂŶĚ�
>ŽŶĚŽŶ͘�dŚĞ�ĐŽƵŶĐŝů� ĨŽƌ�ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ�
ŽĐĐƵƉĂƟŽŶƐ� ƐĞƚ� ƵƉ� ďǇ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ƌĞƐŝƐƚĞĚ�
ŝŶŇƵĞŶĐĞ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƚŚĞ� �ŽŵŵƵŶŝƐƚ� WĂƌƚǇ�
ĂŶĚ� ůĂƌŐĞƌ� ƚƌĂĚĞ�ƵŶŝŽŶƐ�ĂƐ� ƚŚĞǇ�ǁŽƵůĚ�
ŚĂǀĞ� ĨĂǀŽƌĞĚ� Ă� ĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐĞ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ�
ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ͕�ƵŶůŝŬĞ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ǁŚŽ�ǁŽƵůĚ�
ŚĂǀĞ�ǁĂŶƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƉƵƐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶ�ĨƵƌ-
ƚŚĞƌ͘

hŶĨŽƌƚƵŶĂƚĞůǇ�ƚŚĞ�ŐĞŶĞƌĂů�ƐƚƌŝŬĞ�
ŽŶůǇ� ůĂƐƚĞĚ� ƚǁŽ� ǁĞĞŬƐ� ĂŶĚ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ�
ĚĞ�'ĂƵůůĞ� ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ� ĐĂůůŝŶŐ�Ă� ŐĞŶĞƌ-
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Ăů�ĞůĞĐƟŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚƌĞĂƚ�ŽĨ�Ă�ŵƵĐŚ�ǁŝĚĞƌ�
ƐƉƌĞĂĚ� ƌĞǀŽůƵƟŽŶ�ǁĂƐ� ŚĂůƚĞĚ͘� �ĞƐƉŝƚĞ�
ƚŚŝƐ��Ğ�'ĂƵůůĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŚŝƐ�ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ�ǁĂƐ�
ƌĞͲĞůĞĐƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƉŽǁĞƌ͘ �/�Ăŵ�ƐƵƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵ-
ĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�
ĚŝƐĂƉƉŽŝŶƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂĐŬ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŶǀŝĐƟŽŶ�
ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĨĞůůŽǁ�ƉĂƚƌŝŽƚƐ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�
ƉƵƐŚ�ĨŽƌ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ͘�

&ŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ� ĂŌĞƌŵĂƚŚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�
ƌŝŽƚƐ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ĨĞůů�
ƉƌĞƩǇ�ŵƵĐŚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ǁĂǇƐŝĚĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŵĂŶǇ�
ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ� ĐŚŽŽƐŝŶŐ� ƚŽ� ůĞĂǀĞ͘� �Ǉ� ϭϵϳϮ�
'ƵǇ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�'ŝĂŶĨƌĂŶĐŽ�^ĂŶŐƵŝŶĞƫ�
ǁĞƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŽŶůǇ�ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ�ůĞŌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵ-
ĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͘�dŚĞ� ůĂƐƚ� ŝƐƐƵĞ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ�ǁĂƐ�ĂŶ�ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
DĂǇ� ϭϵϲϴ� ƌŝŽƚƐ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ� ǁĂǇƐ� ŝŶ�
ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŝƚ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ďĞƩĞƌ�ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ�ŝĨ�ŝƚ�
ǁĞƌĞ�ƚŽ�ĞǀĞƌ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�ĂŐĂŝŶ͘�

/Ŷ� ůĂƚĞƌ� ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚƐ� ŵĂĚĞ� ďǇ�
�ĞďŽƌĚ� ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�ďĂĐŬ�ŽŶ� ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶ-
ŝƐƚƐ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ŚĞ�ŝƐ�ŝŶĐůŝŶĞĚ�ƚŽ�ůŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�
ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌŬ�ŶŽƚ�ĂƐ�Ă�ƐĞƌŝĞƐ�ŽĨ�ĐŽƵŶĐŝůƐ͕�ƚŚĂƚ�
ƚŚĞǇ�ƐĞƚ�ƵƉ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞǀŽůƚƐ�ŽĨ�ϭϵϲϴ͕�ďƵƚ�
ŵŽƌĞ� ĂƐ� Ă� ƐƚǇůĞ� ŝŶ�ǁŚŝĐŚ� ƚŚĞƐĞ� ƚŚŝŶŐƐ�
ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚ�“The style of organization 
GHŵQHG�E\� WKH�6,� DQG� WKDW�ZH�KDYH� WULHG� WR�
implement is not that of the councils.....it is 
6SHFLŵF�Ŕ12 

/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚĂƚ�'ƵǇ�ĨĞůƚ�ŚĞ�ŚĂĚ�ŽǀĞƌ-
ĐŽŵĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƉƌŽďůĞŵ� ƚŚĂƚ� ĨĂĐĞĚ� ƚŚĞŵ�
Ăƚ� ƚŚĞ� ƟŵĞ� ŽĨ� ĞŶƚĞƌŝŶŐ� Ă� ŶĞǁ� ĞƌĂ� ŽĨ�
ĐŚĂŶŐĞ͘� /ƚ� ǁĂƐ� ĮŶĂůůǇ� ŝŶ� ϭϵϳϮ� ƚŚĂƚ�
�ĞďŽƌĚ� ĚĞĐŝĚĞĚ� ƚŽ� ĚŝƐƐŽůǀĞ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵ-
ĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů� ĂŶĚ�ŵŽǀĞ� ŽŶ� ƚŽ�
ŽƚŚĞƌ� ƉƵƌƐƵŝƚƐ͘� /Ŷ� ƚŚŝƐ� ϭϱ� ǇĞĂƌ� ƉĞƌŝŽĚ�

ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͕�Ă�ŚƵŐĞ�
ƌĂŶŐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŽƉŝĐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ǁĞƌĞ�ďƌŽƵŐŚƚ�
ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƵďůŝĐ�ĚŽŵĂŝŶ͘��ů-
ƚŚŽƵŐŚ� ŝŶ� ůĂƩĞƌ� ǇĞĂƌƐ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�
/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ǁĂƐ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů͕�/�
ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĞĂƌůǇ�ĐŽŶŶĞĐƟŽŶ�ƚŽ��ĂĚĂŝƐŵ�
ĂŶĚ� ^ƵƌƌĞĂůŝƐƚ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ǁŝƚŚ� ĚĠƌŝǀĞ�
ĂŶĚ�ƉƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŚĂĚ�Ă�ŵƵĐŚ�
ůŽŶŐĞƌ� ůĂƐƟŶŐ� ŝŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ� ŽŶ� ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐ-
ƚƵƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ůĂƚĞƌ�ŵŽƌĞ�ƉŽůŝƟĐĂů�ĂŝŵƐ͘�
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Figure  Three 
The city of Captive Globe, by Rem Koolhaas shows a city 
were all form and ideologies can be accepted and try to live 
together in one city. 
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PART TWO

Chapter Four

Psychogeography Explained

KǀĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵƌƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ϭϱ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�
ŽĨ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ� /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͕� ƚŚĞ� ŵŽƐƚ�
ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ� ƚŽƉŝĐ� ĨŽƌ�ŵĞ͕� ǁĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ƚŚĂƚ�
ŽĨ�WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŝƚƐ�ƐŵĂůůĞƌ�ƐƵď�
ƐĞĐƟŽŶƐ� ŽĨ� ĚĠƌŝǀĞ� ĂŶĚ��ĠƚŽƵƌŶĞŵĞŶƚ͘�
dŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ĮƌŵůǇ�ĐĞ-
ŵĞŶƚĞĚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĚĞĮŶŝ-
ƟŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŶŽƟŽŶƐ͘�dŚĞƐĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ĂŶĚ�
ƚŚĞŽƌŝĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�Ă�ŵƵĐŚ�ůĂƌŐĞƌ�ƐĐĂůĞ�
ŽĨ�ƟŵĞ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�dŚŽŵĂƐ�
ĚĞ�YƵŝŶĐǇ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŚŝƐ�ǁŽƌŬ�ĞŶƚĂŝůĞĚ� “Con-
fessions Of An English Opium Eater”.� /Ŷ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�
ŚĞ�ŽƵƚůŝŶĞƐ� ĂŶĚ�ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŽĨ�ŚŝƐ�
ƚƌŝƉƐ� ŚĞ� ƚŽŽŬ�ǁŚŝůĞ� ŽŶ� ŽƉŝƵŵ͕� ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�
>ŽŶĚŽŶ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ�ϭϴƚŚ�ĐĞŶƚƵƌǇ͘� /Ŷ� ƚŚŝƐ�ŚĞ�
ŵĂŬĞƐ�ůŝŐŚƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ĐŚĂŶĐĞ�
ŝŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŶĞǁ�ĨŽƵŶĚ�>ŽŶĚŽŶ͘�

WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ� ĐĂŶ� ďĞ� ĚĞ-
ĮŶĞĚ� ĂƐ� “the study of the precise laws and 
VSHFLŵF� HIIHFWV� RI� WKH� JHRJUDSKLFDO� HQYLURQPHQW��
consciously organized or not, on the emotions and 
behavior of individuals”13�WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ�ŝƐ�
ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĂƐ�ŽŶůǇ�ŐŝǀĞŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĚĞĮ-
ŶŝƟŽŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ϭϵϱϴ͕�ďƵƚ�ŚĂƐ�ďĞĞŶ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�
ĨŽƌ�ŵĂŶǇ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ďĞĨŽƌĞ�ŝƚ͘�dŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶ-
ŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ŚĞůƉĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƐŚŽǁ�Ă�ŵƵĐŚ�
ǁŝĚĞƌ�ĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ŽĨ�WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞ-
ŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͘� ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞŝƌ� ĚĞĐůŝŶĞ�

ĂŌĞƌ� ϭϵϲϴ� ƐŽŵĞ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞŝƌ� ŝĚĞĂƐ� ǁĞƌĞ�
ƉƵƚ�ŽŶ�Ă�ƐŚĞůĨ�ĂŶĚ�ĨŽƌŐŽƩĞŶ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ĨŽƌ�
ŵĂŶǇ�ǇĞĂƌƐ͘�/ƚ�ŝƐ�ŽŶůǇ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĐĞŶƚ�ϮϬͲ
ϯϬ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ŚĂĚ�Ă�ůĂƌŐĞ�ƌĞǀŝǀĂů͘

WƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ� ŝƐ� ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�
ƚŚĂƚ� ĂŶǇŽŶĞ� ĐĂŶ� ƚĂŬĞ�ƉĂƌƚ� ŝŶ� ĂŶĚ� ƚĂŬĞ�
ƉůĞĂƐƵƌĞ� ŝŶ�ǁŚŝůĞ� ǀŝƐŝƟŶŐ�Žƌ� ůŝǀŝŶŐ� ŝŶ�Ă�
ĐŝƚǇ͘� dŚĞ� ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ� ŝƐ� ǀĞƌǇ� ƐƚƌĂŝŐŚƚ� ĨŽƌ-
ǁĂƌĚ͘�tŚĞŶ�ǁĂůŬŝŶŐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ�ǇŽƵ�
ƐŚŽƵůĚ� ƚƌǇ� ƚŽ� ƌĞĐŽƌĚ� ĂƐ� ŵƵĐŚ� ŽĨ� ǇŽƵƌ�
ũŽƵƌŶĞǇ� ĂƐ� ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ͕� ďǇ� ĚŽŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ� ǇŽƵ�
ƚĞŶĚ� ƚŽ� ďĞĐŽŵĞ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ� ĂǁĂƌĞ� ŽĨ�
ǇŽƵƌ�ƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚŝŶŐƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚƵƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�
ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ďƵŝůƚ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ�
ĐĂŶ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŽŶ�ǇŽƵ͘�DŽƐƚ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ǁŚŽ�ŐŽ�
ƚŽ�Ă�ŶĞǁ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŽŌĞŶ�ƚĂŬĞ�ŝŶ�ŽŶůǇ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌĂ-
ĚŝƟŽŶĂů� ƉƌĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ� ƌŽƵƚĞƐ� ĂŶĚ� ƵƐƵĂů�
ƚŽƵƌŝƐƚƐ�ƐƉŽƚƐ͘�dŚĞ�ŐŝǀĞƐ�Ă�ǀĞƌǇ� ůŝŵŝƚĞĚ�
ǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘

�ĠƌŝǀĞ� ŝƐ� ƚŚĞ� ĂŶƐǁĞƌ� ƚŽ� ŽǀĞƌ-
ĐŽŵĞ� ƚŚĞ� ďĂŶĂůŝƟĞƐ� ŽĨ� Ă�ŵŽĚĞƌŶ� ĐŝƚǇ͘�
�ĠƌŝǀĞ�ĂƐ�ŝƚ�ŚĂƐ�ŶŽǁ�ĐŽŵĞ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ĚĞĮŶĞĚ�
ĂƐ�“is an unplanned journey through a landscape, 
usually urban, on which the subtle aesthetic con-
tours of the surrounding architecture and geog-
raphy subconsciously direct the travelers, with the 
ultimate goal of encountering an entirely new and 
authentic experience”14.��Ǉ�ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�Ă�ƌĂŶĚŽŵ�
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ƌŽƵƚĞ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŶŽ�ŝŶƚĞŶƟŽŶ�
ŽĨ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĚĞƐƟŶĂƟŽŶ�ǇŽƵ�ĂƌĞ�ĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ǀŝƐ-
ŝƚ� ĂŶĚ� ƐĞĞ� ƚŚŝŶŐƐ� ƚŚĂƚ� ǇŽƵ�ŵŝŐŚƚ� ŚĂǀĞ�
ŝŐŶŽƌĞĚ�ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇ͘� /ƚ� ŝƐ�Ă�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ǁĂǇ� ƚŽ�
ďĞĐŽŵĞ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ�ŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘�

dŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ĚŝĚ�
Ă� ůŽƚ� ŽĨ� ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ� ŝŶƚŽ� ƚŚŝƐ� ŝĚĞĂ͕� ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�
ŵĂŶǇ�ǁĂůŬƐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĞŶƚƌĞ�ŽĨ�WĂƌŝƐ͕�
ĂůůŽǁŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞŵ�ƚŽ�ĐƌĞĂƚĞ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŵĂƉƐ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ͘�DĂƉƐ� ƐƵĐŚ� ĂƐ� �ĞďŽƌĚ Ɛ͛� “Guide 
Psychogeograpihque De Paris”� ;dŚĞ� ĐŽǀĞƌ�
ƉĂŐĞ�Ϳ�ƐŚŽǁƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŬĞǇ�ƵŶŝƟĞƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�
ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƌƌŽǁƐ�ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽƐƚ� ĨƌĞ-
ƋƵĞŶƚ�ƉĂƚŚƐ�ƵƐĞĚ͘�
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Figure Five: 
Map made by myself of limerick showing some of the key focal points in Limerick. 
The GAA grounds and Thomand park to the left on the image with UL to the right.  It 
documents many peoples movement throughout the city. 
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Chapter Five 

The Street Walker in Manhattan

DƵĐŚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ� ǁŽƌŬ�
ǁĂƐ� ĐŽŶĮŶĞĚ� ƚŽ� WĂƌŝƐ� ĂŶĚ� >ŽŶĚŽŶ͘�
^ŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂƉƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁĞƌĞ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚ�
Ăƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƟŵĞ�ĂƌĞ�ǀĞƌǇ�ŐŽŽĚ�ŝŶ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚ-
ŝŶŐ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ŝŶ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �/ƚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ŝŶ-
ƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ� ƚŽ� ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞ�ǁŚĂƚ��ĞďŽƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�
ƐŽŵĞ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ŽƚŚĞƌƐ�ǁŽƵůĚ� ŚĂǀĞ�ŵĂĚĞ�
ŽĨ� EĞǁ� ǇŽƌŬ͘�DǇ� ƌĞĂƐŽŶ� ĨŽƌ�ŵĞŶƟŽŶ-
ŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ� ĐŝƚǇ� ŝƐ� /� ĮŶĚ� ƐŽŵĞ� ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞ�
ƌĞůĂƟŽŶƐŚŝƉ� ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ� ƚŚĞŝƌ� ǁŽƌŬ� ĂŶĚ�
ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�<ŽŽůŚĂĂƐ�ŝŶ�“De-
lirious New York”.�EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ�ŝŶ�ŝƚƐ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ĂŶĚ�
ĨƵŶĐƟŽŶ�ŝƐ�ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ�ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�WĂƌŝƐ�
ĂŶĚ�>ŽŶĚŽŶ͘�“Manhattan is a counter-Paris an 
anti-London”15�

tŚĞƌĞ� >ŽŶĚŽŶ� ŝƐ� Ă� ůŽƚ� ŵŽƌĞ�
ŚĂƉŚĂǌĂƌĚ� ĂƐ� Ă� ĐŝƚǇ͕ � EĞǁ� zŽƌŬ� ŚĂƐ� Ă�
ǀĞƌǇ�ƐƚƌŝĐƚ�ŐƌŝĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ�ĞƋƵĂů�ƉƌŽ-
ƉŽƌƟŽŶ� ĂŶĚ� ƐǇŵŵĞƚƌǇ� ƚŽ� ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐ͘�
/Ŷ�>ŽŶĚŽŶ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ǀĞƌǇ�ĞĂƐǇ�ƚŽ�ŐĞƚ�ůŽƐƚ�ĂŶĚ�
ĂůůŽǁ�ǇŽƵƌƐĞůĨ� ƚŽ�ďĞ�ŵŽǀĞĚ�ďǇ� ƚŚĞ� ůĞǇ�
ůŝŶĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽŶƐƚĂŶƚ�ŇŽǁƐ�ŽĨ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �ĐŽŵ-
ƉĂƌĞĚ� ƚŽ�EĞǁ� zŽƌŬ͕�ǁŚŝĐŚ� Ăƚ� ĮƌƐƚ� ǇŽƵ�
ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌŝĐƚ�ŐƌŝĚ�ƐƚŽƉƐ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŇŽǁ�ďǇ�Ă�
ĐŽŶƐƚĂŶƚ�ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƉůĂĐĞ͘�,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ�
ĨƌŽŵ�ŵǇ�ŽǁŶ�ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ŵǇ�ƟŵĞ�
ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŝƚ�ƐĞĞŵƐ�ǁŚŝůĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌŝĚ�ŝƐ�ƐƵď-

ĚƵŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĚ�ŚŽĐŬ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ŚƵŵĂŶƐ�ďǇ�
ŵĂŬŝŶŐ�ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐ�Ă�ƌĞƉĞƟƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŝƚƐĞůĨ�
ƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƟŶŐ�ƚŚĞŵ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ŽǁŶ�ƐƋƵĂƌĞ�ŽĨ�
ƐƉĂĐĞ͘� WĞŽƉůĞ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ�ŵĂŬĞ� Ă� ĐŽŶ-
ƐĐŝŽƵƐ�ĞīŽƌƚ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŬĞ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ŽǁŶ�ŵĂƌŬ�ŽŶ�
DĂŶŚĂƩĂŶ͘� &Žƌ� ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ� ƉĞŽƉůĞ� ǁŚŽ�
ŐŽ�ŽŶƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ƐƵďǁĂǇ�ĂŶĚ� ƐƚĂƌƚ�ĚĂŶĐŝŶŐ�
Žƌ�ƐŝŶŐŝŶŐ͘� /ƚ� ŝƐ�ƐĐĞŶĞƐ� ůŝŬĞ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ� /�
ƚŚŝŶŬ� ƚŚĂƚ�ŵĂŬĞ�EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ� ƚŚĞ� ƉĞƌĨĞĐƚ�
ƉůĂĐĞ�ƚŽ�ĂƉƉůǇ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ�ĂĚŽƉƚĞĚ�
ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚƐ͘

^ŝŶĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�
ƐŽ�ƌŝŐŝĚ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ�
ƚŚĞ�ƐĞŶƐĞ�ŽĨ�ǁŽŶĚĞƌ�Žƌ�ŵǇƐƚĞƌǇ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŝƚǇ͘� “it forces Manhattan builders to develop a 
new system of formal values, to invent strategies 
for the distinction of one block from another.”16

dŚĞ� ŝĚĞĂ� ƚŚĂƚ� ǇŽƵ� ĐŽƵůĚ� ƉŝĐŬ�
ĂŶǇ�ƐƵďǁĂǇ�ĐĂƌ� ŝŶ�Ez�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�ďĞ�ƐƵƌĞ�
ŽĨ�ǁŚĂƚ�ǁŝůů�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�ŽŶ�ǇŽƵƌ� ũŽƵƌŶĞǇ� /�
ĮŶĚ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ǀĞƌǇ�ŝŶƚƌŝŐƵŝŶŐ͘�/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŵĂŶǇ�
ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ^/� ǁŽƵůĚ� ŚĂǀĞ� ĨŽƵŶĚ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ƚŽ� ďĞ� ũƵƐƚ� ƌŝĐŚ� ŝŶ� ƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƟĞƐ�
ĂƐ� ƚŚĞǇ� ĨŽƵŶĚ� WĂƌŝƐ� ƚŽ� ďĞ͘� hŶůŝŬĞ� WĂƌ-
ŝƐ͕�EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ�ŚĂƐ�ƚĂůůĞƌ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�
ĚǁĂƌĨƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂƐƵĂů�ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĂƵƐ-
ĞƐ�ƚŚĞŵ�ƚŽ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ǁŚĂƚ�ŵŝŐŚƚ�ŐŽ�
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ŽŶ� ďĞŚŝŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� ŐůĂƐƐ� ĨĂĐĂĚĞƐ� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ŝ�
ƚŚŝŶŬ� ĂĚĚƐ� ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ� ůĂǇĞƌ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ͘�
/Ŷ�WĂƌŝƐ�ĂŶĚ�>ŽŶĚŽŶ� ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŇąŶĞƵƌ�
ǁŚŽ�ƌƵůĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌĞĞƚƐ͕�“the image of an ob-
servant and solitary man strolling about Paris”1ϳ͘�
dŚŝƐ�ŵĂŶ�ŝŶ�WĂƌŝƐ�ŬŶĞǁ�Ăůů�ƚŚĞ�ůŝƩůĞ�ƐƚŽ-
ƌŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚŝŶŐƐ�ŽŶĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŽŶůǇ�ůĞĂƌŶ�ďǇ�
ƌĞĂůůǇ�ŬŶŽǁŝŶŐ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �ďƵƚ�ŝŶ�DĂŶŚĂƩĂŶ�
ƚŚĞƌĞ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŶĞǁ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶ͕�ƚŚĞ�ǀŽǇĞƵƌ͕ �ǁŚŽ�
ƌĞŵĂŝŶƐ�ŚŝĚĚĞŶ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƵƉ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞƐĞ� ŐůĂƐƐ�
ƚŽǁĞƌƐ�ƵŶƐĞĞŶ�ďƵƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ĂŶ�ĂůŵŽƐƚ�Žŵ-
ŶŝƉŽƚĞŶƚ�ǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŝƟĞƐ� ŝŶŚĂďŝƚĂŶƚƐ͘� ,ŝƐ� ĞůĞǀĂƟŽŶ� ƚƌĂŶƐ-
ĮŐƵƌĞƐ�Śŝŵ�ŝŶƚŽ�Ă�ǀŽǇĞƵƌ͘ �/ƚ�ƉƵƚƐ�Śŝŵ�Ăƚ�
Ă�ĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͘œ,W� WUDQVIRUPV� WKH�EHZLWFKLQJ�ZRUOG�
by which one was 'possessed' into a text that lies 
EHIRUH�RQH
V�H\HV��,W�DOORZV�RQH�WR�UHDG�LW��WR�EH�D�
solar Eye, looking down like a god.”18

dŚŝƐ�ǀŽǇĞƵƌ�/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŝƐ�ǀĞƌǇ�ĞůƵƐŝǀĞ�
ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶ�ŶŽƚ�ďĞŝŶŐ�ĂďůĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĞĞ�
ƚŚĞŵ�Žƌ�ŬŶŽǁ�ǁŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĂƌĞ�ĚŽŝŶŐ͘�dŚĞ�
ŚƵŐĞ�ƐŬǇƐĐƌĂƉĞƌƐ�ŝŶ�DĂŶŚĂƩĂŶ�ĐĂŵĞ�ĂƐ�
Ă�ƌĞƐƵůƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶǀĞŶƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞůĞǀĂƚŽƌ͘ �
tŝƚŚ�ƚŚŝƐ�Ă�ǁŚŽůĞ�ŶĞǁ�ǁŽƌůĚ�ŽĨ�ƉŽƐƐŝ-
ďŝůŝƟĞƐ�ǁĂƐ�ŽƉĞŶĞĚ�ƵƉ�ĂŶ�ŝŵĂŐĞƐ�ƐƵĐŚ�
ĂƐ�;&ŝŐƵƌĞ�ƚǁŽͿ�ĞŵĞƌŐĞĚ͘�/ƚ�ĚŝƐƉůĂǇĞĚ�ĂŶ�
ŝĚĞĂ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂůƚŚŝŶĞƐƐ�“the greater the distance 
from earth, the closer the communication with 
what remains of nature.”

DĂŶŚĂƩĂŶ� /� ƚŚŝŶŬ͕� ŝƐ� ƐƟůů� Ă� ĐŝƚǇ�
ƚŚĂƚ� ƚŚĞ�ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶ� ĐĂŶ� ƚŚƌŝǀĞ� ŝŶ͘�KŶĞ�
ƚŚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƐƚƌƵĐŬ�ŵĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ǁĂƐ�
ŶŽ�ŵĂƩĞƌ�ǁŚĂƚ� ƟŵĞ� ŝƚ�ǁĂƐ͕� ŝƚ� ĂůǁĂǇƐ�
ĨĞĞů� ĂƐ� ŝĨ� ĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ� ĐŽƵůĚ� ŚĂƉƉĞŶ� ƌŝŐŚƚ�
ĂƌŽƵŶĚ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŽƌŶĞƌ͘ � /� ƚŚŝŶŬ� ƚŚŝƐ� ĐŽŵĞƐ�
Ă�ůŽƚ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞŶƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂĐĞ�ĂŶĚ�

ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ĂůǁĂǇƐ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƌĞ-
ŐĂƌĚůĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�ƟŵĞ͘

�ĠƌŝǀĞ� ŝƐ� Ă� ƵƐĞĨƵů� ŝĚĞĂ� ƚŚĂƚ� /�
ĨŽƵŶĚ�ŵǇƐĞůĨ� ƵƐŝŶŐ� Ă� ůŽƚ� ͕ƵŶŬŶŽǁŝŶŐůǇ�
ƚŽ�ŵĞ͕� ŝŶ�DĂŶŚĂƩĂŶ͘� KŶ�ŵǇ� ĚĂǇƐ� Žī�
ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ� /�ǁŽƵůĚ�ĐŚŽƐĞ�Ă�ĚĞƐƟŶĂƟŽŶ�
ƐŽŵĞǁŚĞƌĞ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ŶŽƌŵĂůůǇ� ƋƵŝƚĞ�
ĨĂƌ�ĂǁĂǇ�ĂŶĚ�ŵĂŬĞ�ŵǇ�ǁĂǇ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ďǇ�ũƵƐƚ�
ǁĂůŬŝŶŐ�ŶŽƚ� ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ�Ăƚ�ĂŶǇ�ŵĂƉƐ�ŵŽƌĞ�
Ă�ǀĂŐƵĞ�ŶŽƟŽŶ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�ĚŝƌĞĐƟŽŶ͘��ŽŝŶŐ�
ƚŚŝƐ�ŽŶ�Ă� ĨĞǁ�ŽĐĐĂƐŝŽŶƐ� /� ĨŽƵŶĚ�ŵǇƐĞůĨ�
ǁĂůŬŝŶŐ� ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ƉůĂĐĞƐ� /�ŵĂǇ�ŶŽƚ� ŚĂǀĞ�
ŶŽƌŵĂůůǇ�ŐŽŶĞ�ƚŽ͘�KŶĞ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƟŵĞƐ͕�
ŽŶ�ŵǇ�ǁĂǇ�ƚŽ��ĂƩĞƌǇ�WĂƌŬ� /�ĞŶĚĞĚ�ƵƉ�
ŝŶ�ĐŚŝŶĂƚŽǁŶ�ĞĂƟŶŐ�ŝŶ�Ă�ƌĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�
ŽŶůǇ��ŚŝŶĞƐĞ�ŵĞŶƵƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽ�ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ�ĨŽŽĚ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ�Ă�ǀĞƌǇ�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ-
ŝŶŐ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͕� ŽŶĞ� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ǁŽƵůĚ� ŶŽƚ�
ŚĂǀĞ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶĞĚ�ǁĞƌĞ�ŝƚ�ŶŽƚ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĂŵ-
ďůŝŶŐ�ǁĂǇ�/�ǁĞŶƚ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘

�/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ĞǆĂŵ-
ƉůĞ�ŽĨ�ŚŽǁ�ŽŶĞ�ĐĂŶ�ŶĂǀŝŐĂƚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ƚĂŬ-
ŝŶŐ��ŚƚĐŚĞŐůŽǀ Ɛ͛� ŝĚĞĂ�ŽĨ� Ă� œ&217,18286�
'5,)7�Ŕ19� &ƌŽŵ�ŵǇ� ŽǁŶ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ� ĂŶĚ�
ǁŚĂƚ�/�ŚĂǀĞ�ĐŽŵĞ�ƚŽ�ŬŶŽǁ�ŽĨ��ĠƌŝǀĞ͕�/�
ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŝƚƐ�ƚŚĞ�ďĞƐƚ�ǁĂǇ�ƚŽ�ůĞĂƌŶ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�
ĨŽůůŽǁ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�ŝƚ͘
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Figure  Six:
The Limerick Milk Market on an average saturday. bustling 
with people and activity. 
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Chapter Six 

Ideas for New Limerick 

>ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ� ďĞŝŶŐ� ŵǇ� ŚŽŵĞ� ŚĂƐ�
ŚĂĚ� Ă� ůĂƌŐĞ� ŝŵƉĂĐƚ� ŽŶ�ŵǇ� ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ� ŽĨ�
ǁŚĂƚ� ĐŝƟĞƐ� ƐŚŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ĂŶĚ� ŚŽǁ� /� ďĞ-
ůŝĞǀĞ�ƚŚĞǇ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ͘�>ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ�
ŚĂƐ� ĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ� ƌĂĚŝĐĂůůǇ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ƉĂƐƚ� ϭϬͲ
ϭϱ� ǇĞĂƌƐ͘� dŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ƚŚĂƚ� /� ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ� ĂƐ�
Ă� ĐŚŝůĚ͕� ŽŶůǇ� Ă� ĨĞǁ� ǇĞĂƌƐ� ĂŐŽ͕� ŝƐ� ƋƵŝƚĞ�
ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� >ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ� ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚ� ŝŶ�
ĨƌŽŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŵĞ�ŽŶ�Ă�ǁĞĞŬĞŶĚ�ƐƚƌŽůů�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
ŝƚƐ�ƐƚƌĞĞƚƐ͘�

KǀĞƌ� ƚŚĞ� ƉĂƐƚ� ϱ� ǇĞĂƌƐ� ŵĂŶǇ�
ƐŚŽƉƐ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŝŶ�ƐŚŽƉƉŝŶŐ�ĂƌĞĂ�ŚĂǀĞ�
ĐůŽƐĞĚ� ĚŽǁŶ� ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ� ĮŶĂŶĐŝĂů�
ĐƌĂƐŚ�ŝŶ�ϮϬϬϴ͘�dŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�ĚƵĞ�ŝŶ�ƉĂƌƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ� ŽĨ� ůĂƌŐĞ� ƐŚŽƉƉŝŶŐ� ĂƌĞĂƐ�
ƐƵĐŚ� ĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ĐƌĞƐĐĞŶƚ� ŝŶ� ZĂŚĞĞŶ� ĂŶĚ�
ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů� ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐ� ŽŶ� �ŚŝůĚĞƌƐ�
ƌŽĂĚ͕� ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ĐĞŶƚƌĞ͘� �Žŵ-
ďŝŶĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐ�ŶƵŵďĞƌ�
ŽĨ�ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ�ĞƐƚĂƚĞƐ�ďƵŝůƚ�ŽŶ� ƚŚĞ� ĨƌŝŶŐĞƐ�
ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ͘� �Ɛ� Ă� ƌĞƐƵůƚ� Ă� ĚŽƵŐŚŶƵƚ� ĞĨ-
ĨĞĐƚ�ŚĂƐ�ƐƚĂƌƚĞĚ͕�ŝŶ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĞŶƚƌĞ�ŽĨ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ŝƐ� ĚĞƐĞƌƚĞĚ�ďƵƚ�ŚĂƐ� Ă�ďĂŶĚ�ŽĨ�
ĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů� ĂŶĚ� ƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƟĂů� ĂĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ�
ŚĂƉƉĞŶŝŶŐ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ŝƚ͘�

/�ŚĂǀĞ�ŵĂĚĞ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĞīŽƌƚƐ�ƚŽ�ƚƌǇ�
ĂŶĚ�ŵĂƉ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŶĞǁ�ĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ�ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ�
ŽĨ� ƉĞŽƉůĞ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ŵĂƉ� ƐŚŽǁŶ� ;&ŝŐƵƌĞ�

&ŝǀĞͿ͘�/ƚ�ƐŚŽǁƐ�ŚŽǁ�ŵĂŶǇ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�
ĐŝƚǇ�ĐŚŽƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŚĞƐĞ� ůĂƌŐĞ�ƐŚŽƉƉŝŶŐ�
ĐĞŶƚƌĞƐ�ĂƐ�ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ĐĞŶƚƌĞ͕�
^ŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�ĚŽǁŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĂǀĂŝůĂďŝůŝƚǇ�
ŽĨ�ƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ĐŽƐƚ͘�WĞŽƉůĞ�ǁŝůů�ĚƌŝǀĞ�ϭϬ�
ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ� ƚŽ�ZĂŚĞĞŶ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�ƚŽ�ǁĂůŬ-
ŝŶŐ�ũƵƐƚ�ϭϱ�ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ�ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƚŽǁŶ�ĐĞŶ-
ƚƌĞ͘�DĂŶǇ�ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�
ǁŝůů�ĂůƐŽ�ĐŚŽƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽƚŽƌǁĂǇ�ƚŽ�
ĂǀŽŝĚ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ͘�ŵŽƐƚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞŵ� ŽŶůǇ� ƐĞĞ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� Ăƚ� ŶŝŐŚƚ�ǁŚĞŶ�ŚĞĂĚŝŶŐ� ŽƵƚ� ƚŽ�
ƐŽĐŝĂůŝǌĞ͘�

�ŶŽƚŚĞƌ� ŵĂƉ� ƚŚĂƚ� /� ĨĞĞů� ǁŽƵůĚ�
ďĞ�ŽĨ�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ǀĂůƵĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�
ƐŝŵŝůĂƌ� ƚŽ� ĮŐƵƌĞ� ƐĞǀĞŶ͘� dŚŝƐ� ŵĂƉ� ďǇ�
:ĞƌŵĞǇ� tŽŽĚ� ƐŚŽǁƐ� ŚŝƐ� ŽǁŶ� ƌŽƵƚĞƐ�
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�>ŽŶĚŽŶ�ĂƐ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�
'W^� ĚĞǀŝĐĞ͘� /ƚ�ǁŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƟŶŐ� ƚŽ�
ŚĂǀĞ�ƵƉ�ƚŽ�ŽŶĞ�ŚƵŶĚƌĞĚ�ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ�ĚŽ�
ƚŚĞ� ƐĂŵĞ� ŝŶ� >ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ͘� /� ƚŚŝŶŬ� ŝƚ� ǁŽƵůĚ�
ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ� ĐůĞĂƌůǇ� ǁŚĂƚ� ŝƐ� ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ�
ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �ǁŚĞƌĞ�ƚŚĞǇ�
ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĚŽŶ͛ƚ͘�

/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ĂŶĚ�
ŝƐ�ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƌĞĂůůǇ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�ĂĚ-
ĚƌĞƐƐĞĚ͘�/Ĩ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ƉĞŽƉůĞƐ�Ăƫ-
ƚƵĚĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ƚŚĞŶ�ŝƚ�ŵĂǇ�ĂŐĂŝŶ�ĐŽŵĞ�
ĂůŝǀĞ�ĂŶĚ�ďĞ�Ă�ŵŽƌĞ�ǀŝďƌĂŶƚ�ƉůĂĐĞ͘�
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�ƌĂǁŝŶŐ�ŵĂƉƐ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŽŶĞƐ�
ƐŚŽǁŶ͕�ĂƌĞ�ƵŶĚĞƌǀĂůƵĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�ƵƐĞĚ�
ĞŶŽƵŐŚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĂƌůǇ�ƐƚĂŐĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�
ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͘� dŚĞǇ�ŵĂŬĞ� ŝƚ� ŵƵĐŚ� ĞĂƐŝĞƌ� ƚŽ�
ƚĂŝůŽƌ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǆĂĐƚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ŽĨ�ĂŶ�ĂƌĞĂ�ƌĂƚŚ-
Ğƌ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŚĂǀŝŶŐ�ƚŽŽ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŽĨ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĂĐƟǀ-
ŝƟĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�ĞŶŽƵŐŚ�ŽĨ�ŽƚŚĞƌƐ͘��ŶŽƚŚĞƌ�
ŐƌĞĂƚ�ƵƐĞ�ĨŽƌ�ŵĂƉƐ�ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�
ďĞ� ƚŽ� ŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚ� ĂƌĞĂƐ� ǁŚĞƌĞ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ�
ŵĂǇ�ďĞ�ƐƚĂƌƟŶŐ�ƚŽ�ĚĞĐůŝŶĞ͕�ŝŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĐĂƐĞ�
ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ĐĞŶƚƌĞ͕�ĂůůŽǁŝŶŐ�ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�
ƉůĂŶŶĞƌƐ� ƚŽ� ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ� ŝŶƚĞƌǀĞŶƟŽŶƐ� ƚŚĂƚ�
ĐĂŶ�ƌĞǀŝƚĂůŝǌĞ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƉůĂĐĞƐ͘�tŚĂƚ�ŵƵƐƚ�
ĂůƐŽ�ďĞ�ƚĂŬĞŶ�ŝŶƚŽ�ĂĐĐŽƵŶƚ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐƵƌƌĂŶƚ�
ƉƐǇĐŚŽͲŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚŝĐĂů�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ƚŚĂƚ�>ŝŵĞƌ-
ŝĐŬ�ŝƐ�ŚĂǀŝŶŐ�ŽŶ�ŝƚƐ�ŝŶŚĂďŝƚĂŶƚƐ͘�

tŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǁ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ�
ƐǇƐƚĞŵ�ĨŽƌ�>ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ͕� /�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚĞƌĞ� ŝƐ�ĂŶ�
ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ� ƚŽ� ŵĂŬĞ� ŵĂŶǇ� ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ�
ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘��Ǉ�ŵĂŬŝŶŐ�ŝƚ�ŵƵĐŚ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ŽĨ� ĂŶ� ĐŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚĞĚ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ� ƚŽ�
ĐŽŵĞ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ͕� ŝƚ� ĐŽƵůĚ� ĚƌĂǁ� ƉĞŽƉůĞ�
ŝŶƚŽ�ƐƚĂǇŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ůŝǀŝŶŐ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�'ĞŽƌ-
ŐŝĂŶ�ĐŽƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘�dŚĞƌĞ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŶĞĞĚ�ƚŽ�
ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƉĂĐĞ�ŵŽƌĞ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ�
ĐŝƚǇ͕ � ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ� ƚŚĂƚ� ŝƐ� ŽŶůǇ� ŝŶ� ƌĞĐĞŶƚ�
ǇĞĂƌƐ�ďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�
ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ͕ “At the start of the 1980’s, the notion 
of program was still forbidden territory”20�ƐŽ�ƚŚĂƚ�
ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐ� ĂĐƚƐ� ĂƐ� Ă� ĐŽŚĞƐŝǀĞ� ƵŶŝƚ͘� /Ŷ�
ĚŽŝŶŐ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ǁŽƵůĚ� ŶĞĞĚ� ƚŽ� ďĞ�
ƉůĂŶŶĞĚ�ǀĞƌǇ�ĐĂƌĞĨƵůůǇ͘

�ƚ� ƚŚĞ� ŵŽŵĞŶƚ� ƚŚĞƌĞ� ĂƌĞ� ƐƟůů�
Ă�ĨĞǁ�ƚŚŝŶŐƐ� ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁŽƌŬ�ǀĞƌǇ�
ǁĞůů�ĂŶĚ�ĚƌĂǁ�ůĂƌŐĞ�ŶƵŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�
ŝŶƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ͘�KŶĞ�ŽĨ� ƚŚĞƐĞ� ŝƐ� ƚŚĞ�DŝůŬ�
ŵĂƌŬĞƚ�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ŽǀĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƐƚ�ϭϬ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ĚĞ-

ƐƉŝƚĞ�ĚĞĐůŝŶĞ�ŽǀĞƌĂůů�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŚĂƐ�ƐĞĞŶ�
ŐƌĞĂƚ�ŐƌŽǁƚŚ͘�/ƚ�ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ�ŵĂŶǇ�ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚ-
ƵĂů�ĂƌƟƐĂŶ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶŶŽƚ�ŐĞƚ�
ĂŶǇǁŚĞƌĞ�ĞůƐĞ� ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘� /ƚ�ǁŽƌŬƐ�ďĞ-
ĐĂƵƐĞ� ŝƚ� ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐ� ĂŶ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ�ǁŚĞŶ�
ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ĐŽŵĞ�ƚŽ�ŝƚ͕�ĮŐƵƌĞ�Ɛŝǆ�ƐŚŽǁƐ�ƚŚĞ�
ďƵƐƚůŝŶŐ�ĂƚŵŽƐƉŚĞƌĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƵŶƟů�ƌĞĐĞŶƚůǇ�
ǁŽƵůĚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ĐŽŵŵŽŶ�ŝŶ�Ă�ůŽƚ�ŵŽƌĞ�
ƐƚƌĞĞƚƐ�ĂĐƌŽƐƐ�>ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ͘�

dŚĞ�ƌŝǀĞƌ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�Ă�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ƌĞ-
ƐŽƵƌĐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚ�ŵŽƌĞ͘�
ƚŚĂƚ� ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚ� ƚŚĞ� ƌĞĐĞŶƚ� ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ�
ŚĂƐ� ĚŝīĞƌĞĚ� ĨƌŽŵ� ŝƚƐ� ƉƌĞĚĞĐĞƐƐŽƌƐ� ŝŶ�
ĨĂĐŝŶŐ�ŽŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŝǀĞƌ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ŝƐ�ůŝƩůĞ�Žƌ�ŶŽ�
ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ǁĂƚĞƌ͘ �

dŚĞ� ŵĂƉ� ŽĨ� >ŝŵĞƌŝĐŬ� ƐŚŽǁƐ�
Ă� ŚƵŐĞ� ĚĞƌĞůŝĐƚ� ĚŽĐŬůĂŶĚƐ� ƚŚĂƚ� ŽŶĐĞ�
ďƌŽƵŐŚƚ�Ă�ƚŚƌŝǀŝŶŐ�ƐŚŝƉƉŝŶŐ�ŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ�ƚŽ�
ƚŚĞ�ĐĞŶƚƌĞ͘�DĂŶǇ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ŶŽǁ�ĂǀŽŝĚ�ƚŚŝƐ�
ĂƌĞĂ�ŽŶůǇ�ƉĂƐƐŝŶŐ� ŝƚ�ŽŶ�ƌŽƵƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƐŽŵĞ-
ǁŚĞƌĞ�ĞůƐĞ͘�,ĞƌĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�Ă�ŐƌĞĂƚ�ƉůĂĐĞ�
ƚŽ�ƐĞƚ�ƵƉ�ŽŶĞ�ĨŽĐƵƐ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ƉŽƐ-
ƐŝďůĞ�Ă�ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů�ŚƵď�ŽĨ�ĂƌƟƐƚ͘�

/ĚĞĂƐ� ĐŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ƚĂŬĞŶ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƚŚĞ�
�ŚƌŝƐƟĂŶŝĂ� ĂƌĞĂ� ŝŶ� �ŽƉĞŶŚĂŐĞŶ͘� dŚŝƐ�
ǁŽƵůĚ� ƐĞƚ� ƵƉ� Ă� ŵƵĐŚ� ŵŽƌĞ� ĚǇŶĂŵŝĐ�
ƌŽƵƚĞ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ĂƐ� Ă� ŽŶĞ� ƐŝĚĞ�
ǁŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ƚŚŝƐ� ŶĞǁ� ƌĞǀŝƚĂůŝǌĞĚ� ĚŽĐŬ-
ůĂŶĚƐ�ůĞĂĚŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŝůŬ�ŵĂƌŬĞƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�
ŚƵŐĞ�ĂŵŽƵŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŶŝŐŚƚůŝĨĞ�ĂůƌĞĂĚǇ�ƚŚĞƌĞ͘�
dŚŝƐ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ƚŽ�ƐĞƚ�ƵƉ�
ŶĞǁ�ǀĞŶƚƵƌĞƐ�ŝŶ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƚŽŽ�ĨŽ-
ĐĂů�ƉŽŝŶƚƐ͘�ĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƐƚŽƉƉŝŶŐ�
ĂŶǇ�ŶĞǁ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ�ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ĂŶĚ�
ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐŝŶŐ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ƚŽ�ŽĐĐƵƉǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞŶ-
ŽǀĂƚĞ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ� ĐĞŶƚƌĞ� ƐƵĐŚ�
ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�'ĞŽƌŐŝĂŶ�ĐŽƌĞ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ĂůƐŽ�ŚĞůƉ�ƚŽ�
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ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŶƵŵďĞƌƐ�ŽĨ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ĂĐƟǀĞ-
ůǇ�ůŝǀŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘�

dŚŝƐ� ŶĞǁ� ƌŽƵƚĞ� ǁĂǇ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ǁŽƵůĚ� ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ� ǁŽŶĚĞƌŝŶŐ�
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ� ƚŚĞ� ƐƚƌĞĞƚ� ƐĐĂƉĞ� ŐŽŝŶŐ� Ăŝŵ-
ůĞƐƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ŽŶĞ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǆƚ͕�ƐŝŵŝůĂƌ�
ƚŽ�ŚŽǁ� /� ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ�ŵǇ�ǁĂůŬƐ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ�
EĞǁ�zŽƌŬ͘��Ǉ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵŝŶŐ�ƐŽŵĞ�ƐƉĂĐ-
ĞƐ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŝƚǇ� ĂŶĚ� ŚĂǀĞ� ƚŚĞŵ� ĂƐ� ĮǆĞĚ�
ƉŽŝŶƚƐ�ŽĨ� ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶ͕�ǁŝůů�ĂůůŽǁ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ĂĚ�ŚŽĐŬ�ƌĂŶĚŽŵ�ƚŚŝŶŐƐ�ƚŽ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�
ŝŶ�ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ͘�>ŝŬĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŵĂŶǇ�ďƵƐŬĞƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�
ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵ�ǁŝƚŚŝŶ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ͘�

DǇ�ŽǁŶ�ǀŝĞǁ�ŽĨ�ĐŝƚǇ�ŚĂƐ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ�
Ă� ůŽƚ� ƐŝŶĐĞ� ĐŽŵŵĞŶĐŝŶŐ� ƚŚĞ� ƐƚƵĚǇ� ŽĨ�
ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƵƌĞ͘� /ƚ�ŚĂƐ�ĂůůŽǁĞĚ�ŵĞ� ƚŽ� ƐĞĞ�
ŵŽƌĞ� ƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƟĞƐ� ĂƌŽƵŶĚ� ŵĞ͕� ŶŽƚ� ƚŽ�
ƉƵƚ�ůŝŵŝƚĂƟŽŶƐ�ŽŶƚŽ�ǁŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŝƚǇ�ĐŽƵůĚ�
ďĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůǇ�ŝŶ�ϱϬ�ǇĞĂƌƐ�ƟŵĞ͕�ŬŶŽǁŶ�
ĂƐ� ƚŚĞ� ďĞƐƚ� ĐŝƚǇ� ŝŶ� �ƵƌŽƉĞ͘� tŚĞŶ� ĚĞ-
ǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ�ƐƚŽƉƉŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ďĂŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�
ŵƵŶĚĂŶĞ� ĂĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ� ĨƌŽŵ� ƚĂŬŝŶŐ� ŽǀĞƌ�
ƐŚŽƵůĚ� ďĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƚŽƉ�ƉƌŝŽƌŝƚǇ� ŽĨ� ƉůĂŶŶĞƌƐ�
ĂŶĚ� ĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐ͘� tŝƚŚŽƵƚ� ƉƌŽƉĞƌ� ƉůĂŶ-
ŶŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐ�
Ă�ƐŝŶŐůĞ�ĞŶƟƟĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŶŽƚ�ĂƐ�Ă�ĐŽůůĞĐƟǀĞ�
ƵŶŝƚ͕�/�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ůĞĂĚƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůůǇ�ĨĂůů�
ŽĨ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͘

DǇ� ƌĞĐĞŶƚ� ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ� ŝŶƚŽ� ƚŚĞ�
^ŝƚƵĂƟŽŶŝƐƚ�/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌůĚ�
ŽĨ� ƉƐǇĐŚŽŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ� ŚĂƐ� ƐŚŽǁŶ� ŵĞ�
ǁŚĂƚ�ĐĂŶ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�ŝŶ�Ă�ĐŝƚǇ͕ �Žƌ�ĂŶǇǁŚĞƌĞ͕�
ŝĨ� ǇŽƵƌ� ǁŝůůŝŶŐ� ƚŽ� ƚĂŬĞ� Ă� ĐŚĂŶĐĞ� ĂŶĚ�
ũƵƐƚ� ŐŽ� ĨŽƌ� Ă� ǁĂůŬ͕� ǁŝƚŚ� ŶŽ� ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ�
ĚĞƐƟŶĂƟŽŶ�ďƵƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ũƵƐƚ�ĂŶ�ŽƉĞŶ�ŵŝŶĚ�
ƚŽ�ƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ͘�
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Figure Seven:
This is  map made by Jeremy Wood. He generates these maps by walking 
around London city with a GPS so each line represents a lived experience 
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Figure Eight:
The map above by Paul-Henry Chombart show the movments of a young wom-
en through the city showning places she regularlly frequents.
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Footnotes 

1,  Formulary for a new urbanism,  is a text by Chtcheglov outlining how the city has become a sea of 
banality nothing new emerges and all the promised things of the dadaists and surrealists are gone.  

2, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 6

3, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California, Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 52

4, Merlin Coverley, Psychogeography (London: Pocket Essentials, 2010), 93

5, Guy Debord, Society Of Spectacle (Detroit: Black and Red ,2000), 23

6, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 4

7, Merlin Coverley, Psychogeography (London: Pocket Essentials, 2010), 82

8, Simon Sadler, The Situationist City (London: The MIT Press, 1999) , 81

9, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 20

10, Karl Marx, Das Kapital ( New York, Gateway Editions, 1996), 125

11, Guy Debord, Society Of Spectacle (Detroit: Black and Red ,2000), 23

12, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 473

13, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 51

14, Ken Knabb, Situationist International Anthology (California :Bureau of public secrets, 2006), 51

15, Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1994), 20

16, Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1994), 20

17, Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust:A History of Walking (London: Verso, 2001) , 250
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18, Michel de Certeau, The Practice Of Everyday Life (California: University of California Press, 2011) . 92

19, Simon Sadler, The Situationist City (London: The MIT Press, 1999) , 93

20, Bernard Tschumi, Architecture and Disjunction (London: The MIT Press, 1996) , 144
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